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A B S T R A C T
, This manual describes the FORTRAN IV Program developed to
analyze the flow field associated with scramjet exhaust
sys'tems. The instructions for preparing input and inter-
preting output are described. The program analyzes steady
three dimensional supersonic flow by the reference plane
characteristic technique. The governing equations and numer-
ical techniques employed are presented in Volume I of this
report.
M. Jfci. -.ii. i». A*
.
is, ,. jii. . .au.
I. INTRODUCTION
" ~ ^
•"The FORTRAN IV 'program described herein analyzes i n v i s c i d
"-
\three dimensional supersonic flow in scramjet exhaust systems
by use of a reference plane characteristic procedure. The
\
governing equations and numerical techniques employed are de-
„.scribed in detail in Volume I of this report.EJ ~. . ,_ , _,
The numerical grid employed in Figures (la) and (Ib) follows
streamline projections in each reference plane (R,Z) or (X,Z)
or (X,6). The grid is described by a matrix of points (I,J)
. where "I" denotes the streamline projection being ""traced in a
reference plane and "J" denotes the reference plane considered.
The number of streamline points (I) may not vary from reference
plane to reference plane, and the addition or deletion of
T-streaml ine-points in accordanc-e with step-size considerations
is provided for in~subroutine "SPACE"."
For internal flow calculations the program may use either
Cartesian (X, Y, Z), line source (R, 6, Z) or cylindrical (X,
6, R) coordinates depending upon the internal geometry considered.
For the external flow calculation the Cartesian system or cyl-
indrical system is used and the switch-over is performed auto-
matically in subroutine INTER. The marching direction is either
R or X and the direction normal to the reference plane is either
M.. m. M M J&.
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FIGURE Ib. NUMERICAL GRID-CYLINDRICAL
j- «r> «•"•:- 9 :•» --W-T ,»-> ••-» .-, ; r? r"-- -' ' i. .
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0 or y. Specifying XJ = 0 or 1 with XJ1 = 0 in the input de-
termines whether a Cartesian or line source system is used.
s ^-For the cylindrical system XJ1 = 1 and XJ = 0.
\
For^the program described herein, the following stipulations
apply::,
(1) The internal flow is underexpanded.
(2) The cowl and sidewalls end on a plane X =
constant. The sidewall edges at the cowl
lip plane are assume'd to" be strai ght lines
for external central module configuration
(Figure 2).
t
(3) The program is dimensioned such that ten (10)
reference planes may be used with forty (40)
streamline points in each reference plane (40,
10). This, of course, may be changed depending
on.sjtprage a.yai 1 abiJJ ty and . thejnumper of grid
points needed to complete a problem.
I: 'I
(4) The flow deflection at the sidewall exit is -:•
sumed to be zero.
'-T
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FIGURE 2. INTERNAL SIDEWALL GRID
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(5) For the cylindrical coordinate system only
central module flows are. possible.
In general, doubly curved upper, lower and sidewalls can be
assumed, the only limitations being those given above. Sub-
routines TWALL, BWALL and SWALL describe the shape of these
t ' T ' . . .
walls using parabolas defined in the Input Section.
Thermodynamic curve fits are contained in functions FT, FGAM
and RHEQ, for temperature, e q u i l i b r i u m exponent and density.
,.These are mul ti-variate fits obtained .from data in Reference -
(1) and are described in Volume I.
The external flow calculation requires specifying the shape
of an internal stream surface described by a two parameter
*.parabola as,, in JTWAL.L. ..Subroutine COWL, computes the under-
expansion interaction between the internal and external flows
at the cowl edge station. This data, the internal flow data
and external flow data provide the necessary i n i t i a l data sur-
-face and boundary conditions to calculate the .'external flow
interaction (Figure 3). The strength of the underexpansion
shock is calculated in HSHOCK and the properties on the con-
tact surface are calculated in CSURF. The crosswise shape of
, the,.disx;ontinui-ties- is .-calculated in ALSHOCK.
14
m
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For end modules (Figure,4) WRAP calculates the property variations
as a function ..of a, local reference plane ..orientation^in the wrap--
around region of the flow. " ~* •* - •*
The program computes deriwatives for each flow field point on
the initial value surface in DERIV while derivatives on the new
data surface (r + Ar or x + AX) are computed-in DERIV:N. *I-ntegra1
correction factors for mass flow and total energy are computed in
MOTHER. The flow field properties are corrected in UNOWAT based
on these correction factors. The user choses the frequency of
application of these corrections by an iri'pufvarfablef described r1n
. • •> -. • - * V5 •_» *-.J, ,*«*, a^ £ *^» .^*, , m! & i*Jil
Section II, "Description of Input."
The main program executes the characteristic calculations and
provides the control necessary to execute boundary calculations,
compute thermodynamic "data etd. , and provides for other peripheral
computations or instructions necessary to complete the overall
calculation.
Ut
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II. DESCRIPTION OF INPUT



















1-5 final marching step
6-10 print interval (in number of steps)
11-15 restart indicator (0-initial run;
1-restart)
16-20 indicator for second order accuracy
in characteristic calculations
(0-first order; 1-second order)
21-25 . indicator for second order accuracy
in crosswise derivatives (0-first
order; 1-second order) NOTE: if this
input equals 1, the characteristic
calculations are also second order
26-30 mass flow and energy correction
interval (in number of steps)
31-35 , number, of reference planes allowed
for in dimension statement (now is
10)
36-40 intermediate punched output may be
obtained at a maximum of three
41-45 stations (input station numbers de-
46-50 sired, if any)
51-60 stepsize factor (presently 2)
 ;
15 1-5 JMAX number of reference planes ex-
cluding sidewall but i n c l u d i n g planes
of symmetry - maximum is 9. NOTE: if
run termination is in an external
end module configuration, the maxi-
mum number of initial reference planes
OMAX=9-NUMEXP; where NUMEXP is input
#5 on -card #2. . ' •
M
&• .
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Card
Namber Format Columns Description
15 - 6-10 internal symmetry indicator (0-one
plane of symmetry; 1-two planes of
symmetry)
15 11-15 external symmetry indicator (0-one
plane of symmetry...)
15 16-20 external flow indicator (0-end
module, 1-central module)
15 21-25 number of rotated reference planes
for wraparound calculation (max is
number of data points in z direction
between vehicle undersurface and
ZSAV, described on card 3) - ex-
ternal vehicle undersurface is a
"" plane " " ' / ' . ' '..
15 26-30 sweepback indicator (0-no sweepback;
1-sweepback). If this equals one,
the number of i n i t i a l data points
in each reference plane and sidewall
must be the same.
15 - "31-35 ~ IMAX(l) number of initial data
points in first reference plane
15 36-40 IMAX(2) number of i n i t i a l data
points in second reference plane
IS T " " IMAX(JMAX) number of i n i t i a l data
points in last reference plane
(J=JMAX) . -
*Note: Number of data points on each reference plane are equal (i.e., IMAX(l)
IMAX(2) = ...= IMAX(JMAX))
r*
i..
a m &* ^  m ^  m &
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Card
Number Format Columns Description
?
 3 E10.3 1-10 origin of (r,e,z) coordinate sys-1
 tern of initial station (ft)
E10.3 11-20 XJ-(0-Cartesian; 1-cylindrical)
E10.3 21-30 XJI-(0-Vehicle I; 1-Vehicle II)
E10.3 31-40 X coordinate of cowl at end of
sidewall (ft)
. . . . . . . -
 T _ . , . . _ , .
E10.3 41-50 radial distance to intersection
of cowl lip with sidewall or last
reference plane if no sidewall (ft)
E10.3 51-60 final X coordinate of run (ft)
E10.3 61-70 ZSAV-Z direction point of JMAX
internal reference plane which
" '"
 v
" " ~ definesT origin' of 7swee"p around
coordinate system
E10.3 71-80 static pressure at vehicle infinity
conditions (lbf/ft2)
' If- input 6 on -card 241s zero?-leave this-card out of deck:
3a E10.3 1-10 X coordinate of sweepback plane
in first reference plane
-
 r. £J..0.3.~ . _, 11-20_ . , X .coordinate o,f. sw.eepback plane1
 -.
 k
 -- - . * in^second reference plane
E10.3 X coordinate of sweepback plane in
last reference plane or sidewall
1f it exists
3b E10.3 1-10 initial lift
E10.3 11-20 initial thrust
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Card
N u m b e r
L 3 b r








D e s c r i p t i o n
i n i t i a l p i t c h i n g
z m o m e n t a x i s
x m o m e n t a x i s
moment
„ 4a. E10.3 1-10 angular coordinates (X0=l)f
 (degrees) or y (XJ=0) "coordinate
(ft) or first reference plane
E10.3 11-20 z coordinate of first data point
(1=1) on first (J=l) reference
plane (ft)
E10.3 21-30 z coordinate of second data point
. • . (1=2) on first (0=1) reference
~" "*"" '*"" *• ~ ^ *" " 7/~*» *_ V""""" 7-~ •' T" • "" •* •
. ; : Plane Jft)
E10.3 z coordinate of last data point
(I=IMAX(1)) on first (J=l) refer-
ence plane (ft)
Xlf there are more than^6 data points on a .reference plane continue
on the next data' card irT Cofumn"#l with'same format)
4b-4m Same as 4a for each of the reference planes.
i - *
5 . Leave "this card out of input -deck-if Hnput 2-on card 2
equals 1: )
15 1-5 number of initial data points on
sidewall
E10.0 •' -6-15 z coordinate of f i rst data poJnt *
on sidewall (ft)
Card
Number Format Columns Description
E10..0 16-25 z coordinate of second data point
on sidewall (ft)
E10.0 z coordinate of last data point
on sidewall (ft)
15 1-5 number of parabolas used to de-
fine lower wall (max is 3)
7a E10.3 1-10 distance R defining starting
location of first parabola (ft)
(input equals input 1 on card 3)
i\ >- • £_ L,» -j— '- * , -
E10.3 11-20 coordinates for first parabola
defining lower wall (for T=THETA
or Y, and X = marching distance)
Z=A11X2T2+A12X2T+A13XT2+A14X2+
; A15T2+A16XT+A17X+A18T+A19
inputs All - A17
E10.3 - 74-80- *. - >-
8a E10.3 1-10 A18
E10.3 11-20 A19
7b,8b Give starting locations and coordinates of the second
7c,8c and third parabolas defining lower wall (if used).
9 *•• Same, as cards 6,- 7a-7c and 8a-8c except coordinates for
a-lOc . . „ . „
 4. .. ,
lla-llc equation of upper.wall.






Same format as cards 6, 7a--7c and 8a-8c except coordi-
nates for equation of sidewall (these cards are only
necessary if input 2 on card 2 is 0), where parabola
is T=A31X2Z2+A32X2Z+A33XZ2+A34X2+A35Z2+A36XZ+A37X+
A38Z+A39. " * * " ' " • - . , , . . .
The following is the input format for properties at data points
in the flow field. There is a set of 6 properties for each
reference plane. They are read from 1 to the number of data
r
 *V- 5— V • J- y~ •*•"-- {?"!• 'p—• -T - ---. - -
points for that reference'plane ('IMAX"(0))" (inputs 7,8,... on
card 2). If there are more than 7 data points on a reference
plane the remaining data points are continued on tjie next card
with the same format.
15a E10.3
E10.3
1-10 pressure at first data point in
first reference plane (lbf/ft2)
11-20 pressure at second data point in
first reference plane (lbf/ft2)
E10.3 pressure at last data point in




Nurcfb;er'lr Forin'a:t':- 1 Columns. Description-
16a Same as 15a except values of PHE* (degrees)
?. 5 t'l - '.I' rT: :. VG 1. f;ii iiPu o :•. " ^  f: V v " S/.Ht-'. U f' 0 p '1 ':' \ 1 i-' ?- fl i" f. 'if. t T £J
17a Samejcets rl-Saj-eXiCept^ ivaVues of Q* ( f t / sec )
18a Same as 15a except va lues of SI* (degrees )
2 2&r.as
 >:,l-5ia ^exc^t ^va^ues.pQ.f H, .static;/ eijtha.l.py (ft. /sec )
\ \, . ,; rSjame -a,s, .^ 1-5 a except values of * fuel to air equivalence
ratio
•: — • - equilibrium hydrogen-air
^ .-.--.«• i. :-5 •->. - o r r 5t t i^v^f 11 .
* = -1.- methane
?'! £•-. ~ .,••: .-:0> CXC- ...«- i
 t S . .-if.-;:'!
*PHE is the angle assoc ia ted with the direction cosine of the projec-
t ion -af the velp.city iv.e.ctpr.^tn the -.r^fe/ren&e.^p^a-.ne j a n d ^ h e .^marxhing
. -I r:.'C t. ; :T! -j t- i i A ••• -u • ! » f .•'•:- r.'!.'direction R or X.
2'i Sa'n^ t.z 15a except ve ; cc i t v ' JOTI-O^P. t ^ ^  I
• f t /'•«• e c ) ;ft '. . • .:>.--wa , i >, T :.. .• ^ ;_ (. i •Q is the projection of the velocity vector in the reference plane.
SI is the ang^le associated -vfith the direction cosine of the velocity
tp-p; and its projection in the reference plane.
15b-20b are :%he same as 15a-20a ;ex.cept tproperties ,-ar.e i,n the
second reference plane/ ,-.•'•'•.'• ' ^. ?, . ;' •••'(•. ••
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Card
Number^ Format Columns Description
15n-20n are the^same as.!5a-20a except properties are in the
I !]<"• "i '•••• '• ' J'-. . ' >'! • ^ 11. r; , "• i.,- .1 .. . ,. ? :i •". '",'-' • = .''. 0 ~" 6 i' I I H '. J I •" 0 *- f 7' -•'•:' -~ ;
last reference plane
[ . • • „ . • ..r . - t . s '-' : •'. c. or. ••:-.; ' .r. ;;•; i!'.: o > ; - ? P f . T ; : - ? y a'•'•:. A - ? J - fi T-r. i- t-j
If input 2 on card 2 equals 1, there are ho more input cards
'.-(••. • • :r • I • f- ••'• v-'" -^ d i. r O 0 i I • T :; If. L b 2 "' " ^  £ ' ' i •• 5 .T • i f '.!> v r. 1 C .1 Y '"- '
for ini tial i nput.
1 h 'I :•. '• •:• ••c-.; 1 ••'.- x .;; ,' • c '".'•; . ^.; i".; •'. c- If ;;••'' On IP r.Ne ; r, • :"'
! r- D !.. 1 .. i. ~" ••;.f i f- e x c : •;' :' .• s ^ "i o -: •;' "i • r. i: 'j r - ? o j ..• c . [ f .-..-. c:
21 Same as 15a except at sidewall.
^22j •-;•'. :- SaHie^as, 19a >exeep$ a.$ ; sidewal 1,.
r
 :
 1' .:•, :' 0 ; :< >:: L -^ i' - O • c. ,• : -; » .. f i - ~ -i~: •'• ' .. • " .-V T ^ .; ;'; 1
23 Same as 20a except at sidewall.
Si, b 1; (. - :. r -i c jxtv ' •!; 1 . r n i •: ~; •-:• L ;•;,;«;..'; ;> f io <• ' r> - -/v =i • '.
-:i,24 c. p • .Samp, as ,!l5a ^ except velocity component in Cartesian X
direction at sidewall (ft/sec).
- 2 & t i C 3 ^ - j !"3 ? I u r'""' \.- •'• •" ? " i» '- '• -j •'' •' ">•" '' • •'
25 Same as 15a except velocity.:comppnenti in ,Z: direction
at sidewall (f t/sec) •.,; '-'..-p. ••• "•& ^^-";'// '^.-'.^ - •••'•. -.^ ..^ -'-
B>o Cowl Input?Pata 2 or ati cr. ::• • s e ^ o - i . i
Card
Number Format Col umns Description
. - - .;. V
1 Hidlr; 1-5 number>of external flow points
^imi nimum'.i^fSjtoppwlpl.jp point,
limiting external stream surface
point and one dummy point)
•"or :j n i f o r^n f; x U" i pt: ! f ; --r H '; •• •.:',/
c-l,v;^ca. .-:ovil IS-;.j .=, -.0 jS - lOv ;: cnujnb.er; of: pp,i nts, i n^ Prandt-l -Meyerfan including data downst ream of
- i o c k c s r c i ?. r.? i i :JP . ' shock (recommend 7; maximum 9)
166 - Vol. II Page 18
Ca,rdi
Number Format Columns Descri ptlon
^en f - -»- - -.* --- . . . . - • -• -;
jk
"The" foil owi ng is the input format for properties at data points
in the free stream. There is a set of the Z locations and 6
properties for each reference plane. They are read from 1 to
the .number of data points, in the free stream (input 1, card 1).
This is done the same as cards 15a-20a to 15n-20n in the initial
f -. V. • ;,*' I-
Input Data Section except the Z locations are added. If an end
module configuration, i-s,
 cb..e.ing computed the number of external
reference planes is the original JMAX (input 1 on card 2)
^planes plus the number »ot: external- pi an-es ^i "P^it 5- on ^card- 2) *-
^ . x
 fa .- i. *. * , i^ i i^ _ ~ »•
Subtract one if external vehicle undersurface is a wall rather
than a plane of symmetry.. •;•••
2a E10.3 1-10 Z location of first data point
•:s-:Ja ;>; in first reference plane (ft)
•**- - - *- *~- ?p .•?*. "~ "(input equals Z" coordinate "of c
E10.3 11-20 Z location of second data point
in first reference plane (ft)
E10.3 Z location of last data point
in first reference plane (ft)
For uniform external flow allow sufficient Z direction space
^,
 Tbetween,cow! 1 i,p, an/J limiting external -stream -surface -poi nt for
•** ^shock propagation. ~ ~
dto —
tTn '^-ir-ie " ''lA-'i 'T-T >fvUQ i^» --l'-4
-KumbeV ^Forma-t kblHjm'hs f^es c-r-frp 11" on
" 3a sYme la;s :2'a fexcept VaTTUfes^ of pressure !(1b"_:
' v "i r.,; •; ': o>'; ••• • u r -j •• 8 , '• •': . ft ( M •.; * f ± \.- r v i c t f
1 ,4a ,J5ame .a.s ,2a .exc.ep.t values, of,,P.H.E ^dejI-eeSj.)..^,.^,., .
Z .:i'-f '. ;i : ; '^r-.; ^liU:"ie u;; J ~ >^s i^'f^ :e ,
5a Same as 2a except va lues of Q ( f t / sec ) .
t
6a Same as 2a except values;: b;Y. ;SI,
7a Same as 2a except vafuies ^ f H Vfa'ti'c V^i'thWl pV conr trr:
(ft2/sec2).
L.'U. 3 • )-?0
8a Same as 2a except values of $ fuel to air equivalence
ra'tio. . . .
2b-8b Same as 2a-8a except properties are in the second
^ reference pljan^e. ,^ c^r or p^'sboU-^ for ."<.,u;,":.i.:-.
2n-8n Same as 2a-8a except 'pVdpe'r'ffe's^ r^e in jthe last re-
ference plane.
f; d t ii S ~ C r i 0 H c X .J f; p L 'J 0 ": >' C "• !; i: 1 f. : ' • • ' . ' « " v. 0 / cl ; '! r Of
If input 31 "on "dar^ °2'Vf Ini tiaf'lnpu^ sVc'tion is one, cards 9-14
^re-^mitte^ as c a r e ' s 12. H e - l S c ^ ^ - i i -Sa-U, : of I n i f: ^ ' • - . :
Dc C ti S ^  c' ^  'i •:H t. x c - '- r ' r .' *• r •. ^  ,' -• ^ " ! n •' c . ' " ' ' ' ' • • o
ffe, \a s 2a e'x"c e°p t at b h"g: v e'h f c Ve u ri d e r s u r^f a'c e'.'
10 Same as 3a except along vehicle undersurface.
.-• c . f^ C- -''" ^ :; "• r •••:;'!•-•
11 Same as 7a except a long veh ic le undersur face.
The - ' p rug ' ' c i " " ; • • ; • . •-• ;" ; ' - la r-'i ••-. ' - jc . s r i o i'. v- r - - r . - ; : . . . . , ; • • ' • ; ? . d r» :-: t.
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Card
Number Format Columns Descri ption
wir3nev3i ' ' a p-., rf::h d t - o * ;s r -• c ••.? i »• o c* p ; 1 n i r : d outjr j t ft ths t s t a -
13 Same as 2a excep t ve loc i ty component in Car tes ian
d f c C K w i t r t'i...- -. "•>::? .-, ; or' t / - - , t ii TI?. / bo df:s i ra h 1 r; t<; cr.ofuir- 1 ,-• -
14 Same as 2a except veloc i ty component in Cartesia'n
put v «.;.-••: at. Kfctre'ctl-qTfiiria Jong fVfthil^l^^Adejn^nlpacje,^-
 n- j ,-.•;-. -..T\ a 1
• /, !V.. .- '7-fcr O S ' - f . • ; . ; ] •?;! p ij r, .-^ f- :- C.^'Tl r: a . If thu C i; \v i h^ S ' ! t: r :
15 E10.3 1-10 "angles in each reference plane
o o '. ^ f .1 ? 1 ', ' p • t •; r r '•• o .r ; , . ;• . :-(-y e qua Vs
 {,a cC^o^s t a-iyt ^, .-a-s SjO i^.a t^^d, ,;
with the di rect ion cosYnes 'of " "
eci : . :..l • l : ! - - , r D . c i -u:Ci ith^ ^Mft'eajCtws^naf o^he, CjQVf-V U.p
and the plane X equals a constant
c o ••; p ; . : ; ; .
E10.3 11-20
E10.3
16 15 1-5 number of parabolas for equation
of limiting external stream sur-
face (maximum of 3)
f
•— — f - r -^ _
 fT_ ^. , .,. . . . . . .
17 I 18^ Same as cards" lOa-lOc and lla-llc of Initial Input
Data Section except coordinates for equation of
limiting external stream surface.
19-21 Same as cards 12, 13a-13c and 14a-14c of Initial Input
Data Section except coordinates for equations of ex-
ternal vehicle undersurface (only use these cards if
external vehicle undersurface isr not a wall of sym-
metry).
C. Restarting Program
The program may be restarted using the final punch deck or any
intermediate punch deck at any point outside of the initial
TR l - Vol. II; ; — •"""' - • • • ' ' • l!K i&6 - vo: . ! :
&vfe.epback if- -th- ITS. , option was
. - i . .,' w ^  i- 1 .'- '• . -• I - ;
-; " .; ^ . ^» -t-
•:"-',' "i* :', '-:'^ <f-. ^
Whenever a
 5punch .dejcjc iV^ rjB.cei ve^.,.jr^,t^.dt;,pu.tpjU1t{ ..at. tlr^^st;8 1*
tieo,i). risD.a.ljso igiven.^ t Ih.i^  de..cjc rep.1 ajCJ£.$, th_e,clni tial Input Data
deck with the except ion that it may be desi rable to change in-
put
 pva.r.lab.lesL,.fl. [f .in^T ma,rc.hi.njg: ^ .t&pj faficL J^ 0[p;rriiit; ri,rtter^al
Citnd,nun)ter/ x>tf, steps;)L]c on^unchfid, ^ aj^ d /,!., n .1,-f, ttj.hjB -qo^ .-has-been
jinputs arr^.^ompl^te.d.,: .;CIf ,ct.he .c.oyj.l.^ jais fjipf^.^e^ pass
I.n.p.u.t JJata,
 rd£ck .1^ a.p-p^de^ ajid- ;th;e. ^ .ata, ,4e.c.k i s
the s .'••b k .£ r. d c j ;•; i -\ •:.'. s j r f •>_ c - ' , t i; o !' r s r: c > : -! i e y e >" Tan e. r. CJ : '\ e
f v e e s t r e o m DC I "its are pri nu-.:d . The ^ • • " c q r ^ - t . -e/ : cn'ir.: n;;v-j
ir, a'r : h 1 n c I-'; tap Ca rlr^s '1 -;:n""sy jle'v' v;: r.;" !. r e . T. c: ^ve o . ~ i r 1: .scr-.-p'c. a:
f e f o r e v / i t h me s d c - ; t i C"i of • u ^  , AL. • • v - A . ••• ;ITA, IS ? . ~ j fcv' v ? r'
o b l e s 1-n the t : x t 3-'-;o 1 v:;-i';a rou ;d r e o l O " . ; *, M.'1;" ", e-3 :• u .'<:: d f ' " c ,
the " Z 5 A V ' ; p o - i n t . " • • ! ! . ! o roo- r j . ^ p:"i.iti: a 3 ": T t. e.:.;.:ri; vh- . . ; / a ^ ? : ' • -
tr! £ "I r. r-L; t v a "';'?: . x ' " • ' . ? ' • ! . c <• " ^; >. ~ . .;" ^ '' " r i ' •-^ ;Ji-- ^ ' "i : >~ < :. •
e d. . • •
.l .mi
III. >DESCRIjeT-I ;QN-.QFt_QUTiPUT < • ; > ^jjM-
A. ; 0 u t p tf. t - EQ ma t ; \. T he pnogrdm prints a nar ra t ive
descr ib ing the i npuV.C^atta that',h:ffs :;bee;n rredd.g s t e p s tdU;.
s i n c e -Ir i t . ial input s c r e p t e c
At every "KOUNT" wh ich is a mul t ip le of the print in terval
•• . r j j ^ j s { cy 1 1 r>c i i ca : ' s y s t cn; j
star t ing w i th KOUNT=0 the propert ies are pr inted at each grid
( \ j ~ -; 5-cer ) jr- X c o o r d i rie te
point in the f low f ield. This "i ncl udes s idewa l l output if
; lf.r t r -s i -;-. E.ys t •»:. } : * -. )
app l i cab le . Marching s teps are taken in s u c c e s s i v e radii
(line source system), or In. t , , x . ^i^eqtt-oic.Caaiftteslan and Cylindri-
cal systems.) .until the in tersect ion of the cowl edge and the
TJTT • / ' - . . .^•^-. . : 1 grr ctp'v>. o-; r-.l t'-s "1 iv O c ^ i ' - ^ c - s
last plane of symmetry or s idewalT is reached. At this time
( . » 1 'i ? u r i "= " s . / : iCT- r . ; /:r" ' c..--
the propert ies are interpolated onto the plane X = X r n w L then
c-rc: i o a t -j •: -. ft. • Ca r i csT^^v -• '
the shock and contact su r faces , the Prandtl -Meyer fan and the
'j f i ' f s v ? i"! C'e p ; 0 ;"i & :•
free s t ream points are printed. The program then cont inues
marching in the Cartesian system with":.the^samal print" setieme- as
before with the addition of AtP-, ALPHA, BETA, IS and flow vari-
ables in the external wraparound region at radii measured from
7 _ r c o c r d i n a t * -fr.)
the "ZSAV" point. TRe program prints a statement when an em-
bedded shock is encoa-ntered . prlhisrstatement "incl udes its'
type (2 - downrunning shock; 7 - uprunning shock) IS, ALP, ALPHA,
BETA.in each reference plane. The program terminates when either
the input values of final X coordinate or final "KOUNT" is reach-
ed. !T;}:f . £, ;.:-,"! :. <!S' OC >- * ~.£r r/'i.tj- :. h e.\ i ' r'= C * : •' '
t i:, n R c A ( "' f 0 -"2 ^  5 }
-iff- -r-r.
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B . Identification of Variables.
(1) Reference plane output
KOUNT - number of marching steps taken
since i n i t i a l input accepted
R - radius (cylindrical system)
T • " • • ' • ' - '
(degrees), o,r X ^coordinate
(Cartesian system) (ft)
J - reference plane number
THETA* - aiiguTar coordinate iff degrees
(cylindrical system) or Y co-
ordinate in ft. (Cartesian system)
of reference planes
I - data point index within a refer-
ence plane
1 _ z coordinate (ft)
P_ . ^ .- pressure .(
i : iJ
Q - projection of velocity vector in
reference plane (ft/sec)
PHE - angle associated with the direction
W -I • »
cosine of Q and the marchi ng> di nee- -•
tion R or X (degrees)
tan iV.v
Vi; vrr, - Y : ; < : ' I '*" '" ' ' '"":" """ "' ' " '' "" ' " ' P a g e ' ? 5
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Si"' -" angle "associated with the direc-
/; I '"' ,-.. •- 'i } f- -; : •; , •;. ,i r •; ,^  - r -, f... r r. -
 Vi -. r. -T --; ; c
tidn^cosine df^Q and the velocity
c o ~ r i r u 'i ;. y > n -1 D 1 f f ; e X or R e c -j ? 1
vector (degrees)
M - Mach number
At ''•'•; ,\ -• r. i i ' - i o r:-.-. <.oci ^ tc d w;i;h the cilre:-
PHI - fuel to a i r ' equ iva lence ra t io 0
jo-. x" c r, n •:.- c i s L o r \. i •• u i '.. v
RHO - density (slugs/ft3)
t; C f A - 2 r c; ; ?• ? u 3 C c i •- f r d '.,• •' c h -;-;;:• J 1 r e c -
GAM - i^ent^p 19. -exponent . >... - ; , , , - . - , , , .
Mvn of :*•.:-:; GO t: j r t.i '! i / cr;-J •:-••"••. n -
T - temperature (UR)
(2) ^dewall .^utput .(.e^tra.
 rv-ar4al?le.s ^p.rj-nt
X - Ca^te_s.iaTn ^pCQ.Qndi n.a.1;e .of ;da|.a ,,
- Cartesian V "coordinate of data
point
•::.o • U'-TT ; - f •;» .-t -j,;•-=;.• ••.-:-.•.• c ; - c .
- component of velocity vector in
direction
V - component of velocity vector in
Y 'direction
W - component of*velocity vector - in
Z direction'
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(3) Discontijiu:i ties J^ ,.,,-., rc-.•: ^ ;-^ cri •-•: o ,•;--
ALP - angle of in.t,ers€c,tion between dis-
continuity and plane X or R equals
C o i u p ; C - •':>':rt"> clov-'ii-u .••n -:.,,; sf'C'r.
a constant
',-1 ,:j' V f.
ALPHA - angle associated with the direc-
tion cosine between the normal to
the reference plane and the tan-
gent to the discontinuity
BETA - angle associated with the direc-
tion cosine between the intersec-
tion of discontinuity and march-
ing direction
IS - matrix whose non-zero elements
indicate the data points in each
reference plane where a discon-
tinuity exists
Column 1 - first uprunning shock wave
Column 2 - first downrunning shock
wave
Column 3 - first contact discontinuity
Column 4 - second downrunning shock
wave
' , ...-, .... - .Column. 5 - second contact d iscon-
IV. Z; .••<!' !J O J_ .' . . ' .'•• /I i : • _r ".- • •: '•: - . ':. '-' • >.
tinuity
A. Su! vou',1 •"..s Column 6 - third downrunning shock
wave
Na;:!tt - ' p-:r c r ;'• Sor.
Column 7 - second uprunning shock
cl -.!(? X u'iu., ; s .' cr;.rd
txt • i po i ^ fi iv; o." fl\ v - ; r o p v r t*- -^ .•
3. S " " C K :ofr;j.' . "cer rr-ar-: . i i 'i co s, tep ?:•.•:. £.:-J ^ !- cha i'a ; T c ;"
c r i J; e r i ?
4. l i i D A T A ' a-x:r.epvs ;n^.i.!l I f i j - j r uitt c1. r.c p roc ran; r:.
, - «- v » » . • - •
• s t a r t -d 5 c 9 ' •
5. I N O - A T 2 < i c ; - p r < in ' ;or- :or 1 nr.e -p'o 1 a i. ;:<! :j:-t r j i n ' p ' a
e q u e ] to X c o o " v1 i -. ?. \ c. o •?' .; o :••' 1 ; r:- d v r e -: j r.
cofiip.'i. n-'- o re ; : • . . • • ' . ; ^ % c - - w - - : . • . .
jest &s
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Sub r gat i:n e s i n ;. ^  c r a '. ;oi ••£ : L i ; o n f c c t . o ~ s tor
rr :• r .• 'r 1 ov:
 cn--i to ': -:. i sr* c r g-y
D e s c r i p t i o n
t.nterpo.l.ates
p l a n e X e q u a l s X coordina te af
 rcowl ; c , , , - v . . . „ , - .C'"i i. ..• 1 i. I • : i •-' l • • • ' • -' ': '- •- i. u : .- •;•••; ! >.' ! u !' -i c • • " • . < > i-- r- . ' . - , . % •
s'litg-Te tab le ' " l inea r i n t e r p o l a t i o n and
e x t r a p o l a t i o n of fl.o,w p no parties -to be .used
.:•..;" ,.'!i. ;. i , . ' ' v . . r . l » ' .1 '. 0-. •"-. i. L*V V- i :. ,i u ; , c ~ i ' '.: - i • • • '•
for .derivative's normal , to • ..re f erejtcfi.
 ;p.lanes -c '.;"! ".i.: o v . _ n '.:ci •", c u - i ; •. ._.; ; . v y n ••-• • -> -. o . - i •, \r= =.; ; -j/ i >.
cohipuife-s ^Vrctii'ng' fs^tep rba:sJed Vri" chara"cter i '"s ti c
cPrflferia
is" "i n t^! *! a'l ' l i n p u t "icfa t a' an d p r o g r a m re-
s ta r t, ida ta, . . . . .
 v. .;,„ v r , . _ . , P ..... ..... . .....C C i i . j j U u c j 5 ! < _ > • . • '•) •>...)'-• vt !'-i •-' D : . - • _ . t : -f ." -, .: •- .
abcepts1 q ihteri"oY% " i n t e rpo l a t ed data in p l a n e X
e o u aj ,t.o. X* cp o rd j n a t,a xi,f c ow 1 a.n J ,f r e e: s t ream
_x> ' - ! j-"J •,• i ! . •-•••: ; • • ' - w ./ . - v- - - . • i . • v. • •• . . •• - ' - ~
data at same X
6. CSp.Rf; . cpmp.u£es jproper-ties upstream .arid^ downstream
ofu ji^l cpntact, surf ac,e,$:
computes p r b p e r t i e s " d o w n s t r e a m of a l l s h o c k
d3§con t inu i t i e s ! in. marchiflg rd-:jrectio£ r , .,,,
a1-:






















cc»roj . i - te? f l o w .or i p t - r t i e ? i-'n -.or per s af f 1 o-w
nCjojnpiites integral correction factors for
mass f l ow and total energy
i c e * r.^ io.;or w a l l r ' : rew .r.^rcning s t ^ p anr.1
cb'mp'u'tiEfs ^sWcIf VHJYfaHcSei rs^e^gtihv.-eaonvtaiclt sur-







 u'jp-'. . w i l i - ;• new nsrchiiifj s';c-p =i-,';
pans\qn normal to cowl edge for under-expanded
«. v rputc i 2
 : r- ••- c L 'I ) r co r. ; -iSi u ." . • , • ' - . • i «»•• •,.-;; ' 7• . ' r w • • * • * , -
internal f low
.computes angles associated with the direction
J-TT Vic.- re
 3; T •- •- -^ *; i o.- - r v ' ; r
cosine of a tangent to each discontinuity in
< l i th ie0Er6 lsswise t :9irfect1on-for :each reference
ilane




--o. 1 < .u • ?, t i e r > i fo • e:;c
at
m rj d u ! e c d ! c u 1 i t'! o n
computes flow properties associated with side-
"2 5 f c U 1 * j r . ' . - - - ' « / , -. • «;.- ,. •, • • ; . , - , - , - , ' , : - - - ^ .
wall - ":~ ' :•" ""- ' . ' . •"*
4V- •. • - - . i. - 1 A- -i., »,t .- .. : :..
Ibcate's s idewalT af ne"w tmarcHi?ng s^tep "and com-
C <.• ;11. i n U i t \' r- t- -' •.• o ; -i
 r " ., i. , -i .. ^  , .. j. ..putes direction cosines 'of 'sidewall for
PUJ en d C : i ; : c ' . - ~ ' j ' r - - ' i ro r < = - * •• •=• -":• • - . ! • • - - ,....-,,.
locates s idewal l "at new'marchtr ig ste'p and com
putes direct ion cos ines of s idewal l for cylin
drical system
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Name Descrl ption
















locates lower wall at new marching step and
computes direction cosines of lower wall
locates upper wall at new marching step and
computes direction cosines of upper wall
prints error statement and program line num-
ber nearest iteration error
add or subtracts reference planes
computes properties across discontinuity at
external vehicle undersurface
inserts" a pseudo reference" plane in flow to
facilitate derivative calculations for end
module calculation
is a four point least squares routine
yT • * - , - . - • . . , - -if -.- "' i" V *-
,-_ i^ , 4. . • i '. *~. fe- •- "- ** *-
computes line of intersection between dis-
continuity and vehicle undersurface
gives intermediate and final printed and
punched output used to restart the program,












32. L TH M
33. SETN
Description
"" acfds or subtracts-data points~to -facilitate
maximum allowable marching step
interpolates data points along throat sweep-
back plane
locates embedded shocks
computes derivatives at all data points except
-discontinuities on two reference planes bound-
ing 90° wraparound area
* *•' v r -r~ »" -f •». -
 T". rj •• ~- — - -,, »
solves the determinant of 3x3 matrix
single table linear interpolation used for
derivatives on reference planes bounding wrap-
around^ area
computes angles associated with the direction
cosines of a tangent to each discontinuity in
crosswise direction for planes bounding wrap-
'• around" region"- "v *- *••- — -~ 4- ;- *• ;:;
computes lift, thrust and moment
sets flow variables and crosswise derivatives
at the new station equal to these quantities at
old station prior to the new station being calcu-
lated
U L, 3*





corrects flow field properties based on correc-
tion factors computed in MOTHER
computes crosswise derivatives on initial value
surface (old station)













computes b.i-characteristic directions in each
reference plane
computes !;he terms associated with derivatives
normal to reference plane used by bi-characteristic
calculation
computes *isentropic exponent and, associated
thermodynamic data at-7 each point in flow field
computes temperature at any point in flow field
computes static enthalpy at any point in flow
field- - •
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V. MACHINE CONTROL CONSIDERATIONS
'Computer program is wrftten in "FORTRAN IV for
CDC 6600.
2. Time and core estimates.
T - - - » v • • y~- ~ • - r f i •*
 v
(a) Field length
(1) compile - 60,000 octal
(2) execution - 177,000 octal
(b) CP time variable depending on mesh size and
number of steps to be run.
(c) I/O: less than 100 octal seconds.
•*••" i " »" v— ~y " •»*— -»w . y— r•- » - • -f - ^— *- - T- - — •,
i. -*.(d)*. Tape oj: diisk sjtora.ge n.eces.sary. , . , _ . .
(1) tape 5 - card input
(2) tape 6 - printed output
(3) tape 7 - punched output
" T ' " IT " C "(^ ~tapeHj5 ; --usedl^ tempor^ri Vy du-ring run
to store primary flow pro-
perties interpolated along
cowl edge
Me) Pr-inted output: variable depending on print
interval and length of run.
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VI. FLOW CHART
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VII. PROGRAM LISTING
-y,y 33-; fc.^ iv .**•«. TTT —' • - V '
L t i i
The following is a listing of the program,
iU- Ax. _B»
ST S- r
PROGRAM CHAR3Df iNPUTfOUTpUT, TAPr5sINPl|T«TApE6sOljTPUT ,
TTAPE7YTAPE55-) ------------------- ~
COMMOM /A/ Xl,THMAX»TH(lo> »R »Z (40 1 1 0 > »P (40 » 1 0 > »PHp (40 • 1 0 > •
1 Q(40,JO) fSI (40t j_0) »H<40,10) iPuf (40tlO) »RHO f 40 » 10 ) »GAM (*0 1 10 J
COMMON /B7 PN<40,10) ,PHlN(40»lft) »RHON(40tlO) ,HN(40ilO) tZN(40tlO)
COMMON /C/ IMAX(IO) »JMAX,ISTART.KOUNTF»KOUNTP
COMMON /D' UW (40)fVW (40)tWW f40)tXW (40)fYW (40)fTHw (40)
COMMON~VE/"UWNT40TTVWNT4oy»WWNT40) » XWM (40 ) , yWN (40 ) »THwN(4Q)
COMMON /H/ ISIM
COMMON /SCLTM/ ZLIFlCfXTHRc* VMrMCtZLIfTS.XTMRS* VMOMS
COMMON /J/ ON(40tlO) »PHEN(40»lfl) »SINN(40»10) »XPLAM(40, 10) »
xMtrA-H-(-*OTrO')TF'PT*"0"rfFH'(4or) »A(4f),10) " ~"
COMMON /K/ RNfnELR
COMMON /L/ ALPHAN(7»10) iALPHA(7,lO)tBrTAN(7.10) tBETA<7.!0)
~ " ~ . . . . . . " ~
COMMON/N/ SI Q (40 1 10) »PQ (40 • 1 0 > .PH^O (4o • 1 0 ) tMO (40 1 10 ) »»HlQ (40 • 1 0 ) •
100(40,10) »RHOQf40,10) »GAMQ(40»]0)
~
COMMON /ALLRl/ AN (40 » 10 > tTN (40 « 1 0 ) »GAMN (40 »10 ) »XPLAMN (40 »1 0 ) »
lO) tSIQN(40»lO)







COMMON /w/ ISlMEx,IDUMMYfJINT»yDUMMY(40) iTHww(2) t JD1»JD2" " " ~ - - - " - - - - - - - -
COMMON /TB/ lMAXj»ISl»IS2»ISLi"f ISL2
COMMON/EX/ KTPIINO)
"COMMON""/ XF7~XF f N
COMMON /TQX NUMEXP»ZSAV
COMMON XTHRXjPiNF_»ZLIFT»XTHRfYMOMfJJI,ZSHlFtf XSHIFT










C O M M O N X P S X Z R ( 4 o » ? ) » P R ( 4 0 , 2 ) f Q R > 4 0 t 2 ) » w R ( 4 0 , 2 ) i S I R ( 4 0 t ? ) t R H O R ( 4 0 , ? )
1,PHIR,40,2),PHFR(40,2),THR(2)
DIMENSION HE(lO)





















!F(Kpt|NT,EQfO ) CALL MOTHER
IFTK 00 NT7EQVOD - " --- ------ ---- ~~ ----------------- "
1 WRITE (6fl06t>) XMASTtXENT.FSXfFsZ
FORMAT(///10X»*INITIAL MASS FLnw lS»,Et13.5//lpX»*INlTIAL ENERGY IS
l«fF1375//10XY«TNITlAL"STREAM THRUST IS «/20Xt»X DIRFCtlON - «»
1F13.5/20X»*Z DIRECTION - *tEl3.5)
IF(Xi .OE.XFIN) KOUNTFrKOUNT
IF(KOl)NT.EQtKOUNTF) CALL PNCH
TF(KOt lNT.EQtKTPUN( l ) •QR.KOUNT.rQ.KTPUM (2) .Op.KOUNT.pQ.KTPUN (3) )
iCALL PNC'H
IF(KOUNT.6E,KOIJNTF) CALL EXIT
_ IF« (KOUNT/KOUNTP)«KOUNTP) .Np.KOUNT) fiO TO 3002
TFTieoWL.EQ.l.AND.ICOwLTtEQ70-f ~GO TO 3002
73 CONTINUE
!F<XJ?.E0«0»!_J3? TO 51^ ______
WRITE (6,70) KbilNT7Xl
70 FORMAT (iHit iox»«KouNT = «»i4,iflX»»R « ««Ei3 5//)
60 TO 503
50* FORMA TdHl»lOX,»KOUNT •» «,I4,lR
5n3_CONTlNUE . _
WRTTFT6'»6T01~2SHIFTVXSHIFT,XTHP,ZLIFT,"YMOM
610 F O R M A t < 1 0 X » « Z MOMENT AX IS « *»rl 1 .3i5x f »X MOMENT AXIS • »tFll.3/




621 FORMAt<# CONTACT * ,*THRU^T •• ». Pi 1 ,3,5X »»LIFT • •»•£•! I,3t5x
_l_»*PlTcHING MOM|NT_s *tEll*3>
TFTIS(lT.NErO;AND7KOUNT.NE.O.AMP~.lSIM.EQ.O ) WRITE (6»622) XTHRS.ZL
HFTS.yMOMS
622 FOPM*T<* SHOCK « .«THPU?T * *»F! 1 .3»5X .«LIFT » »tEll.3»5X
- ~ ~ ~ " " ' "
WRITE(6,623)
623 FORMAT </)
IF(J.sT.JCALC) GO TO 71
IF(J.GT.JINT ) fiO TO 2260
505




WRITE (6, 506) J,HF (2> »HE (4) tTH ( j) »HE (6)
GO T05lO_ _
C07JTTNOE
WRITE (6 1 506) JtHg (2) tHE (4) •THCi) iHE <5)
RO T0 510
WRITE (6 i 506) J.HE (3) »HE (4) »Zl5.HE (7)
510 CONTINUE
TF(R.(iT. (XCOWL-1.E-06NAND.ICOVLT.EQ.1 ) IMAX J
HO 71Q lel






IF(J.LT.JINT.OR.ICOWLT.EQ.O) Oft TO 2270
WRI TE j _6f 2300 ) JW
 t HE ( 1 0 ) » HE ( 7)
~2300 FORMAT (777 4"OTT»SlDEWAtLir/ 1'r^ J^ B »,12/1 1 X»*X* i9X,A3
l t9X »»U«f 10X
__ _______
9X»«PHE», 8X.#SI»,lOXi*MTfrb"x7»H*T 9 XT* P H 1 «
l ,8Xt*RHO»»8Xt*GAM«»9Xr*T*)
GO TO 6885
IF(XJi,E0.1.) GO TO 6884
WRITE(6«23QO) jW,HE(9 )tHE(5)
GO TO 6885
6884 WRlTE(6i2300) jW,HE(8 )»HE(6)
6885 CONITTMUE
T F ( R . G . C O W L - U E - 0 6 A N D .1 COwLT . EQ. 1 ) IMA* Jr IMAX J* 1
FMsSORT (UW ( I ) «H»?*VW ( I ) *«2+WW ( 1 ) »«2 ) /A ( I • J )
_ _ T H W X s T H W ( l ) * X J
XWl l7sR<»COS(THwX)
VW ( I )
 BR»SIN < THWX ) * ( 1 .-X J ) «THW ( T )
Z15cYw(I_) _ __
IFT^.oT.JTNT.AND.lCOWLTiEQ.i) 7i'5"ZSAV-THW ( f )
WRIT£(6 ,302) X W ( I ) t Z l 5 ,UW C I ) , WW ( I ) tV« { I )
302 FORMAT (5Xf5El 1.3)
301 WRITF.(6,79> I, 715 iP ( I , J) ,Q ( T . J) »PHr < I » J) ,SI < I • J) »EM.H ( I t J) •
lPHI< l ' . J ) ,RHO( I ,J ) ,6AM<X, j ) t T( I , J )
2T1~~C"ONTIN'OE
DO 30f)0 M»l»7










IFtJ.GT.jCALC) GO TO 3003
tfR"rT"E~{6t79T Jt (ALPH~A(MtJ~)tM«if f )
3003 CONTINUE
wRITg(6,4001)




"IF"(^ 7®T7JC»LC")~6"0 TO 3*0'0'9*
WR!TE(6,4004) J, (IS(M,J)
 t






.NE.p GO" TO 5023
.EQ.pfiO TO 5622
DO
IF(Z(L'JINT).|.T.7SAV) GO TO 56?!
IFTZTC+TTZ liNTT.ZfLtJIMD'iLTiTTF -06) GO TO 5ft22
HO 56^3 JB!,JINT
DO 56?4 I=L,IMAXJ __ ________



























CALL SETN( l )
IS~('3"»jy«ls"(3»"
T S ( l , J ) o I S ( 1 * .
KOUNTr^KOUNT
WRITER,5026) KOUNT
5020 FORMAT(1H1»10X,»COWL AND FREE
~3W1TO J*1»JW
(J)-MM*1-IFS
I M A X X s l M A X ( J ) * l
DATA AT KOUNT x *,I5//)
511







5021 FORMAT</ /10Xt» j c »»l2
l«P«»lnX,«Q«, 9Xt»PHE» f
l , 8X»«RHO*»8X»«GAM«f9X»#T<»)
512 CONT Ij^ UE
5022
/4X»» l# f 6x f #Z». 1 OX.
DO " 151 , T M A X X
EMBQ( j»J ) /COS(S l
T ( I » J=F T ( PtJ ) » PH IJ^ I » J|_t HJ^ I t JJJ _
I • ZTI t Jl • P (I t J ) 1 0 ( f • J ) » PHF. ( I » J). S I ( I » J ) * EM * H ( I * J ) tWR IT? ( 6 , 79 )
lPHKI,J)tRHO(I f Ji t OAM( I , j ) tT ( I . J )



























TF(KOllNT.EQ.KOUNTC + 20.AND.ICOW| T.EQ. L AND. IWRAP.EQ.O ) CALL WRAP(O)
IFTKQUNT7EQ7KOONTc^20T CALL MOTHER ~
KOUNTeKOUNT+1
__ IF <ICOWLT>EQ. LAND. IWRAP.EQ.O) CALL PLANES(o)
CALL " ""'STEPTlF'SfMM, DFLX»X2iKOuNT)
IF(ISTOP.EQ.I) KOUNTsKOUNT-i
IF(ISTOP,EQ.l) WRiTE(6»1000)
FORMA^r(«-I~lNDEX^6REATER"THAN~MAXlMUM DIMENSION, CONTACT Af LOWER
lWALL«/» OR SHOCK DOES NOT HAVE ? FREE STREAM POINTS«)
IF(ISfOP.EQ.l) CALL PNCH




620 |F« (KOUNT-1)/ KOUNTP)«KOUNTP.ME. (KOUNT-1) ) 60 TO 77*4
"~" - • - —








CALL F<RHO(ItJi tQ(ItJ) tRtZ(ItJ> ,PHE(LJ) »XPLAM ( I , J) , XMLAM ( I , J) ,,
1 SKI.J) t.A<Itj) »SlQ(If J) tPQ(It.J) iPHEQ(I»J) «pP( X) tFM( I) )8 _- - -
IMAXJBIMAX(J)
DO 7 I = 1,IMAXJ _
lF(I7ME7LOR7J7t:T;T^lNT«lTy~60 TOT 735







1 OT1 ) sPHF < 1 1 0> JF I N~AL)
RHOR(ll0.1)sRHO( 110, JFINAL)












CALL tBL(ZDUMMY(I9) tPN(l,J9) .STNN(l tJq) tHN(i tJ9) »PHIN(1»J9) .
ION { 1 1 j9)jPHEN <1^J9) iRHON ( 1>J9).G*MN ( 1 , J9) I'THX t JFINAL • IMPt I9j»
IJTeORTl, J9~) *C3S ( PHEN ( 1 1 J9 ) )
Vl«ONf l ,J9)*TAN(SlNN(l t J9) )
WlBQN( l t j 9 )»SIM(PHEN( l t J9) )
WTeVl
IF(I9.NE.D 60 TO 8697
UWNH] )«U1




ON( l» j9 )aSORT(U l *U l *WT*WT)
P H F. N(HJ9 ) « A T A N ( W T / U 1 )




7- <I lO,jFINAL)«* R(I10,1)
P ( I lOt jFlNApgP R( I lO t l )
0 (IlO,jFlNAL)«0 R( I lOt l )
H (IlO, JFINAL)»H R(I10,1)
SI (IlOtJFINApeSI R(I10,1)
PH I ( 1 1 0 1 JF INAL ) =PH I R ( 1 1 0 1 1 )
PHE ( I 1 0 , JFINAL) *PHER (110,1)
__ RHO ( I j 0 , JF INApaRHOR <_H 0 , \J




IF( ICOWL.EQ.1.ANO.IS(1»J) .EQ. lMAX(J) - l .AND.T.EO. IMAX( j ) ) GO TO 7
DO 69 MB1»7
tFTIS(Htl).EQ.O) GO TO 89
TTPSTe IS (M»J ) -T
IF ( ( M/2T*T2T EQ , M ) i TEST"Tfs C M"» j)





lF(BAv.EO.O.) GO TO 1482
ALL*.5
BALLB.5
DUMmDELR»(TAN(PHE(I,J) ) «ALL*BA|_L»TAN (PH£N( I , J)
Z NMUj) ^Z (I»JUDUM ________
iFd.pQM") ftO TO 13




_ f • J) -XPLAM ( I-T» J>
( I f j)
( I . J) -OUMP»oELP
GO~T"0~9
IF (IT. L. 20) GO TO 10
" '




1 2 RATBiTZB-Z n"JuJT)"7TZ"( I * iTj > -Z ( iVvD ')
T T « I T + 1
PLAMsxMLAM I [I_»Jh_*RATB« ( XML AM ( I *f , J) -XML AM (I t J) )
Z8TBZN ( I • J) -DUMP»OELR
(ZBT-Z8) / (Z( I * l»J ) -Z( i t i) >
GO~TO~Vl ''"
IF ( I T._LT. gQ) GO TO 12
, 201)
201 FORMflT(» ERROR IN B POINT ITERATION*)
___ CALL pNCK ________
"1 1" CdNTfNOE
RQ?«ON ( I » J) *QN ( I » j) «RHON ( i
 f j)
IF(I.Q.l) GO TO 14
Il.-I.TFP ABF-P (in *RATA«MFP d) -PP di) >
I^KIO ABPHO (I I » J]i +R AT A« (RHO (11J) -PHO (I I » J) )
_
0 ABQ ( I I »J } *R~AfA*<Q ~ ( I tJ)-?3
A ABA ( I I t J ) * R A T A « ( A (I.J)-A (IIij))
PHEAepHE(I I»J)*RATA»(PHE(I tJ ) -PHE(I I» j ) )
"P A^P rilTjTTR ATA»-( P ("17 JT^5 (TlTj) J
A l s A A v * A l * B A V # F P N ( I t J)/RQ2
AC«BALL*SQRT( (ON ( 1 1 J) /AN ( 1 1 J) )#«2-l . ) /RQ2
.
14 IF(I .FQ.1MAX(J) ) 60 TO i'5
I Is! * i
FP BsFM~(T) + PTATB* (FNT (IT) ^-FM ( I )
RHOBBpHQ ( I f J) +RATB» (RHO ( I I t J) -QHO ( I t J)
0 BBQ ( I »J)j*RATB« (Q __ ( I n J) -i? ( I » J)
A BSA CI"f3")"*RS"TB*TA (HTJ)-fl (I»J)
P Bep (If J)+RATB«(P (Ilfj)-o (I,J)
PHF.BspHE(I»J)+RAT8«(PHE(II» J)-PHE(I» J)
BlsAAv*Bl*BAV*FMNI(ItJ)/RQ2
~ATC*B*UC»SQRT-( roN ( r»~J) XANTI VJ) ) »«2-r. > /RQ2
P2sSORT( (QB/A8)»»2-1.)/(RHOB<»OR2 )»A|_L*AC
15 TF(I.ME.i) GO TO 16
l.J) )/COS(PHE(l,J) >
115 CALL BWALL<RNfTH<J) »ZN(1,J) »FRPtFTB)
» JT«~AT*WTV"OTJ*TTB
PN ( I * j) aPB* (PHEN ( J i J) -PHEB-B1 «n£LR) /B?
GO TO 17 _ ___
16 rF~tt7rG7!WA'X"(j) ) "oo~fo IB





Si ( ITUXJTJTTTCOS ( PHE ( 1 M A X J » J ) )
118 CALL T W A L L < R N » T H ( j ) f Z N ( l M A X j , j) »FRTtFTT)





















I F t X j . G T . O . ) TT1 sTT 1 /RN
T33»TslN»QQN( J, J)




G T . O , ) T l l a T l l / Z N ( I , J )
I F J X j . 6 T , 0 « ) T l U T l l / R N
RHOZspHO ( I » J ) -RHOQ ( I ij) »T1
P"2«P fTTjT-P"OTfT3"r»Tl
GAMZ»f?AM( I f J)-(?AMQ(I,J)«T1
J ) aRHOZ»(PN(If J) /PZ ) »* ( 1 , /6AMZ)
' * Q ( I » V > « f S i /CSI
-T2»T1
WCT«S"6RTTVV22 +~2T*6AMZ7~(6AMZ^TT) » ( P7/RHOZ-PN ( I » J) /RnON < I . J) ) )
-VC«WC)
W C7Q"N"(1T3 D
HN( I» j )«H( I»J ) * .5« (VVZ2 -VVC? ) -HOdfJ)#f l
PHINntJ)aPHI(T>J).PHIQ(I»J)»TT
TN"( ITjT) oFT"(PN"( I » J )
 t PHTN'dTJ) , HM ( f7J) )
«AMN( i t J )«FGAM(TN( I tJ ) ,PN ( I » J) , PHIN ( I , J) )
_fiN ( I_^J>J^SQRT (QAMMI • Jl^ PNjl t J) /RHONJ I . J) )
CALT ' " " " ' "























1 = I S ( M » J ) _
TF~< (M72-)*2TrQTMr~I»X"*l
IF(BAVEQ.O.) PETAN(M f J )BBETA(M,J)





IF(JW.GT.JCALC) GO TO 7500
ITU c Q WLTE Q
DO 431 Mal»3






IFtM.NE.KCl.ANQ.M.NE.KCZ) CALL FSHOCKfM, 1_»J w W ) _
IF(M.NE.KC1.AND.M.NE»KC2) CALL HSHOCK (Mf 1 t JwWtO >
!F(M.frQ.KCl.OR.M,EQ»KC2> CALL rSURF (M, JWW)




IF(ISIM.EQ.I) r?0 TO 2241
_
CALL WALL(RN.lCOwT»llTtilff)
EQtl) GO TO 4483
IF(ICQWLT.EQ.Q) 60 TO 6892
DO 5631 J«1»JW
IMAX J P BIMAXJQ*f
2
P N( iMAXJPtJ)aP NdMAXjQ.J)
0 N( iMAXJP>J) B Q N( lMAXjQtJ )
H N( iMAXJPtJ )sH N(IMAXjQ,J)
SINN( lMAXJPtJ)sSlNN( lHAXjQ»J)
PHEN ( T M A X JP» J) nPHEN ( lMAXjQ» J)
PH ITsTTfM AIQPTJTT^P H I N ( I M A X^JOTJ)
RHON(IMAXJP»J) B RHQN(IMAXJQ,J)
"IF (J. NETJMA*4TT~GO~T6~5"6~3, 1
U WN( lMAXJP)aU WN( IMAXJO)





IF(KS.GT.O) GO TO 2241
nrO~2 3 4 6~M a 1T3








































































CALL SWALL(RN,?N(I,J) ,XWN(I) ,YwN(I) »Fx»FZ)
"
IF ( X J, EG . 1 . ) THWN ( I ) SATAN ( YWN ( I \ /XWN ( I ) )
8696 IF(XJ1.EQ.1.)CALL SWALL1 (THWN( T ) tRNiZN ( 1 1 J) ',FX»FZ)
IF(XJl .GT.O.) V W N ( I ) a V W N ( I ) « Z N ( ? f J )
























 IRHON I^ ,j) »QN(I tJ) t RN t 7 NfI tJ ) t PHEJ^J ( I , J ) , XPL AMN ( T • J ) t XML AMN J







IF(M.£Q,?) GO TO 1645





 gO TO 7500




XCeR»cOS(THJJ) ___ _ _
"I F"( XTKrTGTTTX X 1^5 . E - 0~4T7ANDTxT-tT.~ "« x X * - 5 • E- 04 ) j CALL INTER
IF(XCM.LT. (XXI-5.E-04) ) GO TO 7500
JJI«J
.




CALL L TH M
IFdSwEEPTEQ.O) CALL EMBED
DO 1941 JaltJW
lF(Jt6T.jCALC) GO TO 1941
( J)
7 < I t J)«ZN(I tJ)"
P( I»J)»PN<I f lJ )
PHE(I,J)spHEN(T»T) ~" -
Qdt J)BQN(I tJ)
S1(T>J)«5 INN<I .J ) _____
Hflt J)«H~NfIf J) "" -- - -
PHI(I,J)sPHlN<i,J)
RHO_(_I_tJ ) BR HONJJ « J )
t(IiJ)«F"T<"PfItjT7PHl "(ItJTf~H("i»J) ) """
RAM( I , J )BF6AM(T( I ,J ) »P ( I i J) .PHT ( I « J) )
A^( I^twh =SORT ( GAM (I»J)«P ( l_f J ) /RHo ( I , J ) }
CATimTAMTQ ( I « j)Tft"( ITJ) VPHE ( T t J I ) "t XPLAM < I » J) . XMLAM ( I , J) )
30 CONTINUE
___ DO 300* Melt?
ALP(M.J ) *ALPN(MtJ )
300* B E T A ( M f J )«sBETAN(M f J)
IF(JW.OT.JCALC) SO TO 2U
IF ( ISIM »Q •! 60r 214
EO.O) IMAXJ «IMAX(J)
DO 401 I«l» IMAXJ
II W(I)*U WN(I)
V W(I)»V WN(I)




__ TFfJW.GT.JCALC) CALL SWE£PT(?)
" R s P N
IF(JW.GT.JCALC) GO TO 8759
JtPj ____ _1SIMVEO«0)_CALJ AODSUp.
"8759 I"F( (KOtlNT/KCORRjiKCORR.NE.KOUNTT :60 TO 1
IF( ICOWLT.EO.I .AND.IWRAP.EO.O) CALL W P A P ( Q )
CALL MOTHER
SUBROUTINE SPACE
,TTHMA"XTTH (1 0 T 7 R 7 Z (40,10).P(40»lQ)« PHr (40 » 1 0 > V
(40»10)»H(40,10),PMI(40,10)tRHOr*Of10)tGAM(*0,10)
COMMON /C/ IMAv(lO) »JMAX,ISTART,KOUNTF,KOUNTP
COMMOKI~7D"/"UW~r4"OTVVW"(4b)"»WW T40) VXW (40), YW (40)»THw (40)
COMMON /H/ ISIM






















fTO ? L^ fJC^ OTT
1H.1
IF(LD»OP(1) ,EQ.O.AND.IREDO.EO.T.AND»Lr)ROR(l) .EO.O) 00 TO 7
KPaO . -
4121 CONTINUE
IF(IREDO.EQ.O) 60 TO 2600
DO 44Q KRal ,KSAS





" IFJD7/OZT.GE..333) GO TO 3
IFdT.NE.IU) 60 TO 1500
TTelT.l
IF(KOl)Nf ,LT.KOllNTC*40) ^ 60 TO 3
1500 CONTINUE
I, D *p p
 {K S A) = I T_
IFU.GT.JINT) LDROP{KSA)B l f * lSn»J INT) - lS(3»J)
IF<J.GT.JINT,AND.IU.EQ.IS(3»J>-1 .AND.xOUNT.GT.KOlJNTC*?! ) LDROP ( K S A )
1^ 0
TF(J,sT.JlNT) LDROR(KSA)s lT -
KSAsKSA* !
- <50 To_3
442 T T e T T - l
441 CONTINUE
TOV»0




-PHI_Ll.» JJL«P.Hf ( I + 1_» JJ
PHI (j ' f J)
5 A M
T(| t j )»T(I* l tJ)
A ( I»J)sA (I*1|J)
TFdOytE 'J .O) Qp TO 21y_ * LI >'*y-ULLiij
V W ( T ) = V W ( I * 1 )
x w ( n = x wd*n









IMAx( j ) * lMA X (JV- l
IFJ IT.. L_T,_I S J 31 j)) IS ±3* J) «I S C 3 , J )•--!
IFdT.LT.lSd.j) ) lS(l»J)aiSdT , j)- l




6 IF(IS(3,J)*2.EO.IS(1»J)) 00 TO 530
I C51ST3rJ >~* 1 ~"
IU«IS(1,J)-1
IHs2__ ___ _
TFT37NE7JMAX; W7ITI ME x7EQ7lT "GT
DZlQ»Z<ILf J*1)-
DZ2QBZ(lL*l«J+l)-Z(IL-ltJ*l)
lF(DziQ/DZ2Q.GF..,2) 00 "TO 4
LDROP(KSA)*IL






T U « 1 M A X ( J )
GO TO 4
_1_IL»2










IF(IREDO,EQ»0) GO TO 601
DO 444 KPslfMSAS
IF(IMAX(J) tGE.?7)00 TO 9
IF U.6T.JINT.AND»KP«EQ«LADP.(KRS )_^ 0 Tn 445




TF(D7/DZT*LT«1,5) GO TO 9
TIF1 CONTINUE
IF(J.NE.JMAX.OR.ISIMEX.EO.I) On TO 5021
2QQgZfK.l>J)*t£»(Z(KtJ)»z(K-itj))
DZ1Q*ZQQ-Z(*.-1,J*1)






































( Z l t



































.0) 00 TO IB
W(I2 )
W ( I 2 )
«(I2)
BX M(I2)
BY W ( I 2 )
BTHW(I2 )
18
IFdSlM.E-Q.l.OP.L.NE.JMAX) GO TO 3*






P (TT»J)BP (IM«J)*RAT«(P (I p ,J1-_P _ ( I M t j ) )
0 (ITiJ)«Q (IM, J)*RAT«(Q (IP,J)-Q (IMtj;,)
H (IT»J)*H (IM,J)*RAT*(H (iPtJ)-H (ZM»J))
SI (TT»J)BSI (T M»J)*RAT»(SI dPtJ)- S I <I M U ) )
PHE(IT»J)«pHE(fM»j)*RAT«(PHEdPtJ)"PHp(IM.J))
PHI(IJ»J)»PHKIM»J)*RAT*(PHI(IP«J)-PHI(IM»J))
PHO( i T »j)«RHO(iMt J)»RAT*<RHO (IP»J)-RHQ( i M t j > )
T(IiJ)«FT(P(If J) »PHKltJ) »H(i»J) )
BAM(ItJ)»FGAM (T (11J) »P(I»J) »PHtd»J»
CALL xLAM(Q(l»j)»A(Z»J)»PHE(I»J)»XPLAM(l»J),XMLAM(I.
IFdSTM.EQ«l»OP«L.NE«jMAX) GO TO 36
J))
TF(IOV.EQ.l) 60 TO 37
^ _ __^
TTTTTj > =Z CZT » J- 1 )
PA TBJTZ ( IT»J)-Z(IM.J) ) / ( Z ( I P^JJj- ZJJ M i J) J
fiCT^TO 3fl
37 JBJS
u W ( T T > « U W ( I M ' ) * R A T * ( U wtipj.u W( IMM
vnrrrfKtfW~W (IM)~*RAT*"( W"W'( IP) i'W~w (I'M) >'
X W ( I T ) B R
CALL 5 W a L L ( R . Z ( I T t J ) » X W < i T ) , Y W ( i T ) » F X , F Z )
VW ( I T) BUW ( IT) «pX*WW ( IT ) »FZ
36 CONTINUE
» J M is riTXfaTsriT Jf * i
IF(IT.LT.IS(3,J)) XS(3tJ)«IS(3'.j)*l
IF(IL.ST.IU) 60 TO 10
GO TO 848*
10 CONTINUE













IF(J.LE.JINT) psO TO 321







IF(MS A S.GE«JMAX) GO TO 3QOQ
DO 3001 Mol,MSAS
3001 LADD(M)eQ
GO TO 3fl05 •
"3000 DO 3002 Mai , M S A S
TF(LAOD(M).EQ.o) GO TO 3005
3004 IF(LADD<MM>.EQ.LADD(M)) ;
_J_F (I_N . LT.JMAX) LADD(M)«0
~3^ 0~2"
























COMMO^[ /A/ X1»JMAX^T^<H)) »R »Z(40,10) »P(40tlO) tPHp (40»10)
0(^ 0, 10") »SI(40»10) tH(4"0, 10)
 fPyr(40f In) »RHO(40tlO) fGAM(40»10)
COMMON /C/ IMAX(lo> »JMAX»ISTART,KOUNTF»KOUNTP
COMMON /D/ UW (40),VW (4Q) ,WW (40) >XW (40), VW (40),THw (40)
COMMON /H/ ISIM "~ " ~
COMMON /I/ XJ
_COMMpN/M/ 15(^ ,10^  _ ___ __
COMMON/K17~STQ ( 40 , 1 0~) , PQ < 40 , 1 0 ) , PHEQ ( 40 • 1 0 ) , HO ( 40 ,10) » PHlO ( 40 » 1 0 ) ,
100(40,10) t«HOQ(40t!0) |6AMQ(40»]0)
COMMON / Q/ XCOWL
COMMON /W/ ISIMEX,IDUMMY,JINT»TOUMMY(40) iTHWW(2).JDl»JD2
COMMON /TB/ IMAXJ,IS1,IS2,ISLT,ISL2 __ _ _
' /JSW7 JCALCiISWEEPfXINSDflO) »X? ~"
COMMON /ISW1/
COMMON /JF/ JFTNAL
COMMON /PL/ DE TH
COMM_ON_ /V/ XJ^I __ _____ ___ ____
COWMON/PS/ZR.(4o»?) ,PR(40,2) ,OR^40,2) iMR'(4*OVg) ,SlR (40,?) ,RHOR (40,2)

















FTX J 1 . GT.O. )
.DUMRsj
IF (Xj ,GT,0« ) DUMReR
IFtJ.^Q.JlNT.AND.I.GT.IDUMMY) RQ TO 9ol









IF(I.LT.lSOtJ)-l) GO TO 909
JSROCfal
JpBj*i
IABlS(l fJP)*I- iS( l tJ)







IF(I.LT.IS(3,J)-1) 60 TO 910
jSHOCm2 _







_ _ _ _____ _ _ _ _ _ _
bTH"S«Dl*T"HJ'l-03"*TH(J"J-D2»T'HTji»r) ~" """
JF(J.EQ.l) DTHgsTH(2)
IFJJ 5T^.EQ.l.AND,J tEQ.JMAX) pTMSeTH ( jMAx ) -TH { jMA.x-1 )
fF(JSHOc.EQ.l) DTHS«(Z( I tJ) -ZSf lV T*3.l42/2.»Dl * (TH ( J) -TH ( JM) ) «D2
!F(J«?HOc.EQ.2) DTHS»(TH(jP)-THf j ) ) *DUZ ( J f J) *3« 142/2.
D2_ S^Djj»Z _yOlP!-D3«z __ (l,J).n2«Z_ (N,JM)
iFQSHOc.EQtl) DZS'MZritJJ-ZCI.jM) ) *0?* (Z (M, JP)-Z(i , J) + Z S A V ) *Dl
IF(JSHOc.EQt2) O Z S » ( Z ( I » J ) - Z ( l B » J M ) * Z s A V ) * D ? * ( Z ( I t J P ) - Z d » J ) >*D1
DP StaDl^P (M tJP)-D3«P (I,J),P2»P _ tN,_JM_) ____ __





DGAMggDl oGAM (M, JP) ,D3»GAM ( I ,J),D2»GAM( N ,_J M )
DSI SBDi«Sl (M,JP)-D3«SI (I"»J)-D2»SI (NtJM)
!F(J,EQ.D DSI SBSKI»2)
iFdslM.EQ.l.AND.J.EQ.JMAX) DST S»-SI ( I » JMAx-1 )
40 IF(I.EQ.I) GO TO 50
TF(I.EQ.TMAXJ) GO TO 50
IF( ICOWL«NEtl) GO TO _ __ ___
z.Gt.isntjn GO TO 400



















































































































































P 0(i»J)»(DP S-DP Z
H 0(l«J)s(DH S-DH Z
0 Q(I»J)s<DQ S-DQ Z
SI Q(I»JJs<DSI S-DSI Z
PHEQ (I » J) •• (DPHeS-DPHEZ
PHlQ(T»J)s<DPHTS-DPHIZ
RHOQ ( j » J) :• ( DRHOS-DRHOZ
























P Q(lfJ3) = (P (ltJ4)»A!A2-P 'n
H fl(iiJ3)»(H (1,J4)*A1AZ-H d
0 Q(ItJ3)s(Q (1,J4)«AU2-Q d
SI Q(ltJ3)*-(SI (1,J4)«A1A2.SI H
PHEQ ( l • J3)*-(PHE (1 , J4) «A1A2-PHE d
PHlQ(i»J3)«MPHId.J4)«AlA2-PHld
RHOQ(ii J3)B(RHO(1, J4)«A1A2-RHO(1































CALL TBLDUM(Z ( I • j2) .Pi tSIl »Hl ,PHll f iPHEl ,RH01 ,GAMl , » I M A X (
^
DO 3536 UsltlMAXJ2
3536 THWR( iJ )»6AMRR(IJ )
1J2),2)
















RHOO (I • J2) = (Dir)2«RH02«D12*RHO ( f ,jJ2) -02Dl»RH01) /D1PD2






COMMON /ALLR2/ PON (40» 10 ) »HQN (40 » 10) toQN (4Q t 10 ) » SIGN (40* 10 ) •
1PHEQN(4Q,10) fPHlQNKOflO) »RHOQv(4Q»10) f GAMQN (40 1 10)
~ ~ ~ ~ ~
COMMON /ALLRl/ AN(40»10) f TNU0.10) »GAMN(40ilO) »XPLAMN(40t 10) »
1XMLAMN(40»10)
COMMON /A/ XltTHMAXtTH(lo)*R *Z (40t 10) *P(40*10) *PHF (40* 10) •
1 0(»0«lQ)tSI(40«10)*H(40tlO)tPMl (40tlf)) fRHO(40tlO) • GAM (40.10)
COMMON /B/ PN<40,10) .P>llN{40,Tnf.RHON(40.lO) »HN(40tlO)
 tZN(40tlO)
COMMON /C/ IMAV(IO) »JMAX,ISTART.KOUNTPfKOUNTP
COMMON /H/ ISIM
COMMON /J/ QN(40»10) tPHEN(*Otlft) iSINN(*0»10) tXPLAM(40,10) t
( 40.10) tFP(4Q) *FM(4Q) t
RNTriELR
COMMON /L/ ALPHAN(7»10) »ALPHA(7«10) »BFTAN(7»10) »B£TA (7.10)
COMMON/M/ IS (7, 10) _ ____
(40 » i o J »PQUo»io) »PHEQ(4n»l6) »MO(40f 10) •PHiouo*ioV»"
tRHOQ(40«10) tGAMQ(40*To)
COMMON /O/ ALP(7,10) «ALPN(7,10
^
COMMON XV/ XJ1
COMMON /w/ ISlMEx,IOuMMY,JlNT»70UMMY(40)tTHwW(2) tJDl«jD2
- " ~
DIMENSION PIS(?) .PHEIS(2) »RHOZ?(2) *PZ?<2) »6&MZS(?) tQDOS(2) ,QDS<2) .
S^lD^ S (?) f SlPQS(g) »TlS(2) »yC$(g)
 fHD$ < 2_)_, HDQs ( ?) , PHIZS ( 2)
nO Io~UBi
IF(J,sT.JlNT) XJlaO.
_i F ( B;A v • 6 T • o . ) A 9yB .5
IF(BAV.6T,0.)
TF(BAV»EQ*0») BETAN(K»J)8BETA(K«J)
IF(J,NE.JMAX*1) GO TO 893
CALL S»AUnRTZTI7JMWT7XT7YT.GXi I, GZIT
7DOT«7 ( I t JMW) *fAN (BETA (K, JMW) ) «pELR/COS (GG) /COS (GO)
CALL sWALL<RNf7DOT»XT»YDU»GXtG7>























w R l T E 7 * T 2 ~ O i n ~
















~TAsT TTFATPWI A * H A )
_
~PQI«PQl I-Z» J) +RAT» (PQ( 1-1 t J) «PO ( 1.2 f J) )
001*00 ( 1-2 • J) +RAT« (QO (I-i.j). Qo ( 1.2 tj) )
HQIgHQ(I-2»J)*RAT»(HQ(I-itJ)»HQ(I-2»J) )
>HOlBRHOO(I-2tJ)+RAT»(RHOQ(I-l.j)-RHOo(I-2,j) )






A2nSORT ( (QA /AA)
A2BA93»Ag*B93«5QPT ( (ON ( 1-1 , J) /AN ( 1-1 t J) ) »»2-J .











J )+RAT»(Q( I *1»J )«Q( I , J ) )
H * i • ) ~
SIBBSI ( J » J ) * R A T » ( S I ( I* l»J)-SKf »J) )
PHIRBPHI ( IJ )+RAT»<PHI ( 1*1 1 J) -PHI ( I»J) )
GAMBer 6 AM T B » PR«PHIB)
J ) *RAT* (PO( I * l » j ) -PO(T f J»
QQBs^QQ ( T
 t J ) » RA T» ( QQ ( I * 1 > J ) »QQ ( T , J ) )RGB "( 1 1 j) *RAT« (RHOQ < 1*1 • j) -RHOQ ( t • J) )
• JJ_*PA_T«-(S10 (_U_1 » J1-51P ( 1 1 J) )" "
PHI(?pBPHlQ(I»J)*RAT»(PHlO(I* l t j ) -PHIQ(I tJ) )
CALL F(RHB»QB«R,7BfPHEB,ALAM,B! AM,SlB f AB,SIQB,PQB»PHEQB»FPB,FMB)
^rBF^B/RWBAQBTB " ""
RSsSQRT ( (OB/AB*»^-1. ) /RHB/OB/OP
13
•JT.-1
1B_P AJTo U D.2 ( M , J^^/ i MZl -Z^( M , J )
DUMP BA93«DLAM + B«J3*TAN(PHEN(M» i) )




TO IB _ _
T9 "
PDaP(M»J)*RAT»(PI«P(M»J) )
(5DsO(M»J) *RAT* fQI .Q(M» J) )
SIDB l (M, j ) *RAT*(SI I -SI (MiJ)
fiAMDsrGAM(TDtPn»PHlD)
(6AMD*PD/PHO))^R AT*TPQ i -PQ ( M v j ) j~
HDO=HQ<M» J ) *RAT*(HQI-HQ(Mt J) )
JURAT«(QQI-QQ(M»J> )










> » A A V
_
T S'fN = T A KITSTNN ( M » J ) )
CSINs^OSfSINNfM.J))
CPHEMatCOS(PHEN(M,J) )














PI S ( I 6 ) " P I
_
RHOZS(I6)=RHOZ
PZ S ' (X6)«PZ
GA.MZS(I6)«GAMZ^
SID S ( I f e ) « S I D




















1 2 ) * B
PHEN(MtJ)«PHEIS(l)*Al«DEL"-A?*fPN(MiJ)-PIS(l) )
^»HON(_Mt J) BRH£Z^(I6JI» (PN(Mt J)jf 7^( 16) ) «» ( 1 , /GAMZS( 16) )
T'2* rooQS (16") *Qf)S r i6)»TAN (SIOS < T f t ) ) *SlrjQS ( I f t ) ) /COS (SIDs (X6 >
V V Z « O D S ( l 6 ) / C O S ( S I D S ( I 6 ) ) - T 2 * T T s ( l 6 )
V VC"_VVZ«y V Z »2 .»GAMZS( I6 ) / (GAMZ^( I6 )•!.)» ( P Z S ( 1 6 ) / RH 0 Z S ( 1 6 )
1-PN(M»J)/RHON(M»J) )
QN(Mt j )eSQRT(WC-VCS(I6)«VCS(I«. ) )
S I N N ( M » J ) a A T A N ( V C S ( l 6 ) / Q N ( M « J ) ) __
HN TMiJ) sHDS"( 1 6 ) * ( VVZ*VVZ- VVC ) /9 . "HOQS if 16 ) «Ti S ( 16 )
PHIN(M»J)=PHIZ?(I6)
TF( (PMlN(MtJ) ,LT.Q t) ,AND, (PHIN (M, J) .GT.-.Qp ) PHlN (M, J) «Q .
TN(M«j)BFTTPN(M»J) fPHIN(M»J) •HN(MtJ) )
GAMN(M»J)«FGAM(TN(M» J) »PN(Mt J) ,PHIN(M,J) )
AN ( M t J )sSQRT ( G^AMN^M i J P^PNlM? J)/RHQN(M
 t J ) ) _ _
CALL X L A M ( Q N ( M « J ) « A N ( M » J) tPHEN(M»j) tXPLAMN(M» J) »XMLaMN (M. J) )






Tl SI M . EQVD"^ETANTKTJT="PHEN ( M t J >
~26~7NTITJT«Z~aTJ )^T( TAN ( BET A ;~( K7j~) )~+ TA*H BE TAN ( K ,!]))) »DELR/ ? .
JFtJ.ME.JMAX*!) 60 TO 4392





iFfJ.jgE.JlNT.AND.j.NE.JlNT*!) CALL PSnLV (J, TALP* I >
4483 COMTIMUE
_ BPHEBBETAN(K, J)_.PH^ EN (M, Jj^ _ _____
-£RP » T ftNTSTNNTH V^r)T*"S IK) rA^PHA N '(l<7jy r* C 0 S ( A L P M A N ( K , J ) ) « 5 1 N ( B P H E )





1681 rORMATt* ERROR IN PRESSURE ITERATION IN CSUR>«)
__ CALL PNCH ___
100 WRITE (67202T
202 fORMAT <* ER^OR IN BETA ITERATION IN
CALL PNCH^
n« (BfTAN (K. J) -BTl ) /
FUERP
B E T A N ( K f j , a D U M g ~ ~
60 T0^26
1602 PETESTsPHEN(N,J)..ASIN{TAN(SlNNfN tJ) )»TAN(ALPHAN(K,J) ) )
F_RS=BFTAN(KtJ).BETEST
IF(ABS<ERS).LT.1.E-10) GO TO 1*03
ITTBITT+1
IFdTT.GT.TB) (?0 TO 1680
IF(ITf.GT.2)GO TO 22
PHlePN(M,J)
p N(M»J)sl.2 «P N<M,J)
_ GO TO 16






lF(J.EQ.JMAX*i)ALPN(KiJ)BATAN(TAN(ALPHAN(K.J) ) /COS (BETAN (Kt J) ))
1010 7N ( I, ^)«Z (IiJ)*( TAN < BETA (K,J))*TAN( BETAN (K.J)))«DELR/?.
"
F.TBABS«1.-BT/BETAN(K,J))














"COMMON~XFNX-FPKl(4roTrOTTFMNr4b7To) - - .—
COMMON X A V X A A V f B A V
XALLR1X T N ( 4 0 , 1 0 ) , T N ( 4 0 , 1 0 ) « G A M N ( 4 0 , 1 0 ) t X P L A M N ( 4 0 t 1 0 ) »
COMMON XJX QN(40»10> »PHEN(40»lfO »SlNN{4()ilo) tXPLAM(40»10) »
1XMLAM(40.10),FP<40)tFM(40)* A{4ft,10)
COMMON XAX X l , T H M A X t T H ( l o ) » R f Z < 4 Q t 1 0 ) » P ( 4 0 • 1 0 > i P H p ( 4 0 • 1 0 ) »
1 Q ( 4 p t l Q ) tSl (40,10) tH (4Q , lQ ) ,p^i ( 4 0 » l o ) t R H O f 4 0 t 1 0 ) iGAMj40»lp)
COMMON /B7~~PN (40 ,10),PHIN (40 , 1 n~) ,RHON (4Q» 10\ ,HN (40, 10 j ,"ZN (40f 10")
COMMON XCX IMAX( lp )»JMAX, ISTARf ,KOUNTF»KOUNTP










COMMON XWX rSlMEX,n)UHMY,JlNT,7DUMMY(40) t THwW (2) , JDl i JD2
COMMON) XSAX XJ7S
1 HO 10 JsJL»JM
ts lS(K»J)
ir(JM.NE.JMAX*1.0R.IF-LQ»EQ.l) GO TO 3q85
VTaP " -
CALL S W A L L ( R t Z ( I « J ) f X T » Y T « G X , S 7 )






l) BETAN (K» JfsBETA (K» J)
IF ( J.EQ.JMAX»ltAND*IFL6»EQ.l) BET»BETAN(K» JM )
4 IT-i










GNBfGaM(TN»PN(If J) tPHINt I > J ) ')
XMlgUJ*Ul/6N/PN ( I * J)*RHON(ItJ)
5 PH2PsXMS/U2
P2H«XMS# (U1-U2) *PN ( I • J)
V2sV?*U2»*2 _




.LT. I.E. 4)60 TO 7
IFdT.GT. 10)00 TO 100










5 B B S I NT( BTT1
IF((K/2)»2.EQ.K)U2*-U2
















Z A e Z A T
_ I K & I K + 1
i FTT K , L F .
WRITE(6.101)
101 FORMflT<» ERROR IN A POINT LOOP IN HSHOCK»1
C~A~CL~pNCH
9 P A e P ( M » J ) 4 R A T » ( P ( N » J ) - P ( M » J ) )
) * R A T » ( Q ( N * J ) - Q ( M » J ) )
RHABRHO(M»J)+Rf tT« (RHO(Nt j ) -RHOfM» j ) )
5 1 AS SI ( M , J|*R AT* -(_S1 ( N^J ) -S HM»^)J
»p~HfTM » ^T)^*PA t * (T»HE ( N « J") -PHP ( M » J ) )
j )*PAT»(PHI(N, J)-PHI (M,J) )
TA * FT(P A f P H l A » H A )
G AMTlleplSTkM ( T A t P A f PHI AT
AA*SQpT(6AMA*PA/RHA)
IFU.NE. JMAX+1) 60 TO 783
~ST Q(M.J)s5I Q (M, J-IT)
P 0 (MtJ )sP Q(M,J-1)
PHEQ(M»J)sPHEQ(M»J»1)
^I^O(N»J)nSl-CT
P 0(N»vl)=P Q(N f J-l)
PHEQ(N»J)BPHEQ(NtJ-l)
"CO^TlNOE
CALL F ( R H O ( M . j ) « Q ( M . J ) . R . Z ( M t j ) t P H E ( M t J ) » X P L A M ( M t J ) » X M L A M ( M » J ) . S I
1A(M.J)tSIQ(M»J)»PQ(M»J)tPHEQ(M,J).FTr7FMll






IF( (K/2)«2.EQ.K) AlcFMA/RHA/QA/QA«AAV»FMN(Mt J)







I F ( A B S ( E R 3 ) . L T . 1 . E - * ) 6 0 TO 19 _
TTIslTUl
IFdTl -GT. 15)60 TO 103




103 W R I T E f f e , 2 2 0 )
"220
CALL PNCH
]4 DUMsBETl-ERl* (PET-BET] )/(ER3-EPi )
_ ____ _____





19 PETANl(K,J)SBET _ _
7NTM.j)c.5*TTANTBETA(Kf J) ) *TAN (0ETAN (Kt J) )~










TN(M, j)eFT(PN(M»J) tPHIN (Mt J) ,HM (M, J) )
GAMN(M» J)a F 6AM(TN(MtJ) »PN(Mt;j) ,PHIN(M ',
AN ( M * j ) sSORT ( G AMN ( M » J ) *PN ( M * J ) /RHON ( M7J ) )
CALL XLAM(ON(M,J) ,AN(MtJ) tPHEN(Mtj) t XpLAMN (M f J) «XMLAMN| (M» J) )
_FT«_A_BSj.l .^_BT/8fT AN ( Kj_J^) ________
TF(1VY.EO.O.OR.ET.LT.1,E-05) Gn TO 10~
KIL«KlL*l




1393 FORMAT (» AVERAGING PROCESS DOES NOT CONVERGf- IN HSHOCK«)






COMMON XG/ Al (3f<?) .A2(3»9) •A3(3.9)»RR] <3) tRR2<3) tRR3(3)
-ITNUMCwSTNTUMlJiSTNUMSWS
COMMON X Q/ XCOW|.
COMMON XXFX XFTN
/A/ Xl»THWA~XTTH~aT)TR f ZT4~OTTO )Tp~ ("40 »T6 VtPHp ( 4 OTlOT •
Q(*OtlO)fSX(40tlO)fH(40tlp> ?PM! (40 tin) tRHO'(40»10) tQAM(-40tlO)
COMMON XSCLTMX ZLIFTCtXTnRc t VM^ MCj^ ZL I rJS t X_TMR_
COMMON /C/ I^AX (10)i JMAX , I'S'tlRT f KOtlNTp • K'OUNTP
COMMON /D/ UW (*0)fVW (4Q).WW f40)tXW (40), YW
COMMON/H/ ISIM ____ ___ J
COMMON /I/~XJ
COMMON /J/ QN(40,10) »PHEN(40»l6) »SlNN(40ilO) t XPUM (40, 10) i
10) tFP(4Q) »FM(4Q) ,A(4ftf 10) _ _ _
/ ATPRA"WT7»10> f ALPHA (T«10> »8FTAN (7% 10 ) 'BETA (?• 10 )
IS(7,10)
COMMQKi/N/ S IO(40,10)»PO(4 OtlQ) . PHgQ ( »p 1 1 0 ) ,MQ(40,1Q) » PHIO ( 40 » 1 0 )











"COMMON XSTKEAMX XMA5T, XENT,FSX,
COMMONXXSTPXXSfP
DIMENSION Hr dp)




IF(Xj,EQ,0») 60 TO 513
WRITE (6«70) KOljNTtXl ___
70 FORMAT (IHlTlOXt'KOUNT « *»I4,1BX»«R s^»»E l3 .5XX)
RO TO 503
513 WRITE'(6f 5 04) KQUNTtXl
50* FORMAT Cl"Hl»10Xf*KOUNT • *»I4tlnXf»X e «.E13.BXX)
503 CONTINUE
TSTARTB1







311 WRITF(7,310) RRUI) » <A1 <I»J) ,Jslt9)
DO 3]? Isl»NUMUWS
.*? * T E< 7 »310 ) RP2(I )_»J A2JI ,J]|_, Jej^, 9
lFfISTH.EQ»l) r,6 TO 314
WRITE(7»2)
_DO 313




610 FORMfif<10X»*Z MOMENT AXIS * «»Pl1«3»5x»*X MOMENT AXIS a »tEll.3/
I 10X,»THRU!e;T a «»Fll«3»5Xt»LlFT a «iEll,3»5X
""""" "•"* " «»E"11.3)
l F ( I « ; j ( 3 ) . l
J21 FORMflf(« CONTACT _• j»THRU5T = ».Fl1,3,5X,»LIFT -«"»tElU3,5x
1 • »"P"I TpH'I NTG" MOMENT •« * * E11• 3)
XTHRS«ZLIFTs«YMOMS
622 FQRMAT(« _ SHQrK »
 t«THPUgT a »«Fl 1 ,3t5X , «LIFT s »tEll,3,5x
lt«PITcWlNG MOMENT s *»Ell.3)
WRITE/6,623)
FORMAT (/_)___ _ _ _ ___ ___ __




IF(ISlM.EQ«O.AND.J»EO.jW) 60 Tn 500
IF ( J . 6T ,JINT j^ GO TO Z260 __
IF(XJ7NE.O».0"R.Xji.NE.o.) GO ~
WRITE fb» 506) J«HE(1) fHE(4) tTH(.i') tHE (5)
506 FORMAT (//I OX»»J e «»l2»2»X»A5t A3 ___ «Il3.£5.f^X_»»I»?6xf Al 10Xt
9X»»PHE»t 8X«»SI*«lOXf*M»»10Xf«H#t
GO TO 5lQ __ ____
505 TFfXJl.EO.O.) (fO TO 507
WRITE (6, 506) J,HE(2) tHE(4) fTH(.l) »HE(6)
(50 TO 510
WRITE (^ 1 506) J,HE(2) »HE(4) »TH(.J).HE(5)
GO To 5lQ




500 CONTINUE __ _______ __
fFTJ7Tr.JlNT) fiO TO 2270^
WRITE(6,2300) jW, HE HO) .HE (7)
2300 FORMflT(/ / / 40x»»SlDEwALL«/ l nX f»J « »t 12/1 1 X t«X»«9X , A3
l t9X •»U#«10Xt*w*»lOXf*V»/
14X»* i#«6XtAl » | O X «
9Xt«PHE#, 8X»»5i«,lOXt»M»»10Xt»H»t











IF(lSlM.EQ.l.OR.J.NEtJW) GO TO 502
EMsSORT (UW ( I ) »»g*VH ( I ) »«2*WW ( T ) »»2 ) /R
XW(I)sR«COS(THwX)
YW ( I )
 aR«SlN ( THWX ) » ( 1 ,-X J ) »THW ( ?
IF(J.RT.JINT) Z
WRITE(6»302) Xw(I)»Z15 fUW(I) ,wW (I) tvM ( I)
302
WRITE (7tl) UW(I) »Ww(I) tVW(I) »THw(D
502 CONTINUE
WRITE(6»79) It7l5 »P ( I , J) tO ( f » J) tPHr ( I i J) , SI < I » J) t EM«H ( I , J) *
lPHT(If J)»RHQ(ltJ)tGAM(ItJ),T(I,J) _________ _ ___










IF(IS;(3) .NE.O.AND.ISIM.EQ.O) WDlTE(7ti) ZLlFTC»XTHRC»yMOMC





iFdCpWLT.EQ.O) GO TO 100
WRITE(6,400t>)
DO














IF(IWRAP.EQ.I) GO TO 1532
E(7,2) IDUMMY
WRTTE77»1) (ZDilMMyd) , I
1532 CONTINUE
40 QO FORMAT (/ / IPX »»ALPHA«/4X»«J» )
7 A X
4002 FORMAf(//10x»»!S */4Xt«J«)
4QQ» FORMAT(I5»7(I4«7X) ) ____
100 CONTIMUE
IF{KOIJNT.NE.KOUNTF) GO TO 7744
IF(ICOHLT.EQ.I.AND.IWRAP.EQ.O) CALL W p A P ( l )
~ ~ " ' "
7





COMMON /FN/ FPN(40»10) »FMN(40»m)
COMMON /ALLR2!/ PON(40,10) tHQN(40»10) »oQN (40, 1 0) t SIGN U0» 10) t
"1 PHEQN (40 « 10) » PHlW(40 » 1 0 ) t'RHOQM f 40 • 1 0 ) »GAMQM (40 » 1 0 )
COMMON /AV/ AAVtRAV
COMMON /ALLR1/ TM(40ilO) ,TN(40,10) »GAMN(4o,iO) »XPLAMN (40t 1 0) »
COMMON / IVY/ IV /Y,KCORR, I A V
COMMON /A/^ X l f t H M A X » T H ( l Q ) »R ll'*0'1?) t P f 4 0 f l O ) t P H f ( 4 0 « 1 0 ) t
»STT40» 10) »H (40,10) » P w T (40, lo) »RHO' f40 ,10) »6AM ( 4 0 t l O )
COMMON /8/ P N ( 4 0 » 1 0 ) » P H ! N ( 4 0 » l n ) tRHON(4()»10) »HN (40 • 1 0 ) »ZN (4Q » 1 0 )
COMMON /I/ Xj _
~~fWMO"NT7 J7"ON"( TO » rO")TP'H'EfT( 4T7l"fl ) • S INN ( 4 Of 1 0 V » XPL A M ( 4 0 , 1 0 ) i
1XMLAM ( 40.10) t F P ( 4 Q ) |FM(40) »A
COMMON /K/ RN»nELR
COMMON/N/
1 Q Q ( 4 Q » 1 Q ) »RHOQ(4p > 10 )
COMMOM /V/ XJ1
COMMON /W/ lSIMEx,IDUMMY,JINTt7PUMMY{40) tTHwW ( 2 ) t JD 1 1 JD2
/SA/
00 6 jajUtJ
J[ F j BAVtGT.O.) A9 3a«5






I» J) __^ __ •
JF(J7NE.JMAX+1) SO TO 39^7
P Q( I»JM)«P O ( I i J M A X )
M Q( I t JM)=H Q - ( X t J M A X )
"0 0 ( I




6AMO '( i f JM) *GAMO ( I f JMAX )
P 0<i »JM)*P O ( L t J M A X )
H Q(L»JM) *H 0 ( L » J M A X )





GAMQ( | t J M ) « G A M Q ( L » J M A X )
3947 CONTINUE
8 ?As ( Z < I » J ) + Z < L t J ) ) / 2 .
TT*1 _______ -
10 P,Af^T?*-Z(I»J>)/(Z(Lt J)-Z(1»JM
ALAMsxPLAM{T .J ) *RAT<MXPLAM(L ,Jv -XPLAM( I i J )
DUMPeA93»ALAM*g93«.XPLAMN (I • J)
TAT«Z3-DUMP«DELR




T F ( I T . L E . 1 0 ) G O TO 10
WRITF.(6,200)
200 FORMAT<# ERROR IN A POINT ITERATION IN FSHOeK*)
CALL PNCH
< r» j) *RAT* (P a* J>-P < i • j) )
( i » J ) *RAT«(Q(L t J ) -Q ( I»J ) )
H A a H ( T t J ) * R A T * ( H ( L t J ) - H ( I » J )
RHAsPHO( I»J ) *R)sT»<R
SIA«Sl( I tJ)*RAt»(SI
PHIA«pHI (I»J)+RAT*(PHI (LtJ)-PHT (I» J)
PHEA*PHE(I»J)*RAT«(PHE<LtJ)«PHF(I»J)
GAMA*>GAM(TA»PA»PHIA)(15AMA*PA/RHA)
CALL F (RHO(ltj) fQ(Itj) »RtZ(l»j) »PHE(T»J> »XPL&M( 1 1 J HI XML A M_( I_» Jlt_S J_
CALL F (RHO(LtJ) «Q(L»J) t R » Z ( L » J ) tPHE(L»J) »XPLAM(L tJ ) »XMlAM(L tJ ) «SI
l (L tJ ) t




AlsFMA/RHA/Q2 _____ __ ____ _______
A r«=A A V*A 1 *BA V*FPN ( I » J ) /RQ2
ACaB93»SORT( (QN(ItJ)/AN(ItJ))«#2-l.)/R02
(QA/AA) »«?-!. )/RHA/Qg _
~"
12
I f J ) * R A T « ( X M L A M ( L f J).XMLAM(I,J)
DUMPBA93»BLAM*B93»XMLAMN ( I . J) _
TF(EPP»LT.ERZZ7)60 TO 14
TTelT+1
T F ( I T . L E « 1 0 ) G O TQ 12
201 FORMAT (« ERROR IN B POINT ITERATION IN FSHOcK«»>
CALL PNCH _ _ __
~~PT>B«P ( I • J) *R7TT» (P (L» JT^PITTJTI
HBeH( i»J) *RAT»(H(L*J) -H( l«J)











IFdT.LE. 10)00 TO 16
WRITF(6,?02)















GAMDQaGAMQ < I • J) *RAT* ( GAMQ ( Lf J) -fiAMO ( I . J) )
PN(It j)g(A2»PA»B2»PB*(Al-Bl)»DFLR»PHEA-PHEB)/( A2 » B2J





T4BQD«Sj DO/COS <S ID) **2
T5 sQp»C05 ( P HED)*XJ
»X Jl
VCgVD-Tl«(T2*TAN(SlD)«(T3*T4*Tc) )«AAV
TSINs fAN(S lNN( f»J )>
CSINerO S(S I NNJJt » J) ) _
CPHENsCOS(PHEN(I»J)>
TT1«DFLR/CPHEN
T F t X j j . G T . O . ) TTlsTTl
TFTXJ7GT7TF • )~TT l"^ fT17R N '~~
T22=PON(I tJ ) /RuON(I tJ ) /ON( I»J)
T33*TslN«QQN(I,,









QAMzgpAMD^GA ____ _ . _____




J ) XRMON ( I ". J ) )
*J ) S *TAN(VC/QN( I » J ))
~MN(ltj)"HO-HDQ«Tl+
PHIN(i,J)nPHIO.PHlDQ«Tl
s (l.-PT/PM(I,J) )_ ______ _
TN(I»j)BFTTPN(liJ) fPHIN(ItJ) ,HM(I,J) >
6 A M N { J * J ) s F G A M ( T N ( I t J ) » P N < I » ' j ) ,PHIN(I,J) )
AN ( I • j) eSQRT (GAMN ( I » J) »PN ( Ij Jl/RHONJ I ,_J ) )
CALL XLAM (ON ( I , J) , AN ( 1 1 J) tPHEN ( 1 1 j") t XPLAMN ( T t J J t XMLftMw ( j , J) )
TF(EC.LT. l«E-04.0Rt lVY.EQ.O) Go TO 6
SITsSlNN(I,J)
_










SUBROUTINE WSHK(M,B) ____ _ _ _
TimTrTR iTT4DTl 0 T» p>4 0 f 1 0 ) "ilPHr < 40 • 10 ) t
Q ( 4 o » 1 0 ) »SI (40*10) • H ( 4 0 t l O ) t P w j U O t l p > » R H O ( 4 0 » 1 0 ) » < 5 A M ( 4 0 f 10>
COMMON /3/ PN<40«10) tPHlN(40t lO) tRHONf*0»10) iHN(40 t lO) » Z N ( 4 0 t l O )
COMMON /C/ IWA~XTlT)fjMAX" t lStAR"^KOONTPt"KOUNTP
COMMON /O/ UW (40)»VW (40>*WW f40)«XW (40)»YW (40>»THw (40)
/E/ UWN(40) tVWN(4p) ,WWNf40) »XWM(4Q) fVWKI(4Q)
7I7 XJ
COMMON /K/ RN.nELR
COM M ON_ /L/ ALPHAN(7>1Q) » ALPHA ( *, 10) tB fj A N^( J 1 1 0 ) « R E T A_ ( 7 1 1 0 )
~
COMMON /O/ ALPf7«10> »ALPN(7tlo'^
COMMQM /V/ XJ1 __ ___ ___ _ __

















IF ( X Ji .GT. 6. ) Y2eRN*SIN (TH2X) *f H2*< 1 .-XJ)




TF(IT.GT.3) 60 TO 25 _____
RAT«(Yl-Y2)/(Y3-Y2)
RDUs(c«ETAN(MtJw)-RAT*BETAN(Mf JMAX) )/{"f,-RAT)









~R E T A N f M7jWl=ATAN(B2"
PETURM
FND
SUBROUTINE COWL(MM,IF5»OPT) _ _
COMMON /A/ X l t T H M A X f ~ T H ( l o > Y R »Z UOVlO ) »P (40 1 1 6 ) fPH|rY40» 1 0") »
1 Q ( 4 Q , 1 0 ) « S X ( 4 0 « l O ) t . H ( * O t l O ) t P u i ( 4 0 t l O ) t R H O f 4 Q t l O ) t GAM (40 » 10)
_COMMOM_/B/_PN^(^L0,10) iPHlN(40t l r t ) » RHON (40» lOJ »HN (40t 10) t Z N ( 4 0 ? 1 0 )
rOMMO'M /£/ lMAx(ror»JMAX, lSTART,KbUNTr»KOUNTP .
COMMON /D/ UW (40) , VW ( 4 o ) , W W f 4 0 ) t X W (40) , VW ( 4 0 ) « T H w (40)
COMMON /M/ ISIM _
loT» XPLAM (40, 10 ) i
1XMLAM(40»10) »FP(40) iFM{40) f
COMMOM /L/ ALPHAN(7»1Q) » ALPHA (7» 1 Q ) tBgTftN (7
 f 1 p ) t BETA (7«1Q)
' ~ " "
COMMON /O/ ALP(7.10) »ALPN(7,10S
COMMON/P/
COMMON /V/ XJ1 I
COMMON /\ri/ ISlMEXtIDuMMY tJINft7nUMMY(40) t T H w W ( 2 ) »JD1UD2
~-- "
COMMON/WR/IWRAP
DIMENSION V L ( 9 ) » V T < 9 ) «PM(9) tUM'tq) tPHM(9) » 2 M ( 9 ) t H M ( 9 ) tRHM(9) «BM( q)
" ~ "
CALL lNDAT2(MM,IFS,AL)
DO 69 Ielt9 " " "~ r
89 SIGNVL<I)=1. *•
iF(ISlM,F.Q«Q) jWejMAX*!
DO 666> Jsl»JW " "






TF(IslM.EQ.Q)CALL SWALL (xCOWL»7 (2f JW) »XWltYWltGX , 6Z




1 IFTP(I*MM»J)-P(I,J) ) 4»39»5
39 WRITp'{6,300)







M s I M A X ( J )
8 VTT«sf)(Lt J )»SQRt( l . *TAN(SKL»J) __
XMU«ASIN~( SORT (GAM (LtJ)»P(L,J) /RHQ(L»J) )/ V f T )
TTT=1
IFT37EQ7JI NT .OP.J,EO.JINT * 1) Af (J) sALPN {K , J)
ALPHA(K,J)sAL(J)
C A e C O S < A L P H A < K , J M
S A s S l N < A L P H A ( K i J)
CPE*CQS(PHE<U»j)
_






IF(J.ME.JMAX*1) GO TO 5000
PEeATAN(GX)
_____ ^_ _ ___





V U I I V » V B
T O O CONTINUE
__ SISNVU 1 1 ) g S l G K M l . t V L d l ) )
yL n f) «VL mr*»2
I1«ISAVE1
"VT ( X I) ••( Q (L t J) *•( COS (BET) «CPE-STN (BET) »•< SA«~TSI-SPE»CA) ) ) *»2 "" '" li
Ule 0(L»J)*<SlN(BET)«CPE*COSfBFT)*(SA»TSI-CA«SPE))











HJiiIDBH(L» J|+_f V_l-V2) /2.
P ,HM( jT )aRHEQ(HMdI ) tPM(H) tPHMdD )
FRe(RH2-RHM(H) ) /RHO(L»J )
T F ( A B s ( E R ) t L T . T . E - O ^ ) GO TO o
lTslT+1
I F d T . G T . 1 0 ) GO TO 100
IFdT.6T.2) GO TO 11
U2BUM(II)
______
GO TO 7 "
100 WRITE(6,200)
200 FORMATU ERROR IM HUGONIQT LOOP IN COWL*)
CALL
101 WRITp(6,20l)
201 rORMflT<« SUBSOMlC EDGE IN COWL AROUND STATEMENT NUMBER 13*)
~ ~
1 1 DUM2el.l2-ER2# (UM (I I ) -U2 ) / (ER-F.R? )
6020
fiO TO 7
PM (T j ) -BpM (II)
MM (l i)BHM (II)
RHM(lT)s:RHM(I I )
PHM( J l )spHM(H)
WL ( l i )gVL (II)
SIGNVLdl)BSlGNVL(H)












RHM(I l )BRHO(Mt . | )
___ _
pHM(Ij)ePHl (Mtj) ~
UMdl) BGM ( 1 1 ) *PM (II) /RHM (II)
VLdI)B(Q(Mtj)»(CA»TAN(SKM>J) )*SA»SIN(PHE(M,J) ) ))
IF(J.ME.JMAX*1) GO TO 50Q2
WBeO(Mt J)*SIN(PHF(M*J) )
UggQ( M > j )» ( C QS(pg)<»COS(PHE(M»J) )*SIN(oE ) ?! A M ( S I ( H t J ) ) )





TF(XMMtl^T, 1• ) GO TO 101
P»-Sfl»TAN(SI(M,J))*CA»SIN(PHF(M,J)
CsSORf (VT(I.I) )/Q(M»J)
RM( I I ) B OPT*AS lN(SQRT( l . /XMMM+ATAN(8 /a )
JF'(J.EQ.JHAx*r)BM(II)gOPT«ASIN'fSQPT(l . /XHM) )*PHEB
HTL=HM rn ) * ( VTT-VL ( 1 1 ) ) /s.
IFFnlpAN+1
DO 1? LL«2»IF1
IF( (K/2)»2.EQ.K) KK*N*1 ___
TF1 ( K /2 ) »2TNE . K • A N&7f*7EQTI FF ) r>psn.
TF( (K/2)»2.EQ.K
7 M ( N ) S Z M ( K K )
G (PM (N) /PM (KK) ) /QM (KK)
P H M ( M ) g A L O G ( R H M ( K K ) )*ALNR
(GM(KK)*i.)/(SM(KK)-i,) )
pjcg.»(gM(KK)/(QM(KK )«•!.) ___ ___
DM (fvl) sQM (KIC) -6« (PM (N) /RHM (N) .PM (KK) /RwM (KK)
HM(N)BHTL*< -QM(N))/2,
rigUM(KK)«Ql»G'l'*\/T(KK)




BM (N)a-OPT»61*(ASlN (SORT (VT(N)/Cl»-ASlN (SORT (VT(KK)/cD ) )*«M(KK)
12 CONTINUE _______ __
F.RR=PHES-PHEP
IF(ABS(ERR)«LT.1.E-0*) GO TO I*
TF(ITT»GT.15) SO TO 102















T B B T & N ( B E T ) * C 0 5 ( A L P ( K » J )
TF(J.EQ.JMAX»1) T9




IF (J.EO.JMAX*!) ALPHA (K«J)»ATAN(6X«SIN {BETA
__ _ _ _ ____
«LP(KCl»J)*AL(J)
TPBTAN(PHEP)«CpS(ALP{KCl,J) )
IF(J.F.Q.jMAX*nTPaTAN(PHEP)»cQq(PE) ___ - _ ___
RETAN(KCl»J)sATAN(TP)
PETA(KCl,J)oBETAN(KCl,J)
TF ( J. EQ. JMAX*1 ) ALP (KClfJ) «ATAN f TAN (PHEP)*GX) ____ ___________
ALPHA (KC1 1 J)-«ALPHA (Kt J) ~ "" ~ T
IF (J.EO.JMAX*!) ALPHA (KCl.J)aATAN(OX«SlN (BETA (KC1,J))) *•
ALPHAM(KCl»J)gALPHA(KCl»J) _ ___ _ __ ______




TF( (K/?)»2»£Q«K) lS(KCl»J)gIS(K«J)*3 ___ _ _____ ___
IK*ISS U
IF( (K/2)»2.EQ.K) IK«ISS*1
00 29 KKoltlFANl _______ __ _ ___ __ _ ___
TF( (K/2)*2.NE.K.AND.KK.6E. (IFAM1-2) ) 60 TO \g
TF( (K/2)#2.EQ.K.AND.KK.6E»3) Go TO 19
!F( KKK/KP)«KP»JJ).NE.KK) GO To 29 ___ __ ______ . _
19 P (IK,J)«PM(KK)
(UM(KK) )-SB*SA«Sf?RT(VT(KK) ) *CA*SORT ( VL <KK) )*SIGNVL(
IKK)
IF(J,N|E.JMAX*1) 00 TO 5003
UBB(JM(KK)*SB*SORT(VT(KK> ) «




SI ( I K , J
( U M ( K K ) ) * S B » C A » S n R T ( V T ( K K ) ) *Sjy«SQRT (VL <KK ) )»SIGNVK
' "IKK)
HVeSp* (UM(KK) ) * C B « S Q R T ( V T ( K K ) )
IFf J,EQ.JMAX*l)UVsUB»COS(PE
PHE ( IK ,J )=ASIN(WV/Q
PHI (I*, J )=PHMfKK)
PHO ( f K » J) s RHM(KK)
M ( lK«J )eHM(KK j
TsFT(pH(KK) »"PTJM(KK) tH
G A M ( l K * J ) s F o A M ( T , P M ( K K ) tPHM(KK') )
Ej IK t J ) cSQRT (QflMdK » JPI K • J /PHO^t^K , J ) )
_ _
OTlKfJ) »E"(IK»J) tPHE(TKtJ) .XPLAM(IK,J) ,XMLAM(JK«J)
!F(J.wE.jMAX*l) GO TO 210
liW(lK)HQ(IKtJ)»COS(PHE(lK>J) ) ___________
WW(IK)«0( I "K,J)»SIN{PHE(IK»J))
X W ( I K . ) * R
IF(Xj j .EO»0») ________ _
SWALL<RfZ(lKtJ),XW<lK),YW(lK),Fx,FZ>
GT.Q.) CALL SWALLi (THX»P,Z(IKfj)fFX,pZ)
IF(XJ1.EO.O.)
l T H W ( l K ) c Y W ( I K ) _ _ _ _
GT.O.) THW(lKT)aTHX








•SUBROUTINE W D I c C f M )
T7tiWXTTH~< 1 0 ) TR TZT40 71 0 ) » P (4 0 » 1 0 > • PHr ( 4 0 1 1~0 )"
,10) »SI ( 4 Q » 10) »H (40,10) ,Pwl (40,10)
!OMMON|_XBX PN <4_OjJjDJ^t PH IN ( 40 , In) 9 RHON ( 40 • 1 0 ) , HN < 40 » 1 0 ) , ZN ( 40 1 1 0 )
rOMTOKi AC/ I M A X ( I O ) »JMAXi ISTARf VKOUNTr»KOUNTP
COMMON XD/ UW ( 4 0 ) , V W ( 4 o ) » W W ( 4 0 ) » X W (40) , YW ( 4 0 ) , T H w (40 )
U W N ( 4 Q )
 t V W N ( 4 Q ) , W W N f 4 0 ) t X ^ M ( 4 0 ) ,YWN(40 ) » T H w W ( 4 0 )
COMMOM /J/ ON(40,10) fPHENf^Otlo) »SINN^O»10) »XPLAM{AO,10)
1XMLAM(4Q>10) tFp(4Q) ,FM(4Q) ,A(4ntlQ) _____
RN7KELR




COMMON XWX ISIMEX,IDUMMY,JINT,70UMMY(AO) ,THwW(2 ) ,JDT« JDS






TF(I ,EO.IMAX(Jw). l> 60 TO 41 ~~
TF(M.E;Q.3) 60 TO 42
PAT« ( 7N ( I » JW ) -?N ( I *LLf JW ) ) X ( ZN'f T tl » JW) -ZN { I *LL » Jw ) )
41 PN( I . jW)BPN( I+LL» jW)*RAT«(PN( I *L» jW) -PNK)
WOU1«WWN( I *L ) /UWN( I *L )
WOU«WOU2*RAT*(WOU1-WOU2)
GO TO li__ __________
42 RATlcTTHWN(I)-THUMAX) ) X (THW { I)-TH ( JMAX) )"
i5=IS(3,JMAX-l)
PN( I , jW)aPN(I5 f JMAX ) *RATl» (PM '( I , Jw ) »PN ( i 5 , JM A X ) )
P N ( K f j W ) B p N ( I f j W )
10 CONTINUE
THXgTHWN(I I )«Xj ____
YWN ( H ) =RN*SIN (THX) +THWN (ID « (T ,-XJ)
X W N ( T l ) e R N » C O S ( T H X )
ICALL sWALL(RNtZNd i t jw ) »XWN( ID , Y W N ( i f ) »FX,CZJ
IF (XJ j .GT*0») CALL SWALLl(THDUM,RNt2N(11•JW)•F X t F Z) _
IF(M.NE,KC1.AND.M.NE.KC2) 60 Tft 11
ClsT f iM<BETAN(M,JW) ) »COS (THX) +T/\N (ALPN (M, JW) )»SIN (THX )
AJlLt.
7NXJBJ,
IFtXjj.GTt 0 . ) ?NXjsZN(II,JW) ___





















TF(EP.LT.ERZZZ) GO TO 40
T« I T * 1
IF(IT.LT.IO) 00 TO 60
__ _ _ _ __
6 (TO FORMAT <• "ERROR IN ITERATION LOOP IN Wf5lSC«)
CALL PNCH
40 CQNTTNUE
PSL s P( I I tJW)*RAT«(P( I I *L tJW)-P>I I tJW) )
HSLgHdl t jVOtRATOtHdl^LtJWi-Hhl tJW) ) ___
R"H6SL«sRHO(l i»J~W)+RAT«(RHO(l I+L. jW")-RHO(II»jW) )




PHON ( T I » JW ) eRHQSL» (PN ( 1 1 1 JW) /P«;L )««(!. /GAMSi ) __ ____
VVSLssUSL«USL*VSL»vSL*WSL»WSL
VVC sVVSL*2.*GAMSL/(GAMSL- l . )»(PSL/RHO?L-PN( i l tJW)/RHON(I I» jW))
. ____ __ _ _______ ,.'
HN ( 1 1 , JW ) *HTSU-.5»VVC [.
UWN ( I j > «SQRT ( VVC/ ( 1 . +TAUC*TAUC* WOU»WOU> >
VWNJit )j»UWN (II)«TAUC _ . _ _
WWN ( T f ) euWN"( 1 1 ) *WOU
PHEN ( I I i JW) «WOn/ (COS (THX) *VOU*SIN (THXi )
PHEN ( T I , JW ) eAT AN ( PHEN ( 1 1 , JW) )
VB=V WN <TlT»COS ( THX ) -UWN ( I I ) »Slv ( THX )
)*SlN(TMX)*UWN(H)«pO«; { THX )
W R = WV M (Tf )
ON ( I I , JW ) aSQRT ( WB«WB*U8*UB )
5? I NN ( 1 1 , JW ) « AT &N ( VB/OM ( 1 1 f JW ) )
Tr(ITT»GT.2) GO TO 8Q ______
CALL HSHOCK (M» JW, JW« 1 )
TF(M.pQ.KC1.0R,M.EO.KC3) 60 TO 10
80
SUBROUTINE PLAMES(IND) _____ _
COMMON /ALLRl/ AN (40 t 10 ) , TN (40 . 10 ) tGAMN (40 , 1 6 ) » XPLAMN /40« io ) »
IXMLAMNUOtlO)
COMMON /B/ PN(40»10) »PHlN(40t iji ) tRHON ( 40^ 1 0 ) t HN ( 40 1 1 0 ) t ZN ( 40 f 1 0 )
COMMON /JF/ JFTNAL
COMMON /A/ X1,THMAX»THUO> «R »Z (40 t 10 ) f P (40 t 1 0 > tPHp (40 • 1 0 ) •
1 Q(»Q«lQ) >SI (4Q»1Q) tH(40,10) .Pill! (40«1 Q) tRHQf40>lQ) » GAM (40
 t 10)
COMMON /C/ IMA^UO) »JMAX,ISTARTfKOUNfr»KOUNTP
COMMON /H/ ISIM
COMMON /J / Q N ( 4 0 t l O ) tPHENUQtlf i) »$IN|N.4Qf 10.
 t XPLAM(40 .10 ) f __
1XMLAM(40 .10 ) f p P ( 4 0 ) t P M ( 4 0 ) t ' A ( 4 n , l O )
COMMON/M/ I S ( 7 f l O )
COMMON /R/ J»XcN»XC»XXI»jWt iNT.ICOWLtPCOWL _ __
COMMON /S/ RltKOUNtfKOUNfSticduLT
COMMON /V/ XJ1
COMMON /w/ ISIMEX«IDUMMY>JINT>7DUMMY(40) tTHww(2) tJPUJDZ
COMMON /IO/ NUMEXPtZSAV
COMMON/PS/ZR(40t2) »PR(40,2) t«R(40,2) »UR(*0,?) ,SlR(40t?)









TPtzx _ »GT*ZSAV) GO TO 46? _____________
 r
461 CONTINUE ' T
462 IDUMMY=L-1




_ IP(XJ] .GT.O«) _ ____ ___ ___
IP(DEL'LT.OtLTH) DE"LTH*OEL "" "H
1000 CONTINUE
DELTHs»Q«DELTri ______ __ _ _______




IP (X Jj .GT.O. ) 70UMaZDUMMY ( I ) * T A N (ZDUMS~>
CALL tBL(ZPUM>PR(ItJ)»SlR(I. j)'fHR(I»J)»PHIR'(I,J) ,QRf I, J)
l,RHiGA»THXf JM.IMAX(JM) ,2)
RHOR( i tJ )sRHEQ(HR( I tJ ) iPR ( I « J) '.PHlR ( I . J) )
TsF"T (pR( I t J) «PMIR(I»J) tHR(I t J)') _ ~
P "aF *^fltTTPRlT7J)TP¥l R ( T » J ) )
7P(I , j )s7DUMMY(I)
TFTX JTrOTTOTr^rR-fTt3) sZRTI » J f/rbS (
IF(I.ME.I) GO TO 1500
EQ.l) 60 TO 1500
!F(Xji.EO.O.) CALL SWALL(RtZDUM,XTfYT,FXtFZ)
IF(XJl.6T.O.) CALL SWALLl(THx»o,ZDUM,rXtFZ)
S l R ( I , J ) s A T A N ( T S I >
1500 c ONT TNUE
OT^O R ( I , J ) ^ C ID^TP^ERTITJTj
IF fX j j .GT.O. ) (?0 TO 2001
VleQPdf J) »SlN(PHgR( I » J) )
RO TO 2002
2001 WT»OR(I>J)»SIN'(PHER(I>J)





TF(IND.EO,0) CALL TBLDUMjZ ( t * JTNT) tPP ( 1 1 J) , SIR I T t J) »HR < I . J) fPHTR
1 ( I » J ) • OR { I f J )
 9 PHF.R (ItJ)fRHOR(I.J) tTHWP(I) ti , J DUMMY • I ) _ __
IF(INn.EQ«D CALL TBlDUM (ZN (I ».jjNJT) tPR ( 1 » J) ,SlR (I » J) »HR(I»JJ f
l(XtJ) vQR(XtJ) iPHFR(I»J) »RHOR(I'.J) ,THWP(I) •!', IDUMMYt T)





_ E A L W R A P ( M ) _
e"0"M'HM~7A7~XTTt'HWS'XTTH'{r6')VR" »Z (40 * 10) »P (40 1 10 ) »PHp (40 » 1 "6") »
Q ( 4 o ( l Q ) f f S X ( 4 0 t l O ) f f H ( 4 0 t l O ) * P u I ( 4 0 t l o ) t R H O > 4 0 t l O ) » Q A M < 4 0 » 1 0 )
COMMO_N_/B/_PN(40t 10) tPHlNUOtln) tRHON(4o*10) »HN(40f 10) tZNUOt lO )
'COMMON /L/ ALPHAN(7»10 ) »A lPHA(T, lO) »BpTAN(7 , iO ) i B E T A ( 7 « l O )
COMM0N/M/ 15(7.10)
CQMMOM /O/ A L P ( 7 « 1 0 ) • A L P N ( 7 « ] q t






__^ ZN(I3»J3) ) / ( TH ( J4 ) -TH ( J3
Fl«1.5'7079"6"3
A L3 a p r) 3
ALPN(MtJ? )eATAN! (AL2)
A L P N ( M t J 3 ) « A T A N ( A L 3 ) __ ___ __




~~C"OHMO>T-7/(fL"P?lV~A-KIT4"01"ro')TTKl"UO't 1 0 ) »GAMN (40 t 1 0 > » XPLAMN (40 » 1 6 > • ~"
IXMLAMNUOilO)
COMMON /TEM/ T(40,10)
~COMMO>r7A7"XlTTHMAXfTH"( l"o~> ,R »Z (40. 10) »P (40»10 > »PHp (40 » 10) t
1 Q ( * n v 1 0 ) f S I ( 4 Q t l O ) t H ( 4 0 f l O ) f P M H 4 0 f l o ) tRHO(40»10> t G A M ( 4 n t l O )
COMMOM /B/ P N < 4 0 » 1 0 ) »PHIN(40,15) f RHON f 4Qf 10) tHN (40t 10) tZN (40 f 10)
C"0'HHO'fi"V?f7"THAlflToTT3MA~X t I'STft RT « KO'UNTp » KOUNTP
COMMON /D/ UW (40)VVW (4Q)»WW (40)»XW (40)tYW (4f))fTHw (40)
COMMON /J/ QN<40,10) tPHEN(4Q?l^) ,SINNf40»10) , XPLAM(40, 10) t
- " " " " "
COMMON /R/ JtXrN»XCtXXI»jWtlNT,ICOWL»RCOWL
COMMON /L/ ALPHAN(7tlO) »ALPHA(7,10) »BPTAN(7,10) tBETA(7»10)
COMMON /OX ALPf7»iQ) »ALPN(7tlO^
COMMON /S/ RltKOUNTfKOUNTStlcOwLT





T E S T B T H W ( I ) - T H f J M A X )
jrE_STBTEST/DEUTH
TF(TfsT.6TT2.0) GO TO 520




IF ( IT .EO. IMAX(JW) ) GO TO 5flg
GO TO 600
100 jMAXejMAX-1







37 FORMAT(» PROGRAM ATTEMPTING TO ADD REFERENCE PLANE - DIMENSION TOO






T M A X ( j W ) e I M A X ( j W . l )
J Z a J « . 1 ___ __
. 0 > G6~TO~5 0 5
DO *0 IsStNUMEXP
»0 7.DUMMy(Ill)=ZDl)MMYdI)
MJMTE X P « N U M E X p +"}
505 CONTINUE




_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
RAM ( I ", L) =FG AM ( T ( I , D » P ( I. L") t PH T ( I » L ) >
Ad»L)aSQRT(6AM(T,L)*Pd«L)/PHnd,L) )
CALL xLAM(Qd^) .fld,U »PHE(I»j") t XPLAM ( I f L ) , XMLAM ( I , L
535
EQ.O) 60 TO 20
HMO lo 1 121 • 7
20 COMTTMUE
TF(J7.GT.JW) GQ TO 6Q1 ____
TH ( JMAX) sTH ( JMflX-1 ) *DELTH
TF(ICOWLT.EO.l) ZDUMMy (2) aZDuM^Y (3) -
JaJMAX
DO 5*0 Is l» lMAXj
_____ _______
I) 60 TO 31
CALL BWALL(R»TH(J) »T(ItJ) »pUM»DUMl)
X(Jw)) CALLTwALL ( R I . TH ( J) 1 7 (1 1 J) ,
GO TO 3?
31 IF(I.ME.l) 60 TO 32
__ >J_I__Jl*0±_ _ ________
CALL fBL(Z"DUMMv(?) t'P(ftJ) tSI (I'.J) .H("j.J) »PH! (I.J) tQ(I, J) tPHE(I,J)
l.RHO(jtJ) »GAMX,THX»JINT»IDUMMY.2)
__ Ul!L0Ll±Jl?CpS(PHl.(IjJ)J ___ ___ _ _





32 CONTINUE ______ . _
( I ) -TH"( JMAX'-i )")
(I,J1)*RAT«(P (ItJW)-P
«;i ( T t J ) g S I ( NJn_*"AT* ( SI_ ( Ij^iw) -SI ( 1 1 Jl ) )
0 TT,J )=Q Tl»Jl)+RAf»(Q "(ItjVr-0 lltJlV)
H ( I f . lW)-H (ItJI)')
PHE (I; J) =PHE (I
 f JTT*RAt*TpH"E-( I » . IW) -PHE (11 Jl) )
PHHI, J)aPHI(I ,Jl)*RAT«<PHI(I»JwUPHI(I»Jl))
_RHO(^, J )sRHO( I ,JD*RAT»(RHQ{ I •JWJ -RHOj1tJ1))
"33 rO"NTlN"UE
T ( I » L J S P T ( P ( I » L ) tPHl(I.L) tHd t t ) )
A ( T » L ) s S O R T ( G A M ( i , L ) * P ( I t L ) / R H f t ( I » L ) )
CALL _XL _AM_(_Q < I » L ) » a ( I » L ) «PHE(I»t ) *XPLAM ( I f
TF(T.ME.ISriijf ) ,AND.I.NE.IS(3,~jiy} GO TO
) t XMLAM ( I . L) )
540
IFd .gQ. IS ( 3 t J i ) ) M=3 __________
TANALPsTAN~ULP(MtJl) ) *RAT* (TAN ( ALP <M» jW) >••! AN(ALP (H« Jl ) ) )
Z.(I*J)BZ(I«Jl)*(TAN(ALP(MtJl))*tAN ALP
7, ( I M^J_1«_Z_< 1 • Ji _ __ _
RETA (MtJ)sATA'Nl( TAN (BETA (MtJl) > *RAT» <TYN<BETa(M»JW) ) -TAN (BETA <M»jY
1 ) » )
T 5 ( M t j ) r T S ( M f Jl )
. ) J ) = A T A N ( A L P ( M i J ) « C O S ( B F T A ( M t J )
A L P ( M f J ) a A T A N ( A L P ( M > J ) '




























C A LL_JBLJ^Z ( I>JM) tPN(ItJMAX) ,SlMM(I tJMflX) t HN ( I , JMA X ) , PH I N ( I , JMA X ) ,






( I , JMAX)=PN
( I , jMAX)aHN
< I » J M A X )
( I f J M A X )
Q (iTJMAX)aQN d»JMAX)




T ( I » L ) C F T ( P ( I » L > tPHX(I t .L)
S A M ( I . L ) r F 6 A M ( T ( I « L ) tP (I »L) » PHT ( I ,L) )_
A nTrr^s^RTTGwrirr) *p riTLT/RHo't i f L :•> r






UOt lO) t P ( 4 0 « l 6 ) »PHF{40»Tb> t '.
Q(4o,10)tSI(46«10)»H(40tlO)tPi4T(40*10) »RHO(40»10) tGAu(40»10)
COMMON_ /C/ IMA^JJIOJ » JMAX, ISTART, KOUNTP* KOUNTP
COMMONT 7~J/ ~Q'N~(4FtTdTtP'HEN(4lO't~in"rtS'INN(40f 10) » XPLAM (40, 10 ) »
XMLAM(*0»10) tpp(40) tFM(40)
 v A(4n vlO)
COMMON /{./ ALPMAN(7»10) • ALPHA (7t 10) > BFTAN (7, 1 Q ) tBET'MTtlO)
-











DO 1 I«l, IM
DZeZ(T*l»J)-Z(tf J)
TF(D7 , LT,1* ^"04) GO TO 1
2) DZLAMsXMLAM(l,J)-xMLAM(I*l,J)







TF(DFLJtGT.lO. ) GO TO 502
«sTS(M»JS)
PHETt=xPLAM(K»JS) -XPLAM (K*L»JS)




tF(M.FQt7) GO TO 506
ls(M,J),J
505 FORMAT (10Xt#DOwNpuNNlNG EMBEDDFD SHOCK FOUND AT I a «,I3.6X»
1»J s »»I
SO TO 11
506 WRlT r<6 ,508 ) Is(M,J),J










COMMON /AU-R1/ ANjAOtlO) • TNUO«10) fGAMN(40»10) »XPLAMN ( *0 » 1 0) t
lyMLAMNT40, 10)
COMMON /ALLR2/ PON (40 1 1 0 ) tHQN (&r» 1 1 0) »oQN (40 1 10) »SIQN U()» 10) «




 tPHlN(40 1 1 fi± »RHON ( 40 1 10 ) »HN (40 1 1 0) tZw (40 1 10)
COMMON /C/ I«AX(IO) »JMAXtrSTflRT,KOUNTFtkOUNTP
COMMON /O/ UW (40)»VW (4Q),WW f40)»XW <40)fVW (4Q)tTHw (40)
COMMOw /p/ UWN(4Q) ,VWN(4Q) ,WwN(40) »XWN(40)
 tyWN(4Q) tTHmM(40)
COMMON /H/~I"STM "~ "
COMMON /I/ XJ
AJ/ QN(40»10) •PHEN(40»lft) »SlNNj40tlO) « XPL/lM (40 , 10 ) •
,F"P(40) »FM(4oT»A"(4f»,lb)
COMMON /K/ RNtnELR
COMMOM/M/ IS (7, 10)
~S1 QTf 07T01TPO ( 4 OTlTTTPHEOr^TTl 0 F , HQ"( 40 , 1 0 ) t PH 1 0 ( 40 1 1 0 )T
»
RHOQ (4o»10) tQAMQ (40 »?0 )
COMMON /
----------
COMMON /W/ ISlMEX«IDUMMYtJiNTt7oUMMY<40) *THWW (2) » J01 • JD2
COMMON_/TB/ lMAxjtISl»IS2,I5LTtISL2
COMMON /ISW/-JCALC » I SWEEP • x INSP >ti o") »"X? - - -
COMMON /ISW1/ TFR
COMMON /7NDERV/ DPZN (40 ) ,DUZN (AQ) »DVZM (40 ) tOWZN (40 )
COMMON /JFT^JFTNAL "~
COMMON /S/ Rl»KOUNT»KOUNTS»lcOw|_T
COMMON /PL/ DE TH
COMMON /V/ XJ1
COMMON/PS/ZR(4o»2)tPR(40,2)»OR(40f2)*HR(40f?)tSlR(40»?)»RHQR(40t2)




IFTjTeT.JCALC) GO TO 10
IF(J,EO,JCALC,AND.IFR.EQ,1) GO jO 10
JPe J + 1
JPaJ
















nS2=SQRT (DZ»DZ* (DTH«DUMZ»DUMR V»»2> __








IF(I.LT.IS(3|J)-1 ) 60 TO 909
JSHOCel
_

















IF (JWoc.ro. 2j • N
( J) «D2»TH { JM)
.
 F1J »_E Q JLL> J>LHS.B I"!2 i _______
( JMAX ) -TH.f JMAX-1 )
*3. U2/2.*D1* (TH ( Jj .TH ( JM)
_ 2) DTHS«(TH(jP)-TH'fj))«Dl«ZN(I,",)«3.142/2.»o2 __ _
DZ Sst>l»Z fi(M,JP)-D3*Z N{I»J).02*Z N(N,jM)









> JP) -D3»PHEN (11J j -D2*PHEN (N t'jM)
DPHlS=Dl*PHIN(MfJp)-D3»PHlN(I»J)-D2«PHlN<NtJM)
J)RHOSiDl»RHON(M» JP)-D3»RHON(I» J)-Q2»RHON<N f JM)
DG'AMSe'D'l *GAMN { M »JP) -D3«GAMN (11J j -b2~*GAMN (N , jM)
DSI SBD1*S1NN(M»JP)-03»SINN(I»J)-D2»STNN(N t jM)
DSI SgSlNN(Itg) __ __
.TA^0^77EQ7DMA^Xr~DST~Sa^SiNN {I » JM/TX"-! )
40 IF(I.E-Q.I) GO tO 50
i F d . F O . I M A X J ) GO TO 50
tJ) ) rsO TO 400
_ ._ . "" ' v 3V
IF d C O w L t N E » l ) GO T6~4ib~0








C O N T I N U E



















































».IMAXJ) GO TO 100
Melt?
TF( (M/2)»2«NE»M.AND»I.EQ,lS(Mtj)-l) 60 TO




n Z « B 2 N { I » J ) - Z N ( l L
__ •J>-7N(l2L »J)
































H Q M ( I t J ) s ( D H S-DH ZN
0 __0^_I_« J Jj^ DQ _ S-pQ _ ZNI
5T"~QNT(If J ) « (DST S-DSI ZN"
( I » J) s ( DPHES-DPHEZN
') ."DELL«sI NN ( I L
N(I»J»/D
»J)*DELE#H N( I»J) ) /b
«J)+DELE«0 N( I»J ) ) /D
«J)*DELE«PHEN(I»J))/D
• J > *DELE«PHIN(IfJ))/D
»J)*DELE»PHON(I»J)) /D






R H 0 Q M ( I * J ) = ("6 R H 0 S - D R HO Z Ki











ApesTH ( JA ) -TH( Jg)
A?AleA2/Al
"0]M <_ioy ? jg_) »SIN | (PHEW (
PHETaATAN(WT/lJTl _
~SrT«ATAjSI(VT/QT")
P QMfltj3)s(pN (1»J4)»A1A2-PN (1 *J3)»A12-Pw (IDU»j2)«A2A1)/A1PA2
H ON (1^ 3) a (HM (1 , J4) «AlA2-HN (11 J3)-»Al2.HN {IDu» J2) »A2Al)/A1PA2
0 ON) 1*J3>«B(QN (1»J4)*AiA?-oKl" (i,J3)#A12-0 ' T #A2A1)/A1PA2
SI QN(l»j3)s(SlNN(l»J4)*AlA2«STNN(l»J3)«A12-SI T «A2A1)/A1PA2
>_PHET »A2A1)/A1PA2




^A MO^ l^ J^ )^  GA MNJ 1 , J4 M»A1 A2-G A MN {1 »J3) *A 12-G AMN (IDU * J2 > »A2A 1) /A 1P
IMAXj?sIMAX(J2-l)












CALL TBLDUM(ZN(I«j2) tPl tSZl tHl'tPHllf Of f PHEl«RHOl tGAMl'* If ZMAX(
l.J2)t ?)









P ON(I,J2)=(D1D2»P 2-Ol2»P M(I,J2)-D2D1»P D/DlPD?
H QN(Z>j2)g(DTD2»H 2-Dl2»H KI (I» J2) •D2D1»M D/D1PD2






















UP1 =ON ( 1 1 JMAX ) « ( rPHEP«CTH-TS I*$THi
d , JMAX) «KCPHEP#STH*TSI«rTH)
( i « JMAX) »STN (PHEN ( i » JMAX ) ) _






















DWSBDr»WWN(I*l)«»P3«WWN (I) -.D2«WwN (1-1)
PP ZN<"I) S(DP S-DP" "Y*OYS)/PZS
PUZN(T >« <DUS-DUY»DYS)XOZS




SUBROUTINE WALL^ <RN§ ICOWL»IIT»TITT)
COMMON"? A V/~AAVT»BAV
COMMON! /ALLR1/ YN(40»10) tTN(40.10) »GAMN(40»10) » XPLAMN (40» 1 0 ) •
lxM|_AMN(40«lO)
COMMON /ZNDERVX DP'ZNUO) tDUZMAQ) »DVZM(40) .nWZNUo)
COMMON /J/ QN(40»10) «PHEN(40»lM «SINN(40?10) »XPl_AM(40,10) t
1XMLAM<40,10) ,FP(40) fFM(4o) » A (4ft, 10)
~ - . - .
COMMON /TEM/ T<40tlO)
COMMON^ /A/ X l » T H M A X j T H ( 1 0 ) ,P , 7 (40 , 10 ) * P>40» 10 ) t PHf (40 • 1 0 ) t
Q(40»16~) »Sr(40f 10) » H ( 4 0 » 1 0 ) »PiJl ( 4 0 » l p > »RHO(40»10) • O A M ( 4 0 » i o )
COMMON /R/ P N { 4 0 » 1 0 ) »PH!N(40tlM «RHON ( 4Q f 1 Q ) tHN (40t 1 0) tZN ( 4 0 * 10)
COMMON /C/ lMA_X^njOj » JMAX, ISTART,KOUNTF»KOUNTP^
COMMON /D/ OW (4p)fVW (40>«WW UO)«XW (40)»VW (4Q)tTHw (40)





PPT4n»2) »ZP(40.i2) tOPr40»2)«?lP(46,2) »PHEP(4o»2) f
IMP (4o ,2) ,RHOP(40t2)»PHIP(40,2) ,6AMP(4ot2) »AP(40i?) «THp(40»2)













TFdCoWL.EQ.l.AND.I.GT.IITT.ANn.I.LT.llT) GO TO 10
DO 89 Msl»7
IF(IS(M,JMAX).FQ.O) GO TO «9
TTESTslS(M»J)-T
IF((M/2)*2«EQ.M) lfESTelS<M«J)
92 lF(I.wE.lTEST.«Np.I.NE.lTEST*r> GO TO 89
tlsl
fiO TO 200
89 CONTTMUE __ . _______
IF(I.FQ.1.0R.I.EO.MMAX)GO TO ?6
TF(J.EQ.JW) ZN(I»J)«ZN(I,JMAX)
12 iFCZN(Itj) »LE»7(II»J) ) 60 TO 15 ___
11=11*1 "
flO TO 12





1XPW( T )_«XW a I-] L_'^*RAT» ( XW ( J I ) .XW ( 1 1-1 »
p P7T*Jjr=P 7n-T»J)+RAT«(P (ZitJ).P (if-itJ))
7 P(t»JJ)BZ (II-l»J)*RAt*(Z (IltJ)-Z <IT-1»J)>
_ . _
"SI P(i»JJ)=Si (ir.l,J)+RAt*(SI (II.J).SI (Il-ltJ)
PHEP(T»JJ)SPHE(II-1»J> *RAT#(PHr(IIt J)-PHE(IT-1»J)
_ ^
RHOP f ft JJ) sRHO ( Tl-1 » J) *RAT* (RHMI iVJ) -RHO (1 1-1 1 J) )
PHIP(I»JJ)SPHI (II-1»J)+RAT«<PHT(II»J)-PHI (If-itJ) >
TP ____ •FT(PP(I9JJ) »PHIP(I«JJ') »HP(I» Jj) )
6AM"P"("i» Jj)sTOAM(TP»PP(i»JJ) »PHfP(I»JJ) >




 J • ^i^ 1 J_T.HPiI • J J >^TH { J )
IF (JJ.EQ.2) THP(lVJJ)»THW(II-~lV*WAT«(THW(li'»-fHW(ii.l) )






VPJ I » JJ)_*OIP ( !_» JJ) <L<CPHEP»STH*T«ITP»CTH)









PT»PW'(_I .JW^ ____ __
fF (B03»EO«0. )XPLN( I )BXPLAMN( i TjW)
TFdCOWL.EQ.l.AND.I.GT.I lTT.ANn.I.LT.JlT) GO TO 20
J)0 l«o Ms^l»7 _ ___ _
"lF"flS(M«JMAXT,EQVoT~6b TO 189" ""'
IF( <_M^2L*2»EQ«_M)_^--^_ - - • • _ - - • _
192 TFri.FQ.ItESr.oR.I.EQ.ITESt + i) fiO TO
189 CONTINUE
IF(XJ1,EQ.O.)
1CALL f W A L L < R » Z N < I . J W ) t X P W ( n V Y P W » F X i F 7 )
IF(Xjl«E0.1.) CALL S W A L L 1 ( T H w N ( l ) » R N » 7 N ( I » J W ) » F X » F Z )
J_x_J»E9._P»> _PJL_TP__2
THPWcyPW/XPWd)
XJrfN ( I ) "XPW( I ) * (RN.R)«cOS( tHMQ) /(-OS ( THwQ-tHPW)
(50 TO "4
2 IF(XJ1.E0.1.) GO TO 9
CALL SWALL(RN,?N(I,JW)»XwN(I),vwN(I)
J^ J^^ -^L'JSP—IP—8
THWN ( T') sAt AN (YWN (I) /XWN {I »
f?0 TO 9
HB~~f fi WM1 T )~s Y»N ("I)
9 CONTINUE
THA = TH(JMAX)+RAT*(THP{I,2).TH(;!MAX)
25 u ABU p(i,D+RAT*(U Pd»2)-n P(
V Any P(I»1)+RAT*(V P(I»2)-U "p'CIt'T)
H AeH P(I»1)+RAT*(H P(X*g)-u P(I,T)
P AsP P(I?1)+RAT«<P P(It2)-P P(I«T>
W Asw P(I»1)+RAT*(W P(I»2)-w P(I»l
RHOAePHOP(I»1)*RAT*(RHOP(I,2)-PHOP(I»T
THAXnTHA«XJ
VA«sR*S lN (THAX) *THA*( l . -Xj)PHI AspHiP ( i « i ) *RAT_*_IP_H ?_?_< i » 2 > -PHIP < i » T
TAsFt
G A M A s r G A M ( T A , PA,PHIA)
U s SRpT(GAMA»PA/RHOA )
UA2=UA*UA
A A ? c A A * A A
VA2»VA»VA
PETAssQRTt<UA2 *VA2 )/(AA2 )-!.'
ALAMe(UA«VA+AA? «BETA)/(UA2 -AA2
ir(Xj.EQ.O.) GO TO 32
THATcyWN ( I ) - ( XWN ( I ) "X A ) »QUMP
r,0 TO 33
32 IF(XJ1,EQ»0»)
l T H A T e Y W N ( I ) - ( X w N < I ) - X A ) » D U M P
iF-fXjJ.EO.l,) THAT=THWN(I>-OUMP«(RN-R)/ZN(I ,JW)
33 CONITTMUE
|rpsAB5( l . -THAT/THA)
IF(EP.LT,1.E.04) GO TO 3o
THAeTHAT







ljg«UPf I*ltl)*RAT2»-(UP(I*ltg) •-Up (I +1 j_l)_)
V2nVP(I +1»1)+RAT2*(VP(I +1,2).V&(I + 1 * 1))
W?sWP(1+1*1)+RAT?«(WP(I+lf2)-Wp(I+ltl))
P2=PP _ _





D2-UA»D12 " -nT«D2 Dl)/(DlPD2)
D2-VA*D12 -vi»D2 DT)/(DlPD2>
D1>/(D1PD2>^ _ _ _ _ _ _
nPs(P?*Dl D2.PA~«012 """ -Pl*D2 Di) / (DlPD2)
TF(B93.EQ.O. )BM( I )sBETA
A_?2_«Aq3» < RHO_A*u A?j>BET A ) *B93» ( PHpN (I » JW ) *UWM ( I ) »»2/BN < I ) )
"
KALAM.VA/UA) * (WA*nP*AA2 «RHOA«DW) «UA/ ( AA2
T F ( B A « E Q « 0 . ) GO TO 362
( <UWN(_I_)«»2*yWN( I] »*?) /AN ( X ', JW) *»?-! . )
XPL.N (I ) • (U»N ( I ) »VWN ( I ) *AN ( I * JW) »*2«BN ( ! ) ) / ( l|WN ( I ) «*?-AN ( I » JW>
FPNINoyPLN ( I ) *RHON ( I . JW) ««WN { I ) *r>lJ7N ( I ) -RHON '( I » JW) »WWN f I ) «OvZN ( I )•• (
1 f I ) / A M ( I , J W ) / A M ( I , J W ) / B N ( I )
362 CONTINUE
AIBAAV*FPA*BAV#FPNN
_ _ _ _ _ _ _
35 yOU»FX*WOO*FZ
IF (X ji .EO. 1 1 ) VOUeVOU'ZN ( J t JW)
_ ZSLsZP<I.2) _ _
OSC"Op"(Tt 2)"
VSL«Vp(lt2)
___ WSL.BWP^ ( I_»2J __________
TAUCsvOU
60 IlrJ
!F(XJ.EQ.O,) 00 TO 62
THWQeATAN(FX) ___ _





•_>_ CALL SWALL1 (THSL,RiZSL»FXSL»F7SL)
IF(DUM«GT.O.)
1 7SLTB7N ( I
 v JW ) -f)UM« ( XWN ( I ) -XSL >
IF(Xj i ( .GTtO,) •7SLT«ZN(XtjW)'-(RN»R
PAT«(7SLT-ZP(II>1, 2M XJ ZpJ 1 1 , 2 \ -ZPj 1 1 - 1 1 2 ) )
USLBUP(TT.l ,2)*RAT*(UP(II ,2).UO(l i - l t? ) )
- 1 » 2 ) + R A T » ( W P ( I X JLH-WPJ I J





< I) -XA) -A??* ( TAUC-TAUA )
IF(XJ] ;.GT.O.) PN(I» JW)=PA+ (Af «HRN-R). A22» (TAUC-TAUA))
PSL=PP ( II- 1 1 2 ) +R AT* ( PP ( 1 1 1 2 ) -PP t X I- 1 1 2 M'
HSL«sHP(II.l,2)*RAT#(HP(II, 2).HP ( XX»1 ,2) )
RHOSl_sRHOP(II-;ff2)+RAT*(RHOPf IT»2)-RHOP(II-T»2> )




RHON ( i • JW) sRHOSL* (PN ( I » JW) /PfiU** ( 1 .
V VSLal|SL»« 24V SL » «2^ * W^L * * 2 __
-I , )"•"> PSL/RHOSL-PN ( 1 1 JW) /RwOw ( 1 1 JW ) )
HN(I,jW)sHTSL-.5»VVC
" "
VWN(TV S UWN( .1 . ) *TAUC
W W N { T ) = U W N ( I ) » w O U
TFTXjf7GTT07)
IF(xj .EQ.O..ANf>.xJl .EQ.O.) THD=ySL
IFtXj .GT.O.) THDsATAN(YSL/XS|_>
-R-A7^rfHD-TH-QMA'XTT7{THP(l»2).TMTjMAX) ) "
PDePP(1 ,1 ) *WAT»(PP( I i 2 ) -PP( I t 1 \ }
W DcW P( IjLl_llR_A_T*_(J((l P < Ij 2J> -W _P (11! ) )
u Oeu p ( i i i ) + R A T * ( u P(i,2)-rr pii.iT)
V Dsy P(I f 1 ) * R A T « ( V P ( I»2 ) - \ / P( I fT»
7UDWD*VD*VD)
R A T 2 = f T H D - T H ( j M A X ) ) / (THP { 1*1 ,2') -TH (
PATlg(THD»TH( jMAX ) ) / (THP ( 1-1 ,2) • TH_(J_M A XJJ
" "
P2=PP(I*1»1)+RAT2«(PP(I*1»2).PP(I*1,1) )
( 1-1 1 1 ) +RAT1 » ( WP ( 1-1 12) -WP ( I»l 1 1 ) )
D2-WD*D12 -i>n«02 Dl')/(DlPD2)
pPc(Pg«Dl D2»PP»Dl2 __ _jrAlJ»P2 Di) / (P lPD2)
.EO.O.)..
nELSssQRT ( (XWNd ) -XSL) «*2* (YWN ( I ) -YSL) **2)
IF(XJ1,GT.O.) nELSaSQRTtzN (li^ J^ .?* < TJlwN < I > -THD )'*»2* f RN-R ) »*2 )
.
RT ( UWN ( I) «»2*VWN ( I ) *#2)
IF(XJ1.GT.O») vOZNa(VD»»2<»A93»\/wN(I)»»2»B<?3) *DELS/ZN ( f • JW)
WTESTs 'T T s W D + V Z N
nWT=- ( (DP/RHOD/QD*WD»DW/QO) »AA\ /+ (DPZN f I ) /RHON ( I * JW) /QNW)
»BAV)4DELS _
WTESTsWTEST*OWT
< WWN ( I ) -wTEST) /UW ( I )
IF(EP.LT.l.E-lo) GO TO 36ll
IF(IT.GT.2) GO TO 60
WOUlswOU
wou=i.oi*wou
IFJWOIJ »LT«l.E»fe) WOUe« 001
RO TO 35
QQ WQUMewOUl-ERl* (WOU-WOU1) /
"WCIsWOU'N





~.JW) »PN(f »JW)»pHIN(l ,JW))
AN(I ,JW)sS«RT(GAMN(I »JW>*PN(f «jW)/RHON(I
^ _
n *"VWN < I ) "' "
BNsSf3RT( (UW2 + V W 2 ) / AN ( I « JW) #«2-1 .)
XPLNa OJWNI^I ) «VWN (1^) +AN ( 1 1 JW) «»9«BN) / ( IJW2-AN ( I » JW
iF(IVY»EO.O.OR.Ef.LT.l.E-04) Gr\ TO 20
!F(KI L.6T.10J60 TO 1493
l » J W )
«0 To 9
1493 WRITEif6,]393)









IQALL CORNER ( 1 »RN> THWNI (2)
 f _
TFTISOP.NE70) fiO TO 250
IF ( I COWL . NE . 1 ) THOUMeTHWN ( IOUM)
IF I I^ O^ L ,EQ. 1 ) _THOUMeTH { JMAX ) _____






VOlJM«VWN(I)»CpS(_tHv»NX ) -IJWN ( I ) #SIN ( THWNX )




_SU8pnijTINE SWALU (TH, X 1 »Zl .Fx
—COMMONT /67~AT< 3 • 9 ) t A'2 ( 3 1 9 ) t A3 < 3 • 9 ) f RRT ( 3 ) » Rp? ( 3 ) » RR3 ( 3
l.NUM| WS
Lsl
T F ( X 1 . G F . X T T )
XTl«RR3"("L*l')
X e X l
7=Zl
7Z=Z
< X a X * X
THeY
[ »3 ) *Z74? .«A3 ( t »4 ) *X*A3 (L»6 )







~ eoMMONT/R/ "SVxcNVxcvxxi » jwt INT, ICOWL.PCOWL
COMMON) /V/ XJ1









FR 8?.*A1 <L»i )»R«TT*2,*Ai (L f2>*R*T*A l (Lt3)#TT+2.*Al (L ,4)«R*A1 (L«6)
1*T*A1 (L.7)
FT ag.«Al (L t l )»RR»T*Al (L,2) »RR*g,»Al (L »3) »R»T*2,»Al (L ,5 )»T*A1 (L«6)
FR1«FR«COS(THX) *FT«SlN(THX)





COMMOM/PS/Z(40,2) ,P(40.2) tQ (40 . ?) «H (40 t2) »Sr (40 i 2) ,PHo(40»2)






RAT«(7X-Z(J6tK) ) / (Z ( J5tL) -Z ( J6'.K) )
P XSP {-j6't-KT^ T(P Q5»L)-P "'CJMK
H XsH (J6,K)*{H (J5.L)-H (jfnK))*PAT




PHOXsRHOTJb.-K) * (PHO rjBtL") -RHO CtA »K) ) #PAT



















12 TF(J5.EQ.IMAX) GO TO 8
10 CONTINUE
SUBROUTINE ALSHOC(K)
COMMON~7A7~X 1 Tf HMAXTTH ( 1 0 ) »R ~~ t Z ( 40 , 1 0 ) t P '( 40 » 1 0 ) » PHp ( 40 i 1 0 ) »
lQ(40,10)tSI(40»10)»H(40»10)»PMl(40tlp) »RHO(40»10) t<3AM{40»10)
COMMON /B/ PN(40»10) »PHlN(40tlo) »RHON(40»10) tHN(40tlO) tZN(40»lO)
COMMON) /c/ JMAX (10) »JMAX,ISTARf,KOUNTFtKOUNTP
COMMON /D/ UW (40). VW (40)tWW (40)iXW (40), yw (40),THw (40)




COMMON /"{,'/ ALPHAKj (7»rO) f ALPHA "(^t lO>" fB l?TAN (?", 10) iBETA (7,10)
COMMON/M/ IS(7,,10)
COMMQM /Q/_A L P ( 7 t_i _0 ) » AL P_N (. 7 t j 0 ) _
COMMON /\f/ XJl




) G f t T O 3







Dl tsABS (Dl )
^
TFTXJ] .E'0.0". )
)s(ZN(f2»JP>*DlD2-ZN(I . j )«Dl2-ZN(I i ,JM)«D2Dl)/D
«1 )^ ALPN(K»J) = (ALOR(7N( I2»JP) ) *D102-AL06 (?N ( I , J) )«Ql2
(II ~, J*T) ) »D2D1 ""
ALPHAM(K»J )sATAN(ALPN(K ,J )»COS ' fRETAN(K»J )
ALPN LK * j V«ATAN '( ALPN ( K » j ) ) _________
16 CONtTNUE
13 CONTINUE










IF ( T7sT72 0 0 OTr~GO~TO~ 2030
XM«FNM




X N s S7X3 7 5 « F ^ r6 ft'i?S *F * 2VO 8
D«A»(«L06(P)/2.3)»»1.5*B*<AL06fP)/a.3)*C
(T-2000. ) / l O O O , ) » » y N J










FUNCTION FGAM(Tl .P l»F)





TF tF .LT .O . ) GO TO 550
*.00009H»T-.o605
440 XNs4tE;-09«T2 -. 00002»T-. Ol9
IF(F.LE. 1.) GO TO 470"
XN*,0339*SQRT(T)- .000




I F ; < T , L T , 2 0 0 0 , ) GO TO 520 ____
~
520 GaG+XM«(ALOG(P) /? .3-5 . ) *XN»(F-T. )
(50 TO 530^






lFfI.FQ.20 ) 60 TO 3
T.Fd^FQ.30 L^°_TP 6
J FTI. p~G . 5"0"~) GO to 8
T F < I . p Q . l 8 ) GO TO 10
IFd .pO. l6 ) GO TO 12
W F T T f T 6 T n ~ l ~ . - - . - . _ . - _
1 FORMAT<* ERROR IN ITERATION LOOP IN w*LL ROUTINE AT STATEMENT NljMB
lFR»tI5)
2
* FORMAT<« ERROR IN v/u ITERATIOM IN MAIN - STATEMENT NUMBER *«I5)
CWL^PNCH "
3 WRITER,5 )I
5 FORMAT(» ERROR IN SIDE WALL LOCATION IN CORNER •- STATEMENT
CALL PNCH
6_WRITF(6,7^ )I __ _
"7-fORMIT(* ERROR" iKTT'flfTA A PLANp IN CTOPNER - STATEMENT NUMBER
CALL PNCH
AT(* E^ROR IN A POINT ITERATION IM CORNER - STATEMENT "NUMBER*
1.15)
CALL PNCH




13 FORMAT<* ERROR IN NORMAL TO C°MTACT SURFACE IN CSURF - STATEMENT N
CALL pNCH
END
SUBROUTINE XLAM (0, At PHE»XPlAMt VMLAM)
T:PHEeeOSTPHE)
DLIMla(Q/A)*«?
5 U MB D U M 1 * C P HE »SIN (PHE)
XPLAMS(DUM+DUM?) /DUM3




















COMMON^ /A/ XI . JTHMAX»TH( lo ) »R • Z (40 , 1 0 ) » P (40 1 10 ) »PHp (40 » 1 0 ) t
~0(4n f 16) fSr.40f 10) ffH('40fllO) f P"I (40» 16) »RHO. 40.10) » < S A M ( 4 0 » 1 0 >
COMMON /B/ PNU0.10) »PHlN(40»ln) tRHON ( 4 Q f 10) .HIM (40 » 1 0 ) »ZN (40 • 10 )
C_0MM0^_/C/_IH_AX (10) » JM_AX , 1ST ART , KOUNTp • KOUNTP
707 UW (40)tV*W" (4'o)tWW~(40) tXM (40),YW (4Q)»tHw (40)
COMMON / E / UWN(40 ) t V W N ( 4 0 > » W W N / 4 0 ) t X W M ( 4 0 ) » V W N ( 4 0 ) » T H W N ( 4 0 )
CO MMQM / H / I S I M ___
~COMMOM /I/' XJ
COMMON /J/ QN(40,10) tPHEN(40» lM »S !NNf40 f 10) » X P L A M ( 4 0 , ]0) t
J_XMLAM(40.10) t F P ( 4 Q ) t F M ( 4 o )




COMMON /w/ ISIMEX,"IDUMMY", JINT»7nUMMY(40) »THwW(2) , JDl t JD2
COMMON /IQ/ NUMEXP»ZSAV
COMMON /WR/ IWDAP __ ___ __
P R"(T6V2T7o R 74(T» 2 )~t H R ( 4 0 , ? ) , S l R ( 4 0 t ? ) t R H O R ( 4 0 t 2 )
1,PHIR(40,2> tPHFR(40»2) tTHR(2 ) f T H W R ( 4 0 )
I M AX J B I M A X ( J)
THI»"fH"QT
7 1*7 ( I »J ) *PAT* (Z N( I«J) -Z ( I » J J )
P __ I_aP__jI_» J_L^PAT»(P N(I«J)-P ( I » J ) )
O I so fl » J ) *RAT«"( Q N ( 1 1 J ) -Q ( I » J ) )
H I«H ( I»J ) *RAT»(H N(l tJ)«H ( I tJJ)
51 I^ Sl ( I»J)*RAT»(SINN(I»J) -ST d»J))
RR01 sp;HollTgTTp^T«rTRHOlsr(T , J ) .RMO ( iTJ )~)
( I tJ)*RAT»(PHlN(l»J).PQl (J.J) )
f J)
IF (Xj~.EOVO.)Go "TO 3697
UIrOT#COS(TH(Jj )»{COS(PHEI)-TAM(SII)»TAN(TH(J) )
(THU) ) * T A N ( S H )
OI»5QRT(UI*UI+WI«WI)
S11_*ATAN O/I/QIj
3697 wRlTEfSB) Zl f Pj .Oj .HI .SI I »RHOI ,PHII «PHEI »THT
TFfJ.LT.jMAX.OR.lwRAP.EQ,!) go TO 369p









IFCIWRAP .EQ.l) 60 TO 4
f>0 500 L = 1T2
DO Son Isl»IMAxJJ
JPe JMa *
T~F (LTFQT^ r^ lP^ W
7 (T , JP )sZ R ( I * L >
P <r,jp)sp R(I.L)
0 (TpPT«Q RTITD
H (l.JP)nH R ( I » | _ >
_ _ _ _ _
P.HO ( T . JP~> =RHOR (i f L >
PHI(l,JP)ePHIR(I.L)
!F(L.E;Q.?) T H W ( I ) a T H W R d )
500 CO N TUj UE







ZOUMMY < I ) =Z ( 1 f JMAX ) *DEZ«FLOAT ( f-1 ) /FLOAT (NUMEXP-1 )
jeJWW*I*l
JF(J,EQ.JW) JejFlNAL
IF ( I . pQ. 1 . AND. JS.EQ- JW ) ZD=Z ( l', JW)











_ __ __ _ ___
fFf jR~.LE.ro) Go "TO "302
304 p-QRMflf(« ERROR IN ITERATION) |_OnP IN SUBROUTINE INTER*)
CATX pNCH
301 CONTINUE
_ CALL fBl-lZD ___ . __ »P(JT»J) ,SI (TT i J ) ,H(IT,J),PHI (IT.J) ,Q(IT,J) t
IPHEflf »J> »RH"0( lT»J)" t .GAM( lTtJ) t T M X t JSt JMAX < Ji) ,1)
7 ( T T , j ) s O ,
_
IFdT.EQ.2) Z ( l T t J ) » T H X """-THTJMAX)
TFf lT.EO.a.ANO.XJl .GT.O.) Z ( TT. J) eSIN <Z ( IT, j) ) «ZD
. _ _ _ _ _
IF nVpQ. 1 .AND. jSTEQ. JMAX ) f HWW V'f ) sZSAV-Z ( 1 » JMAX )
THDUM a (THW( l ) .TH( jMAX) )«XJl
TFd.g-Q.i .AND.jS.EO.JW) THWW (2'j sZSAV-? ( 1 « JW) »COS
UT*Q ( j T", j r'COSTPTtElTtTJTl






 0 S ( D J H H ) * V 1 • S I ND TH H )
r,0 TO 307










SI ( lT ,J )sATAN(VT/Q( IT t J) )
T ( I T t . j ) " F T < P ( l T t J ) »PHI ( ITtJ) fHf IT«J) >
G AM ( ITfl_J|*FO AM j T_(_I TJU.H f P ( I T t j ) . PHI ( IT tJ ) )
A ( IT, j) =SQRr<GAM (1T» J)~«P ( If » J)/RHb (If , J) )
CALL X L A M ( Q ( I T » J ) » A ( I T » J ) t P H E < T T » J > tXPLAMdf ,J>
f M A X ( j ) s ? __ _
' ~





C"0'H'HON~7AV~XTt THMA X7TH"( 1 0 ) • R • Z (4 0 , 1 0 > » P (4 0 • 1 6 ) • PHp (40 * 1 0 > t— • • ^ • - f r ~ T * ' * w ! • ' ' • * + r < * w f * i * + ^ j * v r * ' A . * ^ V V + \ / * r f ^ ( < * U ' A U ' * ^ * f P B l ^ V ' ™ X U '
0(40,10)»SI(4o»lO)»H(40»10)»PMl(40»10)»RHO>40»10)»GAM{40»10)
COMMON /B/ PN(4_Of 10) tPHlN(4_Ot 1ft)tRHON(40»10> tHN(40»10)*ZN(40•10)
COMMON /SCLTM/ ZLIFTC»XTHRC•YMOMCfZLIFTS»XTMRStYMOMS
COMMON/M/ IS(7,10)
COMMON /C/ IMAy(lQ)»JMAX,ISTART,KOUNTF» KOUNjP
COMMON /D/ UW (4p),VW Uo) tWW "(40) tXW (40),YW (40)»THw (40)
COMMOM /E/ UWN(40) t V W N ( 4 0 ) » W W N ( 4 0 ) i X W M < 4 0 ) .VWI\J(40) »THwN(40)
COMMJ3N^/I / _X J ____ _
COMMON /J/ QNir40f 10) »PHEN(40iroV»SlMN(40»10) » XPLAM (40, 1 0 ) »
l X M L A M f 4 o , 1 0 ) ,FD(40) f F M ( 4 o )
COMMOM /K/ RN fnELR
Ji X CN , XCTXKT 7j WTl N T V T C 6 W L • P C 0 W L
COMMON /S/ RJiKOUNTtKOUNTS.IcOwLT
COMMON /w/ XJI "
» T H w W ( 2 ) »JD1»JD2
COMMON /TO/ NUMEXPtZSAV
COMMON /WR/ IWOAP _ _ _____
COMMON /TSWT^JCALCt ISWEEP* XlNS^f 16")TX?
COMMON /THR/ P!NF,ZLIFTtXTHR,YMOM, JJI,ZSHIFT,XSHIFT
COMMON /WO XJS5 _
, ANp . XTSS . G T . 0 . )
JJKcs?







T F ( K .GT.l) OPfs-1.
TF( ICnWLT.EQ.UAND.IWRAP.EQ>0)
DO 1 J«JJK»JWW
TF(J .GT.JCALC) GO TO 1
TF(J t NlE.JMAX* l ) THJ«TH(J )
IF(J7NE.JMAX*1) THJ1=THJ
J le lMAX(J )







( I I ,J)
K^j-ffn » j- 1 >
7<ijltJ-l>
IFJXJi>_,6T«.) SO TO 51'
HUMSe] .
DU M3 s ]" .
51 CONTINUE











































THXNlaTHWN ( 1-1 ) *SUMXJ
J)
I-lfJ)
T F f X J l GT.O.) 00 TO 8
8 YSl«nUMR*DUMl»SIN(THX)+DUMX«THWfI)
YS?cDuMRN«DUM2«SIN (THxN) »DtJMx«THWN (I)
YS3sD!lMRN»DUM3#SlN (THXNl)+DUMX*THWN(I. I
YS4srMjMR»DUM4»SIN (THX1) *DUMX«TMW (1-1)
XXleXJ
XX?«X?








IF(XJit6T.O.) RO TO 7
CALL SWALL(RtZsl* XXI,YZ*FXT,FZl)
C AUL_S WALJLJ RNNZSS* XX3 , YZ , F y 3, FZ3J
CALL <;WALL(R»ZS4, XX4,YZ,FX4,FZ4)
GO To 9
-L-£*I=L ? WAJ_L 1 ( T H Z * R « Z S 1. F X1 f F Z1 )
CALL <;WALL1 ( tH7«RN»ZS2»Fx2»FZ2)
CALL !?WALL1 (TH7»PN»ZS3»Fx3,F73>
CALL QWALL1 (TH7.»R»ZS4,FX4»FZ4)







Z 4BZs**FLOAT( l IWRAP)+(ZSAV-YSo*FLOAf< l - I IWRAP>
JLL? "RAP) +J THI *ZSA ) »FLOAT ( 1-1 1 WRAP )
*FLOAT ( 1-1








I F ( Io WL T E Q H O P T a - S 1 6 N ( 1 . » F X.
TFl IcnWLf.EQ.O) OPf*«S"i6N "( 1 . ,FZT
DL«sPAv*OAZ
X __
X X^ * X X 3 * X X 4T









!F(I.FQ.lST3fjT.l) GO TO 13?
TF(I.EQ.IS(1, J)-i) 60 TO 9?
f?0 TO 2









i s ( 7 » i o )
COMMON /S/ RI»KOUNT»KOUNTS,IcOwLT
COMMON _/A/ Q1_»THM_A_X t TH ( 1 Q) , R_ _»Z < 40 , 1 0 ) . P '( 40 » 1 0 ) » PHf? < 40 » 1 0 ) t
Q(4oTlO) »SI (40»10) VH(40tlO) ,PMl(40tl6) »RHO'f40»10) tGAM(40»10)
COMMON! /C/ IMAX(IO) •JMAXtISTART.KOUNITF»KOUNTP
COMMON /D/ UW (4Q),VW (4Q),WW >40)»XW (40)tYW (40)»THiv (40)
COMMON] /I/ XJ
COMMON! /\l/ XJ1
COMMON /WRTOMO/ XO (3) , XI (3) , plw ( ?0) »Q1 W (20) ,H1 W (20) f Sj I W (20 ) »
~ ' "
COMMONI/PS/ZR(4o»?)»PR(40t2) .0« <40»2> »HR (40»?) .SIR
_
COMMON! /R/ J»XCN,xC»XXrtJW.lMT.ICOWL»RCOWL
COMMON /W/ ISIMEX,IDUMMY,JINT»7DUMMY(40) tTHWW(2) »J01»JD2
COMMQM /IQ/ NUMEXP«ZSAV ___ __
COMMON! /WR7 IWPAP "
____
fFTlWD'Ap . E'QTl • R . ICOWLT^EQ . 0 ) r,o" TO 5n
TMASsjMAX
DO 5 I B 1y , j ,
P R( j i l ) -»P (|»JINT)
Q P( j t l )«0 ( T t J T N T )
M RlfijjsH (T»J INT)
?I R(t»l).BSI (|»JINT)
PH_^RJJ 1 1 ) oPH I (T>JINT )
PHER ( I • 1 ) «?PHE ( I • JINTT
RHOR(If l)s
7 _ Pj[T ^ 2 )^ Z















F~("XJ i. o T . 07T^rnJMz^75»"(Tri TT VJ>~*2TX *"!. J* IT)"
z « z r r * i » j ) - z ( i * i « J * n
~ ~ J*T)
iFdSjM.EQ.O.AMD.J.EQ.JMAX) THoi|=TH« ( 1*1 )
pTHcfMP3.THCj)





|MAXl a lMAX(J)« . ]
T'FTI c 6WCTTEQ . 1 ) fM A X 1^1 ST3 » JT-9~
IFU.pQ.JINT.AND.ICOWLT.EQ.l) ?MAXl=l5 (3i J) -
TF(J.ME.jINT.QP.TCOWLTtEQtO) 6n TO S3"
XJ3SO.
00 55 I8IDUMMT7IS3J


















































































(R3«SQRT (R3*R3 + D2) -DUM)
P (LtJ*D^P R( I»D*P 1W(L|*S
Q (LtvJ*DsQ R ( T t l ) * Q
w (L.J*1)»H R( I t l ) *H
SI (L
PHE(L,J*1)=PHER(I,1)*PHE1W(L)»<:
I , l ) *RHOiW (L_)_» <;
7(L»,Ul)sR3
5*





















































____ _ _ __ __
IFdSfM.NE.O.OR .J.NE.JMAX) "THoiiifH it J*l )
IF(ISiM.EQ«O.AND.J,EO.JMAX) THo3=THW ( 1*1 )
_1F < * J_l »GT.O..AMD> ISIM.EQ,O.AND.J.EQ.JMAX)THP3S ( THW
nTHsTMP3-TH(J)
iF(J.fQ.JlNT.AND.ICOWLT.EQ.l) nTHe3. l&l 5926/1 8.
» (PTH»nUMz«DUMR
IF(ISJM.NE»O.OP tJ.NE.JMAX)
.AND. J.EQ, JMA X ) ?HP?s jH W ( T )
XX?s(xJ?+XJ*COS<THP2*XJ)
yY2*Xj2*THP2+XJ*R*SIN(THp2»XjUXJl»Z(l tJ* l)*SlN<THP2*Xj l>
7,Z2«(yJ3*XJl»CoS(THP2»XJl) )«Z(f,J '»l)
«R




X nXX 3- X X 2
UleO(T»J)*COS(PHE(I tJ ) )
IF fX j .GT.O.) u i>Ul»COS(TH(J))-r i ( I ,J)»TAN(Sl ' ( I .J))»SlNfTH(J))
ftl I « O. ,f\ * • Ik M . t t m
IF (x J.GT. o. ) u?=u2»cos (THP?) -o> T » j*i ) «TAN tst ( I • J*i > ) *SIN <THP2>
RU2sRMO(I»J*l)4Ug
IF(XJ.GT.O.) U3=U3»COS(THP3)-Q>T* l»J* l ) *TAN(Sl ( I * l tJ* l ) )»SlN(THP3)
PU3cRHO(I*I*J»j)»U3 ______ _ __
*COS < PHE ( I * 1 • J ) )
IF fX j .GT.O. ) U48U4»COS(TH<J)) -0( I * l»J)*TAN(SI( l * i iJ ) )-»SIN(TH( J)
*S3* (RU4*RUi ) «§4 ) /2. /ST
ZZ l» (XJ3+XJ l»CnS(TH(J )»X j l ) )«Z( j , j )
f j)»SrN(TH(J)«XJl)
DAxsABS(DAX)




60 TO <3 ,4»5) tTCHECK
3 HMsRijiDAX
GO To 6
Vl»(6(ItJ)/COS'fST (If J) ) )»«?
jlt J*1)/COS(SI(I|J*1) )
(It J*l)*v;/2.)«RU2 _ __ _
( I * 1 * J+ 1 ) /COS <SXfI*l»J*l)'i ) «*2
V4«-(Q(I»i » J )







IP(XJi',6T.O.J WlBWl«COS(TH(J) J .Q (f » J) «TAN (Si ( It J) )«SlM(TH(J) )
PUWlepUl»Wl
W2«sQ(T»J*l>*SlN(PHE(ItJ+l) )




GT,0.) w3eW3«COS(TH(J) ) .0 ( 1*1





* 1 » Jl) »SJNL( _TH_
(RUUI*RUU?)»S1*(RUU2*RUU3V»S2*(RIJU3*RUU4V*S3*(RUU4*RUU1
1/2. /ST
»S3* (RUw4*RUWl ) «S4)
1/2. /St . _________
PA VB ( > P ( I * J ) *p ( I « J* 1 ) ) »S 1 * ( P ( I , J* 1 ) *P ( I * 1 • J* 1) )*S2*(P(I*ltJ*D*
IP (1*1 ', J) )«S3*(P(I*ltJ)*P(I,J)
1/2. /ST
XX1B(XJ2*XJ«COS<TH(J)»XJ) )«R
XX4sXxl _ _ _
(ZZl-ZZ3)*(YY2-YY4)*<ZZ2-7Z*)*tYY3-YYl)










iF(J.NE.jfNT.OR.lcOWLt.EQ.O) Go to" 1
































GO TO ( l O t H f 1?) »ICHECK




11 IF(KO(|NT.EO.O ) XENTsXEN







COMMON /ZNDERV/ DPZN (40) ,DUZN UO) tDVZN (40) ,nWZN (40)
_COMMON_/R/ J»X^N|J(C»XXI»JWVINT,ICOWL»PCOWL
COMMON /ALTRl/ AN (40% 10 ) YTN (40 • 1 0 ) »GAMN (40 » 10 > »XPLAMN (40 » 1 0 ) »
IXMLAMNUOtlO)
COMMOM /ALLR2/ PGN(40,10 ) tHQN UO » 10 ) »oQN (40, 10 ) tSIQN (40 • 10 ) .
1 PHE ON ( 4 0 » 1 0~) » PH I ON ( 4 0 » 1 0 ) t RHOQv ( 40 1 1 0 ) VGAMQN ( 4 0 » 1 0 )
COMMON! /A/ Xl.THMAXf TH(lO) »R t Z (40 » 10 ) tP (40» 10 ) tPHp (40 » 10 ) f
1 Q(»0,lQ) tSI (4Q>10) tH(40tlp) tPuI<40tlp) tRHQ>4QtlQ) » 6AM (40, 10)
COMMON /B/ PN(40»10) »PHlNi(40tln) tRHON(40tloVtHN(40»10) «ZN(40tlO)
COMMON /C/ IMAX(IO) »JMAX,ISTARf.KOUNTF»KOUNTP
UW_(4LOJI^VW_(4q)±WW | >40) iXW UO)t_V_W (AO)»THw (40)
UWN(40) tV»N(4d) ,WWNlf40") »XWN(40)"»YWN(40)tfHwN(40)









COMMON /O/ ALP(7flO) »ALPN(7t IPS
COMMON /~QY XCOWL -











100 00 3535 M«






























J W ej M a~
EO.l) JW=JMAX
DO 2 J=1»JW







PHlN(T»J's pHI (Jf JJ
J)
lTJ)^XMLA~MTIT3r
PO N< l f J )=PQ ( T f J )
HO
~^Q"
I fJ )«SIQ( I fJ )
PHIO K)(I,J)ePHlQ ( I fJ)
RHOO M(I»J)«RHOQ (ItJ)
1F (J. ME . JMAX^T) GO TFT"
V W N ( T ) s V W (
X W N ( j ) e X W (










COMMOM /J/ QNUO,10) »PHEN(40»1«) »SlNN(40tlO) » XPLAM (40 , 10) »
~1YH'L"A""M Y'4 Q7TO ) TF P ( 40")", F M ( 4 0 ) , A ( 4 n , 1 0 )
COMMON] /TEM/ T(40*10)
101
? A7~X"lTtHBfA XTTH"< 1 6 > t R i Z ( 4 0 , 1 0 ) t P \ 4 0 » 1 0 ) t PHfr ( 4 0 • 1 0 ) •
Q ( 4 o , 1 0 ) » S I ( 4 0 » 1 0 ) « H ( 4 0 , 1 0 ) , P u I ( 4 0 , l p ) t R H Q f 4 0 » 1 0 ) t < 3 A M ( 4 0 f 10 )
/c/ I M A X ( 1 0 >» JMA X , I STk R , KpUNTF • K O U N P
"
_ ^
COMMON /& / UW f 4 " 0 ) » V W ( 4 o ) . W W f 4 0 ) t X W (40) , YW ( 4 0 ) » T H w (40 )
Al ( g tp ) ,A2 (3«9 ) » A 3 ( ? , 9 ) »RRT (3 )
COMMON /I/ XJ
COMMOM /U «LPM^N(7J^10J_»ALP_H_A(7,10) »BF.TAN(7,10) IRETA(7.10)
CO~MMON/M> "IS (7, IP)
COMMON /O/ ALPf7«10> »ALPN(7»10)
COMMQM/P/ KCl«KC?tKSl,KS2 _____










COMMON /ISW/ JCALCtISWEEP»XlNSD(lO) »X?
COMMON
COMMON /WO/ XJSS
COMMp_N /SCLTM/ ZHFTCf XTRRC* YMOMC,ZLIrTStXTHRSf YMOM5
COMMOM/'XSTP/XSTP
DATA xlMSP/10#6»/«KOUNSP/0/
DATA THW/40«Q, / _ _
" "
PEAD(q,9100)KOi )NTF,KOuNTP, ISTAPT, IVY>TAV,KCnRR t JF lNAL.
iTKtPUNTl) »Iei,3) .XSTP
9100 FORMAT noi5,Elo.O)
____ READ (gt 100) JMAXtlSlM,ISlMEX.It.'RAP,NUMEXP,I5WEEPt (IMAx ( J) , JB1 , JMA X' ' .....
Ri X J»Xjlt XcOWL tRcOwL»XFIN«ZSAV«p INF
XJSSsxJ
TF( ISTART.EQ,1) R E A D ( 5 t ? l O ) KOUNT.R
210 FORMAT(IStEl1 .3)
- — - - - — — - — - - — I S jMi-IjSIMgX
IFTISwEEPTEQ. i)~Rp^Dl^tTdlTTXTNS"P~( J)YO*1 VJtf")'
TF(I5U'EEP.EQ»1)
K"0'OKfT«T=KCJUNT
i FC lSTART.EQ. l ) GO TO 211
JCALCel
JMAXtr jMAX
TMAX < jMAX ) SIMAX < JMAX-1 )
1900 CONTINUE
00 5 J=1,JMAX
TF(lSi.)EEP.EQ.ltAMD.J.EQ,2) GO TO 5
MMAXejMAX(J)
READ (5 t 101) TH(J) » (Z(I»J) tls
IF(XJ EQ.O».ANO.XJ1.EQ.O.)GO Tn 5
~ ~
5 CONTINUE
106 FORMf lT( I5 t (7El f» .3)J
T M A X ( j W ) c M M A X
4QO FORMAf( lHH24Xt»T H R E E D T H E N S X_0 M. A L C H A R A C T
IE R I S~T~1 C ?«///)
IF(XJ.EQ.O«) «RITE(6»401) RI,R
IF(Xj.NE,Qt) WRITE(6>402) RI>R _____ _
401 rORWftTflOX»»THF INITIAL CARTESTAN X COORDINATE lS»-tEl3.5//10X"t
1«THIS RUN STARTED AT X COORDlNftTE*«El3.5/)
FORMAT ( ipXt»THE INI TIAL RADIUS QF CURVATURE IS»tE13.5//l p_X»
1«THIS RUN STARTED WITH A RADIUS OF*»Ei"3.5/)
KOUNTfKOUNTF»KOUNfp
4Q3 FORMAT( lQX f»TH iS RUN WAS STARTrp Al_^M!iL_B«, I5»»____wlLL RUM J_0_KOU.
INT =*,I5t* AND WILL PRINT EVEPY*»I5»« KOUNTS*/)'
1$1 MP _______ ____
Fp"RWATJlox»*THfrRE~TRE#»r5»» W/iLLS OF SYMMETRY IN" THE INTERNAL FLO
wRTTE'(6t405)
405 FORMAT<10XT*TH£ X COORDINATE OF THE COWL
TF(XjtNE,0.) WPITE<6»406) RCOWj
406 FORMflT(lQX»«THE RADIAL DlSTANCF TQ INTERSECTION OF COWL_ LIP_AND SI
IDE WALL I$*-tEl3*5/)
WRITE(6,2072) xFlN
2072 FORMAf(10X»*THF X COORDINATE OF THE END OF THE YEHICLF, UNDERSURFAC
IF IS»,El3.S) ~
c LOWER WALL GEOMETRY
READ(qflOO) NUMLWS
r>0















2010 FQRMAf(// »35Xt«UQWER WALL COOoQlNATES*)
WRITE'(6, 2071)
DO 2oiO IS1»NUMLWS
IF((1*1).GT.NUMLWS) GO TO 2041 __
WRITE (6,2042) RRl (I) ,RR1 {1*1) ,"(Al (11 J) t Ji
GO TO 2Q40
2041 WRITE(6«2Q43) RRl (JHjJMjLltJ>J-Is 1 V9}
"2040 CONTINUE
WRITF(6,2020)
2020 FQPMAT<// 35Xt»UPPEP. WALL COOPDINATE5»)
DO 2050 IsltNUMUWS





IF(ISlM.EQ.l) 60 TO 54
WRITE(6t203Q)




IF((1*1),GT.NUMSWS) GO TO 2061
W^Tfi6 »gO»2) RR3( I ) tRR3 H*Jj_MA 3 (11J)
RO to 2060




__ FORMftf (15Xf»R»t4Xt»TO»t»x » *R« » 45 X t *C_OpRD I NA TES* )
2071 FORMAT <15Xt*X»,4X,»Tb»t4XV«X»tA5X,«COoRDINATES»)
54 CONTINUE
TF(lSfAPT.EQ.l) GO TO 212 _______
.....
TTEMPaO.
DO 6 jal ,JMAx ____
I>(ISWEEP.EQ.1.AND.J.EQ.2' GO TO 6
MMAXsiMAX(J)
B»10l) (P (I»J) tIal
READf5»101)
PEADtgtlQl) (ST (ItJ) tlgjtMMAX'^ _
RE A D r 5 » 10 D (H (11J) 11 = 11MMA X~'j
READ(^flOl) (RMl(I«J)»:
JD0^^3J_ T_el tMMAx '
PHE(I,J)BPHE(I,J)/57.3
sn I . J > =51 < r» J) /57.3
IF fHTffjTTLT. nfOOOTTTEMPsl.
T F ( H ( f t J ) .LT.10000.) TTEMp»H(I». j j
T r i » j ) * F T ( P ( l » J ) » P H I ( I » J ) , M ( ! , j )
FTTE MATE'S• 1 • ) H n't" J> »t"( I» J)
TF(TEMP.EQ. l . )TU,J)sTTEMP
PHO(T,J)BRHEQ(H( I ,J ) .P( I ,J ) ,PHi f I ,J ) )
GAM n^JuFGAM (f ( I»J )»P (I»J)j.PH'i (_i• J M
MI»J)«SORT"(GAM(I .J)*P(I ,J) /RHn(r» JJ)





5»10l' ( P H Z C l t J )
»EAD(5»101) ( U W ( I ) t ls
5 » 1 Q 1 ) ( W W ( T ) » I a l » M M A X )
00 f Tsl
TH0«»TH<JMAX)«XJ
XW( I ) «R«COS ( THp)
1CALL S W A L L < R t Z ( I » J ) » X W ( I ) t YW { I ) ,FX»F2)
T F ( X j T * E Q . l > )
T F ( X j EQ.O.) Gp TO 300
T M W ( I ) « A T A N ( Y W ( I ) / X W ( I ) )
QO TO 201










T ( J » J ) B F T ( P ( I » J ) .PHKltJ) » H ( T » J ) )
TF(TEMP.EQ»l . )H( I«J)«T( I tJ )
TTEMpgQ
"
• • • • ""• * J. V ~~ * - v - - ^ — 1 * > 1 J, T W ' »• * « V ^^ f T I ~ " I ^ I % A W W / /
G A M ( i t J ) s F 6 A M ( f ( I » J ) » P ( I • J ) , P H T ( I » J ) )
A (I » j) g$QRT (GAM (11J) »P (I > J) /PJl^ LLL'rll \
CALL xLAM(Q( Iu ) ,A ( I»J ) »PHE(T» . I ) iXPLAM( I f J) ,XHLAM{I ,J)
7 CONTTMUE
TH(J ) B THW(1)
RETURM
212 TFtR. f lT . (RCOWL-1.E-05) )
RE A D ( 5 » 1 0 OT~JTNT7KO10NIT'C
R E A D ( 5 » 9 ) XMAST»XENT,FSXtFSZ
9
DO 213 Jel'JW









_ IF J_lSlM . EQ >1»QR.J.NE*JW) 60 TO 303
>EAD(5»302~> UW'(I)tWW(T)~ffVW(iTttHW(X)
302 FORMAT (fEll.3)
303 CONTINUE _ ______ _
REAT)(5i2i5T-ZlltJ) tPTI»J) tQ(It J) tPHE ( I» J)TsT(i» J) tHf I « J) t
tRMO(I,J)
631 CONTINUE _______
rrt t j ) "FT(Pii f j ) t PH rriTjr^M ITjH
GAM(I,J)sFGAM(T(I.J) tP (It J) tPHf (I • J) )
_ ____ __
CACL xLAHTQTl i j) » A HTJ) »pHE ( I ».|) iXPLAM (I »7)VXMLAM (I «
215 FORMAT <5Ell.3tllxfEll.3/2E11.3i
CONTINUE __________
TF(R.LT.RCO«L) GO TO 213
TMAX(j)cIMAX(J)-l
16) (ALP (MtJ),Mg
PEAD(5f2l6) (BETA (MtJ) tM«lt'7)
_ READ (5*217) (Ig __ (M,J)«M«lt7) ___ __ _
IFTITT3") .ME.O.AND.ISIM.EO.O) RF>AD(5t2T6) ZLtFTC«XTHRCt YMOMc
JFdSifl) .NE.O.AND.ISIM.EO.O) RFaO(5t2l6) Z|_TFTS»XTHRS, YMOMS
21 3 CONTINUE __ ~





READ (5121 6) (ZOUM"MY(I) • Is]




TBL (ZX »PX,SlX,Hx ,pHrx »QX ,PHEX «RHnX »GAMX» THx »L» IMAX t I )
COMMOKr7A~7~X'l » f HffAXYTHTro > »R »Z (40, 10) tP (40f 10) iPHp~(40» 10 ) •
1.0(46,10) t SI (40t 10) tH (40 1 10) tPw! (40 tip) »RHO /40» 10) »6AM (40 f 1 0)
COMMON /D/ UW (4Q), Vw (»Q),WW f40)»Xw (40),
 YW (40)»THW (40)'
THL«0
/H/ ISIM
/R/ J t X C N , X C » X X I f jW
7TB7~I"M:A"XJTIS1TIS2TISLT7ISL2
THL«"TH(L)
DO Id J7«sl» lMAX
___





P XBP (J6,K)*(P <j5f|_)-P CJMK) )»RAT
H XsH (J 6TK) + (HT35»L)-H (jft,K))«pAT
0 XBQ (J6»K)*(0 (J5»L)-Q (J6»K))«PAT







"fFTK.NE.JW.OR.ISlM.EQ.D GO TO 11
THXBTHW<J6)*RAT»(THW(J5).THW(JO)

























TF(L.wE.jW.OR.TSlM.EQ.l) GO TO ll
THXBTHW(J5)
6 0 T O 1 1 ~
10 CONTINUE
11 RETURN '
SUBRCMJTINE W R A P ( M )
TTHTl~o")TR » ZT4071 0 )~t P ( 4 0 • 1 0 ) » PHp ( 4 0 » 1 0 ) »
lQ(4o,10)»Sl(46flO)»H(40»lO)tPNT(40flO) tPHOfAOtlO) iGAM(40tlO)
COMMON /C/ IMAy (10) »JMA X , I ST A Rf » O J N T F * KOUNTP
"IS (7. 1 f t )
COMMON /S/ Rl»KOUNTtKOUNTS»IcOwLT
COMMON /W/ lsl!l^ llDUMMY • JINT^OUMMY UOjj THWW ( 2) » JD1 • JD?
COMMON XIQ/ NDMEXPiZSAV
COMMON) /WRTOMO/ X 0 ( 3 ) t X l ( 3 ) ,P1W(20) » Q l W ( 2 0 ) ,H1W(20) tS i iW(?o ) »












f_SSl_«f S ( 1 »J3)
vl (l)BTz(IC,J3).xO(l) )*PI2
XO(2)t.Z(lSS»J2)-7(IC»J2)





TF(I.fiT.IC) GO TO 1
(1)






C = < Z ( I » J 2 ) - Z L )
3
D B C « x T ( 2 ) * G l
T l B X O ( l ) + X O ( 2 ) » C
~BCTfO~2J
file X ] 1U XI, ( 2)
f}*C*X1 < 3 ) * G 1





CALL TBL(R3»PS«S lS»HS»PHiS .QS»PMES»RHnS.GAMSiTHX.J3 , lMAX(J3 )+ i»2>
P S e f P S-P ( I t j 2 ) ) /ST
0 S¥>Q 5^0 ri7J2)
H Sa(H S-H (1.J2M/ST
51 Se fS l S-SI ( I»J2) ) /5T
TFf l .GE.JC.OR.M.ME.O) 60 TO 32?
P TwTTlJT^P S
r» l W ( I ? ) s Q 5










DO 101 Ke l f lO
THTsPt l*FLOAT(K- l )
p3eTUT2»THT
SB.5/D*(R3*SQRT(R3«R3*D2)«OUM)
P Rep (I»J2)+P S*S
P ger> ( I tJ2)»Q 5*5
H BsH (I»J2)*H S"*S





^"6 1 1 20? ) P3 • THTTPB » QB » PTifpTSlBTHR » PHIBV»HOB » 6AMB
1202
RETURN
SUBROUTINE iNDflT? (MM, IFS.BM)
COMMOM /JF/ JFfNAL
/A/ X l t T H M A X » T H ( 1 0 ) » R _ tZ <40, 1 0 ) tP f 40» 10 ) tPHp (40 1 1 0 ) t
O) »SI (40»1~0) t H ( 4 0 » 1 0 ) »PMI (40 t 16) »RHOf40 i 10) » 6 A M ( 4 0 » 1 0 )
COMMQM /C/ IMA^UO) »JMAX, ISTARf.KOUNTFtKOUNJTP
COMMON) / p / UW f 4 Q ) . V W ( 4 Q ) . W W f 4 0 ) t X W (40 ) . VW ( 4 0 ) » T H w (40)




COMMON) /J/ QN(40,10) tPHEN(40,lft) »SINN{40»10) »XPLAM(40, 10) t
lv M L AM (4p tlQ) ,F PJ ! ^OJj^ F M \(tQ ) i . A ( 4 n > , 1 0 )' *
COMMON! /R/ JtX'cNfXCtXXIf jWf*XNtVicOML*QCOWL
COMMON! /V/ XJ1
COMMON] /w/ I_SlMEx»ZDU^MY_v_JlNTt7DUMHy(40) .THwW(2) t JDltjOZ
COMMOM /SA'/'XJTS
COMMON) /IQ/ NUMEXP»ZSAV





DO 5333 lel _ _________
I.J) tQ'dtJ't tH(I« j")"tS'I (T.J) fRHOVl»J)
IHE(I.J) »TH(J)
T ( I f J) *£1( PJJL!.J»' . -
6AM(T',J)BFGAM(T(XtJ) tP(XtJ)~tPHT (I»J) )
A ( 1 1 J ) aSORT (QAM ( I , J ) *P ( I , J) /RHr> ( 1 1 J ) )















I M A X (
TH(JW
THWM
( I » J W ) « Z (
f I , JW)ep (
> I , JW)sH (
( I tJW)-«SI (
(TI»J«)sPHI (
f I» jW)sPHF (
r I » jW)=RHO (
f I f j W ) « X M L A M (











~2~TO" R T JisJU E
00 5f)0 JslfJMAv
(J) + MM
READ(5»103) (Z ( I t J) » IslMMM, IMMMM)
PEAD(e;»lo3 ) (P ( I tj) « leiMMM 1 1 MMMM )_
READf*»ro~3") (PM.E<I»J) * ISJMMM", IMMMM)
READ(5,103) (Q (IfJ) ,I«IMMM, IMMMM)
READ(e ;» lo3 ) (ST ( 1 1 J) » I
PEAD(5»103) (H (I»J)•I*lMMMVlMMMM)
READ<e;tlo3) (PMl (IfJ) , lajMMM, I MMMM)
103 rORMflj(7E10,3)
nO 1 T=IMMM»IMMMM
!F(J.fiT.JlNT.AND.I.LT.IMMMM-i) 7 ( I » J) *Z (2t J)
H ( T > J ) tP ( I t J ) »PHt'( I tJM __
T, J)«PHE(I,J)/57,3
Sl{I, j)sSl(I»J)/57.3
Td t j ) * F T C P ( I t j )
SAM( I . J )BFGAM(T( I ,J ) tP ( I , J) tPHf ( I « J) )
A ( T f j j «SORT (GAM ( ! • J) *P ( I , J ) /RHn ( I , J) )
Qd t j ) » A ( I t J ) »PHE (I t ! l ) *XPLAM ( I • J) , XMLAM ( I , J) )
~ ..... "
500 CONTlMUE











DO 76^ 9 jllgltjW
7639 OM(Jjj)«RM(Jll)/57.3
REAO(c t lO^ ) NLJMUWS
HO 251 Ial»NUMIjWS
251 READ (5, 102) RR?(I) . (A2 (I , J) , Jaf ,9)"
fF(IsiMEX.EQ.l) SO TO 3
READ(5«10*) NUMSW5
nO 25? Iel»NUMSWS
252 READ(c;tlo2) RR3 (I) t (A3 (I
 f J) , jsTf 9)
DO 7 T«IMMMtIMMMM
tF(I.LT.IMMMM"T) Z < I • J) =Z _
PHO(i ,J)8RHEO(H(I«J) »P(I,J) ,PHT(I»J)
THSSTH(JMAX)«XJ
XW(!)gR»cOS(THq)
1CALL gWAL,L(R»Z(ItJ) »XW(I) fYW(I) ,FXfFZ)
IF (XJi.GT.O. )
1CALL sWALLl(YW<I)fRtZ(I»J) tFx.r?)
TF(Xj.EQ.O») GO TO 200
T H W ( I ) « A T A N ( Y V » ( I ) / X W < I )
<30 Tn 201
200 T H W ( n « Y W ( X )
~20~1 CONTINUE
VW ( I ) «UW ( I ) «FX+WW ( I ) »FZ
_ TF(XjT«FQ.l») VW(T)-"VW<I
THWGaTHW{I)«XJ
f I ) * C O S ( T H W G ) + V W ( I ) # S I N ( T M W G )
0 S ( T H W G )- U W ( I r» SIN
PHE(T,J)*ATAN(WW(I)/UT)
SK It'J)".ATAN{ VTj/R at JJJ ____
t(I»J)sFT(P(IiJ) tPHllltJ) »H(I»J) )
GAM (I, J)sFGAM(T(I.J) tP(XtJ) »PHT(ItJ) )
A ( I » J ) "SORT ( GAM ( T . J ) »P ( I , J) /RMo ( I » J) )




FUNCTION FH(Pl ' .FtTl)
PsPl«H .01325E5/2116.
TF(F , I_T .O, ) GO TO 400
T F ( T . G T . 2 0 0 Q . ) GO TO 190
120 A»1«E-07*(-.1042»F2 * ,8242*F*. Q87)
Pg.OOT«(,01167»F2 *.1503»F*,93ft)
f iO To
191 Asl.E' r07*{1.787*F2 -5.48«F*5.4\





192 AB.QonOQl» (4.8] « F2_. 1 3 . 9«F^ n ^ 9 )
290 Hl ___
TFTT.iT.2000.) GO TD 370
_























TF(Xj.EO.O.) 60 TO 20
IF(ABS<ERR>-LT.1.E:-10) 00 TO 2n
TTBIT»1










T W A L L ( P l » ^ H1 » Z t FR1 t PT 1 )
AlT5T'?TrA2T3r9 JTA3 (T, 9 )TRRT (3 )
 f Rpg ( 3 ) , RR3 ( 3 )
,NUMLWS,NUMUWS,NUMSWS
CQMMQM /!/ XJ __ __















8i.»T * A 2 ( L f_9. _ _
FR "2,*A2 M-t l ) »R«TT + 2.*A2 (If 2> «R*t*A2Tl.i3) «ff *2.»A2 (L',4> »R*A2 (Lt6)
1*T+A?(L.7)









COMMON /J/ Q N ( 4 0 » 1 0 > .PHENUO.ln) »SINN(40»10) »XPLAM(40 ,10 ) »
_1_XMLAM(40 ,JO) »FP(40 ) .FM(4()UA(4n,10)
COMM-OW~~/~A7~XlTf HMA'XTTHJI'O") 7R » Z ( 4 0 , 10) » P (40 110) t PHp (40 » 1 0
1 Q ( 4 o « 1 0 ) » S l ( 4 0 * ] Q ) * H ( 4 0 t l O ) * P u I ( 4 0 * l n > »RHO(40»10)
COMMON /C/ IMAX( IO)»JMAX, ISTARf ,KOUNTF»KOUNTP
COMMON/NX S I Q ( 4 0 » 1 0 ) » P Q ( 4 0 . 1 0 > . P H F . Q ( 4 o » 1 0 ) » u O ( 4 0 * 10 ) *PH lQ(40»10 ) •
-"(40,^0) tRHOQir 40.10], GAMQ (40 .1^0)
/R/ J ,XCN fxC.XXl tJW, lNT, lCOWL, 'RCOWL "
/S/ Rl fKOUNT»KOUNTS, lcOu/LT
/ T S W / JCALC» ISWEEPtX lK lSD(10 ) »X? _
? ) t S ! R ( 4 0 » ? )
COMMON
COMMON/PS /ZR(40»? )»PR(40*2> »OR
Z) tPHcR(40»2)
COMMON XfSE/ KOONSP"
IF-(II35. EG. 1) 60 TO
» T H W R ( 4 0 )
" "
1
PAT»(X6-XINSP( jC&LC) ) / (XlN5PUr)"XINSp(JCALC)
T FTP a T • 6 TTl . - 1 . E- 1 OT~R A'Ta 1", "





































































T( I»L»"FT(P( I .L
GAM( I .L )eFG A M ( T
A( I»L) B SQRT(GAM




> P H l ( I « L ) * H ( I * i ) )
! I *L)*P(I .L) .PHf( I . L )J
I.L)»P<I.L)/PHft(~ItL))








P Q ( T > JCALQap,








COMMON! /S/ RIfKOUNT,KOUNTS t ICOw|_T





79g.l?5«AlO»A10 -m_9 2 75 • A10
TTsl
IF(I63.EO.D GO TO 1000
163*1
TOslBOO.
IFfF.flE.O.) GO TO 120
Ts600.
TOsT






IF(F,LT.O») GO TO 400___
PO TO 120
100 Els(H_Hl)/H
TF(Ae^(El)*LT,j.F.»0») 60 TO 34^ ________
ITelT+1
IF(IT.LT.21) GO TO 10
WRITE(6,11) __ __ ___ _






IF(FTU.O») GO TO 400
120 Aei.E.07»(-tl042*F2 *.8242«F*.987)
Bs.OOJ*(.01167»F2 *.1503»F».93a )
Cs-. 0284^ »F2 +.673l*F*,4293
TF(F.LE.i.) GO TO 190
.787»F2 -5.
Ba.001*(-«l867«F2 *1, 11»F*. 176',
190 IF(T,LE»2000>) GO TO 290
Ae.OOo001»(1.792«F2
-,1183»F*.97






IF(T.LE.200Q.) GO TO 370 _^
.-l . ) *79
400 T2«T»f'
T3=T?»T
TF(F.|_T,-1.5) 60 TO 450
K M Ml s 1 6 V















SUBROUTINE STEP(TFS»MM» DFL.X t X2.KOUNT)
COMMON /A/ XlffHMAXtTH(lQ)
 VR „ »Z (40, 10 ) »P (40» 1 0 ) »PH£ f 40 » 1 0 ) »
0(40,10) »SI (4QtlO) tH(40tlO) ,P"I (40ilp) »RHO(40,10) fGAM(40»10)
"COMMON /P/ PN ( 40 » i o ") • PH IN uo » i r ) • RHON < 4o » i o V » HN ( 40 » i o ) • ZN ( 40 • i o )
COMMON /C/ IMAX(IO) »JMAX,ISTART,KOUNTFfKOUNTP
COMMON /P/ UW (4Q)fVW (4Q)«WW (40)tXW [4^ 0), YW J4p)?THw (40) _
" ~~" " ....... "
COMMON /H/~I"STM
COMMON /I/ XJ




COMMON /L/ ALPHAN(7*10) »ALPHA(T,1Q) »BFTAN(7,10) »BETA (7tlO)
COWHCTN/H/ IS {7, 10)
COMMON/P/ KCl
COMMON / Q/ XCQWL _ ______
COMMON /P/ JfX7-NtXC»X'Xjf j«f"iNT7lc6'WL»PCOWL
COMMON /5/ RI«KO NT»KOUNTS»IrOwLT
rQMMOM /y/ XJ1 ___ ' _ ___ • _
" • JDTt JD2
COMMON XSA/ XJTS
/7/ ISTOP __ _______
COMMON /T8/ lMaXj»lSi»IS2»ISLT,ISL2
COMMON /ISW/ JCALC»ISwEEPtxlWSD(lO) »XP
rQMMQM /SPE/ KQUMTC
COMMON /!S~E/ KOUNSP








TF(J.flT.JINT) xJleOt __ _
TMAXjslMAX(J)













fF(ICoWL»EQ»l.AND.I.GT,IlTT.flNn.I,LE*lIT) 60 TO 4
DO 5
IF<I$(M,i) ,EQ.o)GO TO 5
TF«M/2)#2.EQ.M) TTESTs IS (M f J ) *T





TF( ISTM.EQ.O,AND,J .EQ.JMAX> DYisTHW ( I ) -TH { JMAX)
HYTsTH < JMAX ) -TH '< JM )
TF(J .pQ. l ) DYZaTHf JP)-TH( l )
TF(J.(rO.JlNT) nY1=OETH
TF-rJ7EQ7^INT^ATMD7I7GT7l DUMMY )~nYl"aDY2
TF(J.FQ.JlNT.ANn.xJl.GT.O-) DYf =DYl«Z ( I » J)
*11n> Y 2 »D VI ---------------- "
TF(DY?.LT .DY1)
T F ( I S ( 1 » 1 ) « E Q . O ) GO TO 6
pQ. (ISl-1) )r,0 TO 6
T F ( I c r > W L . E Q . l ) I5L1S0
CALL TBL(Z( l t J ) »PltSl l>Hl»PHir.Ql»PHEJ'»RH01t6AMl tTHY*jM>IM&X JM ,1




CALL fBL(Z(I»J)»PatSl2»H2»PHI2.Q2*PHE?»RH02fGAM2tTHXf JP.IMAX JP' ~" ' '
D2eTHy-TH(J)
TF{JP.EQ,JMAX*1) TH(JP)sTHX








I F ( X ? . G T . X F I N )
_
TF(T>!T.FQ.2) Gn TO 3*0
60 To 341
TF(X? .LE.XINsP(JCAl.C* l )*Rl- l tE-o5)GO TO 34 Q
(JCALC + n+Rl
DELXsx lNSP(JCALC+l ) -X l *Rl
GO Tp




SUBROUTINE CORNER ( 1C* RltTHl,zil
COMMON /ALLR1/ m<40»10) »TN(40,10) t GAMN (40,1 0) »XP|_AMN (40» 10) »
VMLAMW(4n,lO)
l'OMMOTM~/^7"QN(VO~rro)TPREN(40~»rft) »SlNNlHO»10) * XPlAM (40 , 10 ) »
XMLAM(*0»10) »FP(40> tFM(4o) ,A(4fif 10)
COMMON /IVY/ I\/Y,KCORR,lAV __
THMA~X7TH I<1 o)~i R i Z ( 4~0~. 1 0 ) » P f 4 0 » 1 6 ) • PHp ( 4 0 • 1 0 > •
10(4of10)»SI(4ntlO)tH(40,10) »PuI (40tlo)
COMMON /B/ PN(40,10> f PHlN|(40f 1 nj t RHON ( 40 f 1 0\ t HN ( 40 1 1 0 j , zN ( 40 f 1 0 )
CO'H'M'OW /C/ IMAX (lo> »JMAX»rSTART,KOUNTr-fKOUNTP
COMMON /n' UW (40)tVW (4Q)»WW f40)iXUI (40)fYW (40)»THW (40)










IF (BAy .GT.O. ) A93e.5
TFfBTvVGTTOTr
PTcPKi ( ICtJW)
T l C t J W )
I F ( I C . E Q . I ) I I a lC*l
T F T X j j . E O . O . ) ~
ITtsl "
X sp l
YmRl»slN(THGX) *THG« ( 1 ,-XJ)
TF(IC.EO,D CALL RWALL (P-l »THGt71 »FRtpTH)
- I RTTT HPTTITFR . FT H
TFCXJl.F.O.O.)
1CALL sWALL(Rl»71»X _____
IFtXjI.GT.O.) CALL SWALL1 ( YT.RT ,Z1 tFX,~FZ)
»LT.1.E-10) GQ TO
T T« ff*~I











W O U s ( F R » ( C O S ( T H G X ) *FTH«7DUM«
~1 (FX»cOS(THGX)-S lN(THGX
2) ) )/n.-FZ»"(FR»SlN(THGX)*FTH«Crv«;<THGX) )«ZDUM)
VOU*rx+WOU*FZ
rOPNfp PRESSURE







VP( I » JJ)gVP ( I T » J J ) * R A T * ( V P ( T C ' , J J ) - V P f I I » J j )
' (II » JjV
_
WP ri^ 73j) s««'PliT » JJ) *RAT* (WP ( TC'. jJ) -
PP' In,J j )«PP(IT«JJ)*RAT«(PP{TC.JJ)-PP(I I tJ j )
^J ID«JJ> |PHP(IHJJ)*RAT»(HP ( I C '^J J ) -HPif^I 1 1 J J )
RHOP if JO
 t J J) sRHOP ( 1 1 » J J ) *RAT«TRHf>P ( I C »\J J ) -RHnP ( 1
PHrPfTO,JJ)spH]TPf l it JJ)*RAT#(PMTPf lC» jJ) -PHTPa
THP ( In » J J ) «THPf I I ,JJ ) *RAT«(THP(TCtJJ) -THP( l t *JJ
THPTID»JJ)BTH(JMAX1









































































PETA*sQPT( <UA2 + VA2 )/(AA2 V-l.
_ ALAMs(UA»VA+AA? *BETA)/(UA2 .AA2
D UMP^A 9 3 «TA ITA HVB9 3»xPCN
TFfXj.EO.O.) 60 TO 32







TF(EP.LT.1.E-04) SO TO 30
THAotTHAT ^ ___ _




DVaQvi *RAT» (DV?-nVl )
DWaDwi »RAT» (DW2-DW1 )
____
*B93»
 (RHON( 1C, JW) »UWM





TSVls (Vo i i -TAN(THWN|X ) ) / ( 1 . + VoiJ*TAN (THWNX










PP (!,2 )=P P(I«1)*RAT»(P p(f»2)-P
P H Q P ( T * 2 ) s R H Q P ( T f l > *f_AT*J_?HOP_> !_• 2 ^ MOP (I t T ) )
~7P ( I»? ) »ZPlT»TT*RAT*TZPTlT2y^7P"< I » 1 M
OP <J' .2 >sQ P ( I , i ) * R A T * ( Q P ( f , 2 ) - Q P(I»l'n
5 J P ( T . 2 )«SI P( I tp *RAT»(SI P ( T t ? ) - S I P(111) )
PHPP~( I» ? ) =PHEP'( T » 1) *R AT *"(PH>P"| I • 2) -PHEP ( I»1) )
P H l P ( T « ? ) « P H I P ( I , l ) * R A T * { P H l P ( f , 2 ) - P H T P < I » l ) )
J»2
40
T •FtfPPTI.J) ,PWIP(If J) ,HP(I.J) )
« A M P ( T t J ) s F G A M ( T ,PP(I,J)tPHlP(ItJ))
ft P gSQRT(GAMP(I tJ)»PP(I«J) /PHOP(I»J))




R A T A B ( Z A - Z P ( I I , 2 )
s A T A N (WOO/ (COS (THT) »VOU*S"lW (THT)
t » 2 ) * Z P ( I » 2 ) )
FYPUA-HTF ) .YPLAM(2)-YMLAM(?
__
fF ( IC.EO. 1 ) C"LAMsBLAM«A93*B93*vMLAMN"( 1C,
ER g APS< ( Z A T - Z A ) / ( ZP ( I »2 ) - Z P ( l f » 2 )))
" 60~TO B5
7A«sZ&T
JFdT.LT.lO) GO TO 50
CALL F.RROR(SO)
55 P A T Z = ( Z A - Z ( l i t J M A X ) ) / ( Z ( I t J M A X ) - Z ( I I t J M A X ) )
0 AaQ P(IIt2 ) * R A T A » ( Q p ( y » ? )»Q p(IItg
P A g P P ( I I t 2 ) * R A T A # ( P P ( I » ? ) . P P ( I I t ?
GAMABr?AMP(I I t2 ) * R A T A * ( G A M P ( T » ? > ) -GAMp(I I f?
SI AHS! P(II»2 ) * R A T A « ( S I P(It?'^ -SI P.Cl I t2
PH"E"ABpHfPTn,2 ) *RATA«(PHEP( I t5> )-PHEP (lit?
RHOA«pHOP(IIt2 )*RATA«(RHOP(T»?> )-RHOP(IIt?
AAeSOpT( ( ;AMA»PA/RHOA)
A laPP l  ( I l t jMAX )*RATZ»(P ( f tJMAX).P ( I f t j M A X ) )
SI AltiSl ( I l tJMAx ) * R A T Z # ( S I (T,JMAX).SI ( I l t JMAx ) )
PHEAiaPHFdlt jMAX ) *R ATZ»(PHE < T t JM A X) -P HE (I j t J M A X) )
PP e(P A-P A l ) /DTH
DSI B fS l A-SI AD/DTH
(PHEA-PHEAD/DTH





 ( ( Q A / A A ) » » 2 - l . ) / ( R H O A » n A 2 )















RHON { TC » JW ) sRHO ( TC » JW )» (PN ( ic » JW ) /P(Ic»JW) )»«{!. /GAM (TC»JW) )
VVSLs UW(Ir)»«2*VW(Ic)»»?*ww(IC)»»2
VVC»VySi*2. *13AM( 1C tJW) / (6~AM(" iC, JW") ••!.)»•( P'( Ic"tJW)/RHO( 1C t ' JW) - -1 PN ( i e . Jw ) /RHON < T r t





< I C » J W )
THWNXaTHWN( iC)»XJ
PHEDg-tgWWMdC) A U WN (1C) »CQS(THWMX) * V W N ( I C > * S T N ( TH WNX] )
P RTRTTCTJIin s AT A K
VOUMey WK) (1C ) «CoS ( THWNX ) -U«M ( TC'l «SIN ( THWNX )
QN(Ir t JW)cSQRT(VVC-VDUM«»2)
« WNI7TC? JW) sATAN ( VDTIM/ON ( ICt J W » )
TNdr, JW)=FT(PN( IC»JW) »PHlN( iC«jW) iHN(ZC»JW) )
SAMN( lC t JW) gFgf tM(TNdCtJW) tPN ( TC» JW) tPH I N j(J C , J W ) }
~ ")
CALL X L A M ( Q N ( I C » J W ) » A N ( I C » J W ) tPHENdCt JW) tXPLAMN ( IC» Jw) t X M u A M N ( J C
l . J W ) )
ET»A8s{ (PT-PN(TC,JW)) /P( lC ,







1493 WRITE{6 f i 393)










COMMON) /D/ UW (4f))»VW (4Q)»WW (AO)tXW (40)tYW (40)»THw (40)
COMMON /V/ XJ1
COMMON /§/ RI?KOuNT»KOUNlTStICOwLT
COMMON /A/ XltTHMAXtTHUo) »R tZ<4Q•10)»P(4Q»10)»PHF,(40t10>»









MlsH(f f J) _
C3aCl#RHO( I f J )»Q( I t J ) /COS(S I ( I , J )




TF(ABS<ERR).LT,V.E-05) GO TO 4
IF(KIT.(5T.5)GO TO 4
1F(KIT.GT.2> GO TO 6
I
C,0 TO 2
10 W R I T F ( 6 » 1 1 )
11 FORMAT<« ERROR IN ENTHALPY ITERATION IN SUBROUTINE UNoWAT»1
STOP





o<Ti ,n*v i«cos(s i ( i tJ ) )
iF(J.ME.jMAX»l) GO TO 1
Ul«sO(J f J )«COS(PHF(I tJ)
V leO( f J
T F f X j i .GT.O.) RO TO 88
C S I » C O S ( T H W ( I ) )
TWTlTBUl»C5i-vT«SS I
